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IN SUPPORT OF 1889
As I write this, convention season has
just wound down. Thisseasonpresented
me with some interesting opportunitiesespecially at GenCon, where I had the
chance to sit on apanelaboutgaming art.
Since not every potential artist was at
GenCon-and those who were probably
didn't want to go to an (ugh) 8 a.m.
seminar-I'll recap our conclusions.
Mostimportantly,artwork should be well
rendered and easily reproducible. To
judge this quality in your work, see how it
photocopies and gauge it from there. If it
photocopies well, you know it ought to
print well.
Artwork should also tell a story. Rather
than just a static drawing of a person
standing still, you need to show action or
create a mood. Give your viewer something exciting to latch onto.
Thereare two categoriesto work within,
and each approach is equally valid:
Illustration directly from the text.
Thisis self-explanatory Takeascene from
the text and illustrate the actiondescribed.
Allen Nunis'Star Wars artwork is a terrific
example of this approach.
Mood illustration. Mood illustrations
don't necessarily relate to anything on
the page, but they do give insight into the
feel of the world. Tim ~radstreet'sShadowrun work is the blueprint for mood illos.
Bearing a1 this in mind, it3 time to
submit your portfolio. Remember:
Sendphotocopies, not originals! Originals can get lost. Besides, we can keep
photocopies, and when that next big job
comes up, you 'N be in our files.
We're probably not going to actually
use any of your samples. Samples give
us an idea of whatyou can do, but chances
are, they don't illustrate any text we have.
If we like your samples, however, you 'N
probably get an assignment.
Don't be discouraged if you don't get
work immediately. If you have talent and
are persistent, sooner or later you'll get
your chance.
Steve Bryant

Several months ago I wrote expressing dismay that the wonderfully
crafted (and refreshingly nonviolenceoriented) Space: 1889 game was in
danger of dying an early death, and
asking my fellow devotees of the game
to come forward and be counted.
Respond they did--and how.
The ads section is filled with notices
from peoplestartingSpace: 1889 newsletters and looking to get in touch with
other players. I myself am running a
successful PBM campaign, Countdown
to Armageddon, with players both in
this country and abroad, and already
have a sequel in the works. Almost
every issue has had a letterfrom someone voicing their support of the game.
Challenge...is agreat magazine, and
I'mglad it'sgoing monthly.The article in
Challenge 52 on Tales from the Floating Vagabond compelled me to purchase the game and begin work on a
Space: 1889 adventure in which the
characters,fresh from once again making the solar system safe for Cricket,
stumble wearily into their favorite pub
and fine themselves you-know-where.
I also enjoyed the "Dwellers in the
Dark" adventure, especiallythe illustrations by Paul Daly.
So what am I askina for? Not all that
much. Some cover a i , for one. Some
adaptations of other games to the
Space: 1889 universe, such as a Dark
Conspiracy adventure set in the back
alleys of Victorian London. Some articleson new equipment.And how about
a news service like you already have
for MegaTraveller?
Another suggestion would be some
how-to articles on adapting figures and
vehicles from other games for use in
Space: 1889. 1 myself have found the
Landraider and Rhino kits put out by
Games Workshop for the Warhammer
40,000game to be quite adaptable into
impressive landjuggernauts for Space:
1889.
Donald E. Brynelsen
Itasca, IL
Challenge is happy to consider any
and all Space: 7889 submissions or
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article proposals. But first, be sure to
send a SASE for our free writers'
guidelines.

FAN FROM WAY BACK
Congratulationson Challenge 50.1
have been collecting JTAS and Challenge since about issue 5 , and it has
been getting better all the time.
Having recently resumed playing
Traveller, I find it a great resource for
my campaign.
As Scott Moir observed in issue 50,
almost all articles and scenarios may
be adapted in some way into the MegaTraveller universe. Twilight: 2000
and Cyberpunk appear to be particularly useful.
Keep up the good work.
Alistair Langsford
Australia
Have any comments on this issue?
How about gaming in general? Letters
from our Readers provides garners an
opportunity to air their views. Theopinions presented do not necessarily reflect those of the magazine. Challenge
reserves the right to edit letters. Write
to ChallengeLetters, ChallengeManaging Editor, PO Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 51702-1646 USA.

-

magic -but technology AS magic!

M35 2.5-Ton Gun Truck

Price: $21,000 (CIR)
Armament: M2HB HMG, 2xMAG MG (P)
Fuel Type: D, A
Load: 1 ton
Veh Wt:4.5 tons
Crew: 4 +8
Mnt: 6
Night Vision: Headlights
Damage Record
Crewmembers: Commander q Driver q L. Gunner q R.
Gunner Cl
Passengers:l D 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 O 8 O
Sight/Vision:Night vision equipment CI
Radio: El
M2HB HMG: q
L MAG MG: q
R MAG MG:U
Engine: q
Fuel (% Consumed or Destroyed):00000 OClDOD
Suspension: Minor damage: q Immobilized: 0
WEAPON DATA
Weapon ROF Dam Pen Blk Mag SS
M2HB
5
8 2-2-3* 8 105B 3
tripod
5
8 2-2-3* 8 105B 2
MAG MG 10
4 2-3-Nil 6 1008 1
bipod
10
4 2-3-Nil 6 IOOB 1
tripod
10
4 2-3-Nil 6 100B 1

Brst Rng
14

7
7
5
2

65
150
65
90
125

*.50 caliber SLAP ammunition has a penetrationof 1-1-2.

M35 2.5-Ton Gun Truck (Armored Cargovehicle): One
of the most innovative vehicle types seen during the war
was the "gun truck," standard cargo carriers field modified
into makeshift armored vehicles by adding improvised
armor and weapons mounts. Originally developed during
the Vietnam War as a means of providing escorts for poorly
protected supply convoys, the idea proved successful and
was widely used.
This is a representativeAmerican design, produced from
a standard M35 2.5-ton truck. There is welded steel armor
protecting the cab and cargo area, and three weapons
mounts located in the truck's bed--one NHT mount firing
forward over the cab, and two NMT mounts, one firing to
each side. The most common armament on these vehicles
consisted of machineguns and AGLs. Note that in order to
provide adequate fieldsof fire forthe gunners inthe bed, the
cargo bed must be at least half empty, and thegunners must
also expose themselves to return fire when firing their
weapons.

Tr Mov: 100115
Com Mov: 2514
Fuel Cap: 195
Fuel Cons: 70
Combat Statistics
Config: Stnd HF: 4
Susp: W(3) HS: 4
HR: 4
AMMUNITION
Use the MAG MG and M2HB HMG ammo records from
page 5 of the American Combat Vehicle Handbook.

--
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B.y Keith Potter

54 5-Ton Gun Truck
MI13 Version

Price: $70,000 (CIR)
Armament: M2HB HMG, 2xMAG MG (P)
Fuel Type: D, A
Load: 350 kg
Veh Wt: 10 tons
Crew: 4+8
Mnt: 6
Night Vision: Headlights
Damage Record
Crewmembers: Commander Cl Driver q L. Gunner q
R. Gunner q
Passengers:l Cl 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6Cl 7Cl 8 0
SighVVision: Night vision equipment Cl
Radio:CI
M2HB t.IMG:lJ
L MAG MG: Cl
RMAGMG:Cl
Engine:O
Fuel(% ConsumedorDestroyed):Cl q17Cl OCl 0 Cl Cl
Suspension: Minor damage: Immobilized: Cl
WEAPON DATA
ROF Dam Pen Elk Mag
M2HB
5
8 2-2-3" 8 105B
5
8 2-2-3* 8 1058
tripod
4 2-3-Nil 6 lOOB
MAG MG 10
biood
10
4 2-3-Nil 6 lOOB
tripod
10
4 2-3-Mil 6 lOOB
Weapon

SS
3

2
1
1
1

Erst Rng
14
65
7 150
7
65
5
90
2 125

*.50 caliber SLAP ammunition has a penetrationof 1-1-2.

M54 5-Ton Gun Truck (Armored Cargo Vehicle): During the Vietnam War, it was discovered that M54 five-ton
cargo trucks could carry a stripped-down M113 hull in their
cargo bed. During the War, the design was rediscoveredas
a number of units found themselves with damaged M113s
which they had no way of repairing. The disadvantage was
that the truck itself was more vulnerable to fire than the
M113, and it was easier to put out of action simply by
immobilizing the truck with welded steel and kevlar sheets,
with varying degrees of success.
In order for the system to work, the MI13 must first be
stripped of all excess weight-the engine, suspension,
transmission, wheels and tracks must all be removed to
avoid overloading the trucks' chassis.
The services of an ARV (such as the M88 or M5) are
required in order to build one of these vehicles. If one is
unavailable, some other way of removing the M113's engine and then getting the hull into the truck bed must be
found. The job can be done by any team of qualified
mechanics and takes about 12 hours.
Because these vehicles were field modified, no two were
exactly alike.The vehicle given is typical design, used by the
5th Infantry Division in Europe. It incorporates an MI13
ACCV into the design.

Ta Mov: 8511 5
COPYI
MOV: 3014
Cap: 288
Fuel Cons: 80
Combat Statistics
Config:Stnd HF:4
Susp: W(3) HS: 4
HR: 4
Ammunition
Use the MAG MG and M2HB HMG ammo records from
page 5 of the American Combat Vehicle Handbook.
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M54 5-Ton Gun Truck

Price: $70,000 (CIR)
RF: +2
Armament: Twin TOW launcher, MAG MG (P)
Ammo: 10 TOW II missiles
Fuel Type: D, A
Load: 250 kg
Veh Wt: 10 tons
crew: 3+3
Mnt: 6
Night Vision: Headlights, passive IR

Damage Record
Crewmembers: Commander q Driver q Gunner Cl
Passengers: 1 0 2 0 3 q
Sight/Vision: Gunsight q Rangefinder q Night vision
equipment
Radio:
Twin TOW Launcher: q
Traverse: 0
MAG MG:
Engine:
Fuel (% Consumed or Destroyed): 00000 000UCI
Suspension: Minor damage: q Immobilized: q
WEAPON DATA
TYP~
TOW II
TOW IIC
Weapon
MAG MG
bipod
tripod

8

Rld
2
2

Rng
3500
3500

Damage
C:12,B:12
C:12,B:12

ROF Dam Pen Blk Mag SS
10
4 2-3-Nil 6 IOOB 1
10
4 2-3-Nil 6 lOOB 1
4 2-3-Nil 6 lOOB 1
10
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Pen
160C
160C

Brst Rng
7
65
5
90
2
125

M54 Gun Truck (Armored Cargo Vehicle): This vehicle
incorporates an M901 ITV into the design, providing a
serviceable antitank vehicle of sorts.

Tr Mov: 85115
Corn ~ O V 3814
:
Fuel Cap: 280
Fuel Cons: 80
Combat Statistics:
Config: CIH TF: 2
Susp: W(3) TS: 2
TR: 2

HF: 4
HS: 4
HR: 4

Ammunition
Use the MAG MG ammo records from page 5 of the
American Combat Vehicle Handbook.
TOW Missiles (10)
OOOOCI 1 7 0 0 0 0
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umpy Jehosophat can appear in any part of the
Merc: 2000 world, serving as a messenger, an
enemy, a source of information or, most often, the
agent of patrons who choose to remain unnamed.
His real name is Jehush Ovir, but his friends call
him Jumpy. He has the jack-in-the-box nerves to prove he's
spent time under fire, mixed with just enough bravado to
earn any merc's respect.
Jumpy works as a freelance correspondent on the military beat and
knows just about everything that
takes place in the mercenary
world.
Some of this knowledge
goes into his articles. He
applies the rest to his
career as a middleman
for mercenary deals.
An Israeli by birth,
Jumpy began his career as an intelligence advisorto the
South LebaneseArmy militia.
The Israeli Defense Forces organized this force of
Lebanese nationals to keep order in
the IDF security
zone during the
1980s. There, he
took a bullet in his
right arm, which forever disqualified him
for military duty.
Rather than let his
skills and contacts go to
waste, he began writing
forthe European press. His
career blossomedfrom there
on.
Mercenaries consider Jumpy
a mascot, a confidante, afriend. He
earns their trust with his discretion,
never publishing anything which might
harm his sources.
However, although Jumpy keeps secrets buried, he also
has a talent for flattering the mercenaries he knows in print,
even when he must mention them only by pseudonyms.
Whether they admit it or not, almost all soldiers of fortune
harbor a suppressed hunger for glory.
By making friends, Jumpy makes himself valuable. The

employers of mercenaries treasure him for his ability to
recruit the best.
The mercenaries, for their part, stand in awe of Jumpy's
abilitytofind high-payingjobsfrom reliable patrons, although
his assignments rank among the toughest many soldiers of
fortune must face. Jumpy can also acquire informationand
equipment of almost any sort he desires.
For the past three years, Jumpy has lived
with a woman named Rachel Fruze.
Rachel has the statistics of a Veteran, with a Pistol skill of 6 and an
Interrogation skill of 4.
Rachel has straight black
hair and a permanent frown.
She quitefrequentlytakes
a disliking to Jumpy's
contacts, and most of
them, in turn, resent
her as well.
Nevertheless, Rachel's prejudices
have saved her mate
from more than one
setup.
Furthermore,
Jumpy likes Rachel's ironicwit, and
he has come to
trust her skill with
an uzi.
Jumpy's mercenary friends must
learn to get along
with his companion.
Jumpy lives in a
moderately sized
apartment,
which
doubles as an office. For
protection, he owns an ultrasonic motion detector
which alerts him to intruders
by silentlyflashing a light at his
bed. Two Alsatians, named Yassir
and Nidal, roamthe apartmentfreely.
Jumpy, Rachel and their"guests"complete the security precautions.
Jumpy looks like the veteran he is. His right arm
hangs limp and useless, although his left arm has an almost
unnatural strength. Black sunshades top his square,
unshaven face.
Jumpy stands 5' 5" tall and weighs 150 pounds. He
typically wears a concealed kevlar vest and carriers a
Beretta pistol.

By Thomas M. Kane
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The referee can arrange an encounterwithJumpylo meet
the needs of his particularcampaign. In general, though, the
following ideas are suggested for introducing Jumpy into
play:

h l l l pH
~88 Job8
Jumpy knows where the jobs are and how to get them.
If player characters need employment, they may find
making friends with Jumpy well worth their while. This
scenario tests the player characters' social skills and their
ability to glean useful material from past missions. Since
winning Jumpy's interest is as much an art as a science, the
referee should decide the results based largely on his own
appraisal of their performance.
To win Jumpy's approval, the player characters must
prove that they can cope with tough missions. They also
need to offer Jumpy something he needs.
Jumpy wants information, eitherfor his stories or to further
his career as a middleman of mercenary deals. He eagerly
seeks photographs, hot tips and chances to meet major
figures of the shadow world. This does not mean the player
characters should spill the beans on their last covert
mission--Jumpy has no use for loose-lippedmercs. Instead,
the party must find untraceable morselsfrom its past, things
that seemed peripheral at the time but might mean a great
deal to Jumpy.

h m p y Has Enemies
The party meets two men in suits, who hint that they want
mercenaries for a simple job, which will pay quite well.
According to the strangers, a reporter named Jehush has
overlookedsome debts to some very important people. They
want to gently remind him about his credit rating, specifically
by firebombing his combination apartmenVoffice.
Afterward the area is firebombed, the men want photographs provingconclusivelythat all files and computerswere
destroyed.
They offer to pay their employees $10,000 each. The
mercs may bargain for up to double this price.
If the player characters do some spadework, they will
discover a few things the men in suits did not tell them. For
one thing, their patrons work for the CIA.
Furthermore, Jumpy does not owe anybody anylhing.
Actually, Jumpy arranged the hiring of two mercenaries for a
company raid in Belize. They failed their missionand are now
prisoners.
Naturally, "none of this ever happened," so the company
wishes to destroy all records of the hiring.
The climax of this scenario depends on how the player
characters react to the CIA'Splot.
They may go ahead and attack Jumpy, keeping in mind
that mercenaries throughout the world count him as a close
friend.
@Alternatively,
the party might tip himoff and riskthe CIA'S
revenge.
PCs who feel willing to make lots of enemies could steal
Jumpy's documents instead of destroying them and look lor
the highest bidder.
* The truly adventurous may opt to reject this mission and
volunteer instead to rescue the prisoners from Belize.
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he MegaTravelier universe, as it is presented in most of
its support products, would seem to be a place in which
the highest level of generally available technologyTLISapparently dominates the Imperium's spacelanes.
Given the many yearsthat the lmperium has had accesstoTL15
technology, there is reason to expect quite a lot of TL15 gear.
Certainly, there wouldn't be many hulls (of any size) still in service
that would be more than-say-a
century or two old. Even with
tremendous advances in durability and easy maintenance, irreparable system failures are simply afact of life and will tend to cull out
the more dated vehicles.
Obviously, therefore, most hulls would reflect the current state of
the art in ship design. However, even a modern hull might evince
retrograde technologies. After all, those almost innumerable TL9
and 10 worlds with A-class starports are building something that is
jump capable.
Consequently, this article takes a look at the other end of the
starflight and spaceflight technological spectrum. Not only are the
UCP values of TL9 star ships significantly different from their more
advanced TL15 descendants, but the nuances of life aboard such
craft are unique. They certainly offer referees just the sort of detail
that can help remind players that all space travel experiences are
not created equal.

At the end of this article, many of the most commonly encountered types of star and space craft are presented with TL9 design
values. But where would players encounter these apparent dinosaurs? Almost anywhere. A ship that's still jump-capable is a ship
that somebody will still be willing to operate, even if the profitability
is questionable. This is particularly true in the post-Rebellion
Imperium, where shipbuilding hasdropped off dramatically, making
any jump-capable hull a pearl of great price-no matter what its
tech level is.
The actual age of aTL9 hull can usually be inferred from the area
in which it is encountered. In a frontier area with plenty of TL9
worlds, it is very likely to be of fairly recent local manufacture. In a
more cosmopolitan region of known space, it is more likely to be a
hand-me-down vessel that is as much as 60 years old that is still
running only because of the basic dependability of .thesetried-andture workhorses of Imperial commerce.
Either way, the masters of TL9 craft are not likely to be as welloff as the masters of higher-TL craft. This might at first seem
contradictory, given the fact that lower-TL craft tend to be more
expensive than their higher-tech counterparts. However, since the
demand for higher TL hulls is so high, the producers of those craft
can-and do-expect better credit credentials of their purchasers.
TL15 starship builders tend to experiencethe lowest level of default
and barratry because of this policy, meaning that there is only a
small chance that there will be any discrepancy between their
anticipated sales revenue and their actual sales revenue.
ForTL9 shipyards, it's a different story. They are confronted with
the inescapable fact that they are producing an inferior product at
a higher price. Logic dictates their only course of action: Be less
choosy about your buyer.
Consequently, individuals who want to own a hull but don't have
a lot of collaieral or backing usually wind up buying a TL9 hull. This
in turn tends to influence the construction of the vehicle. TL9 ships
are made to last, to be dependable, but not to be particularly
attractive-inside or out. They represent the epitome of the generic
spacecraft. Or as one old-timer from the Spinward Marches put it,
they are the Imperium's version of "no-frills flying."
One of the reasons that TL9 hulls are built to last is that given the
often near-destitute nature of their purchasers, shipyards often
have to extend the mortgage to a 50- or 60-year period (instead of

the normal 40-year
term). Obviously, if
the shipyard wants
to collect its rent,
the ship has to remain in working order, so despite their
homeliness, many
TL9 vessels are rugged, reliable vehicles.

SPAC
Operating a TL9 craft involves dealing with some interesting
quirks not encountered at higher tech levels. Rather than present
the quirks in descending order of magnitude (since that could well
be a matter of opinion!), they are presented here in roughly the
same order as one would encounter them while following the
section-by-section format of the UCP design sequence.
Communications: Communications on board an Early Stellar
vehicle are notably different in only one regard-the lack of meson
communicators. However, this can be a major difference when the
craft has need of secure communications. Other secure media
(laser or maser) require essentially unobstructed line-of-sighttransmission environments, a requirement that can be difficult (or
impossible) to meet when trying to establish contact with other
communicators located under opaque surfaces or deep within
dense atmospheres. Consequently,TL9 starships have the tactical
disadvantage of always being visible from the perspective of
whatever communication node they are trying to reach.
Sensors: The sensor limitations of TL9 craft have equally
interesting tactical ramifications. At this early tech level, there are
no densitometers, neutrino sensors or neural activity sensors. The
lackof densitometers means that cross-sectionalviews of scanned
objects are simply not available, and that an object's mass can only
be inferred, not conclusively determined. (Frequently, such inferences are vety wrong!)
The lack of neutrino sensors is perhaps the major shortcoming,
preventing the TL9 craft from being able to determine the presence
of othervessels based on their emissions. Consequently, it is much
easier for an adversary to sneak up on a TL9 vessel, even if the
intruder is running its power plant at full tilt.
Lastly, while the lack of neural activity sensors has few (if any)
ramifications in space, it can have some significant impacts on firstcontact parties, or other planetfalling groups who would like to get
an idea of whether or not their immediate surroundings are inhabited before the first survey team leaves the vessel. A neural activity
sensor is a lot more reliable at gathering this sort of informationthan
are the external audio and video monitors that a TL9 ship is
compelled to rely upon.
Another interesting limitation isthe lack of integrated EMS arrays
(both active and passive). This means that separate instruments
have to be included in order to get reasonable analysis of lightwaves, sound-waves, radiation, etc. It also means that sensor
operators have to personally integrate thisdata, ratherthan having
it all presented in full spectrum analysis format.
Weaponry: Weaponry on board TL9 craft is often much different
from that of later equivalent models. Due to the less efficient power
plants, less energy is generally available. Consequently, few of the
smaller craft mount any energy weapons at all. Even the larger
vessels tend to have fewer energy-consuming weapons than their
more modern counterparts.
At TL9, there are no plasma or fusion weapons available at all.
Furthermore, particle accelerators are available only in cumbersome models that fit into bay-sized (or spinal) mounts. This makes
missiles the weapon of choice for most Early Stellar-era craft.
Therefore, TL9 navies often use a high percentage of nuclear
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warheads in their ship-to-ship missile systems, trying to compensate for their other major offensive limitations.
Another common sight on many TL9 ships is the presence of
tactical-scale weapons-for instance, 5 MW lasers that are normally used in land or COACC vehicles. While not tremendously
effective across the vast distances involved in space combat, they
do carry some offensive punch, offer good protection in atmospheres and against boarding attempts, and, best of all, do not
require reloads (the only drawback to missiles).
Controls: Computers and control panels on TL9 vessels are
somewhat primitive and bulky, meaning that agreater proportion of
the craft is taken up by internal command electronics. Since there
are no holographic projections or controls, this means that every
command relay on board a craft must be physically present.
Only a fewTL9 ships boast dynamically reconfigurable controls,
which means that there is usually a one-to-one correspondence
between each command-guided system and a matching control
mechanism (every discrete function has a separate button, lever or
touchpad dedicated to it). For users who are more accustomed to
the polyconfigurable, space-economical holographic controls of
TL15 vessels, TL9 controls seem baroque and complex. Such a
user would be left with the distinct sensation of working with aslow
system that is decidedly not userfriendly-sort of like trying to use
an old 32K Apple computer instead of a modern PC equipped with
a mouse and user-friendly software.
Life-Support and Accommodations: Probably the area with
the most immediately noticeable differences is life-support and
accommodations. These differences affect both day-to-day living
and general operations.
One difference that affects general operations is the lack of

either materials or field effect generators capable of providing
adequate protection against all types of radiation. In particular, the
lack of damper technology makes it impossible to defeat radiation
via a field effect device, and the absence of superdense or even
crystalliron hulls means that most damaging forms of ionic radiation
can be quite dangerous to crews venturing into high-exposure
areas.
TL9 craft compensate for this with a variety of design features.
Most notably, the hull is pervaded with a two-tier electromagnetic
grid which works to repel electron and proton radiation. Being
composed of charged particles, these radiations can be repelled by
a strong enough like-charge. However, since the field only works
when the power plant is running, this makes power loss on TL9
ships an even more worrisome event than normal.
Another TL9 tactic that is used to defend against radiation is a
layer of gel between the internal hull surface and the external hull
surface. This gel layer is specially designed to stop neutron
radiation, which is more susceptible to softer, fluidic materials,
rather than dense armor plating. Of course, the hull itself serves to
decrease all these forms of exposure.
However, even with these protective measures, TL9 spacecraft
must be careful when operating in the vicinity of gas giants or in
close proximity to stars. Both objects are powerful radioactive
emitters and are capable of delivering as much as 50,000 rads per
day. While much of this is easily repelled ionic radiation, other
emissions are still considerable and should be avoided at all costs.
This leads to what TL9 spacehands referto as rad-dodging tactics,
most commonly used when spacecraft are conducting refueling
runs near large gas giants.
Many, if not most, large gas giants have radiation beltsof tremendous
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intensity girding their magnequators (which may or may not be aligned
with their rotational equators; see axial tilt statistics to determine the
degree of variance). Fortunately, these belts are somewhat donutshaped, tapering to very low (read: survivable) intensity levels near the
planet's magneticpoles. Consequently,TL9 shipsthat needto skirnsuch
gas giants traditionally employ polar insertiontrajectories in order to get
insidethe radiationbelts before heading down intothe dense, proledive
atmosphere.Thisgenerallyreduces theexposurelevelsencounteredby
thevesselto the pointwhereTL9shieldingcanofferfullprotection.These
navigationalstrategies also makethe refuelingactivitiesof such vessels
highly predictable, which can be a major tactical disadvantage. In TL9
systems, piratesoften lurk in the polar regionsof gas giants, awaiting just
such hapless prey.
Consequently, many TL9 captains prefer to conduct their refueling operations at small gas giants, where the radiation levels are a
great deal less savage and can therefore be easily handled by their
ships' innate protective systems.
Theseconsiderationsof radiation exposure have an even greater
impact upon EVA procedures. Within 20 planetary diameters of
most large gas giants, TL9 suits---even those designed for hostile
environments-generally do not offer enough protection to permit
long EVA excursions. External mission times are measurable in
minutes at best, not hours. And during peak intensity periods, such
EVA operations may not be possible at all.
Consequently, many TL9 captains like to have some kind of
teleoperable servicing/manipulationdevice-usually afour-armed,
wire-controlled gadget with ion thrusters and maybe a small chemical rocket. In this way, they have a constant EVAcapability, even if
they cannot send living crewmembers outside. Note that these
teleoperated drones (TODs) are not robots;they aresimply remotecontrol manipulators.
@ Another majordifferencewhenitcomestoTL9EVAoperatbnsisthe
lack of small-scale antigrav thrusters. Consequently, all EVA personal
propulsionsystems are some kind of reactionthruster (compressed gas
and ion beingthe mostcommonforextendeduse, withcryogenicrockets
being employed in special search and rescue suits).
s, The absolute lack of environmentally oriented gravitic technologies is at the root of the most glaring-and omnipresentdifference connected with TL9 ship technology-the lackof artificial
gravity and inertial compensation.
Persons used to the smooth, almost unnoticeable accelerations of
technologicallyadvancedships are inforasurprisethefirsttimetheirTL9
craft kicksover into2Gof acceleration. The Gforcsscrushcrewmembers
back into their seats, push floating individualsaft and make an absolute
mess of any unsecuredobjects. On militaryships, where extended highG operations may be required, many beds and bunks are swivelmounted along their bng axes, allowing the occupant to tilt the sleeping
pallet so that it faces the direction of acceleration (which is generally
preferable to catching those same forces along one side of the body).
The ramificationsof highG maneuveringcause TL-9 ship designers
to equiptheir hulls with distinctivefurnishings,such as heavierseats with
extensivepadding, compressionsystems, and safety restraints. Oprations (or simply ops) chairs, such as those mupied by pilots, navigators
and gunners, have simplified duplicates of their most important control
systems built right into their armrests. This allows the occupants to
operate crucial controls even if the extant G-forces prevent them from
raisingtheir arms to reachthe consolethat is just inches in front of them.
Such personnel are also equipped with G-suits, spedal pressurevariable flight garments that prevent Mood pooling and high-speed
blackouts.
On most TL9 ships, pierced handrails line the corridors and crew
quarters at about waist height. These structures allow individualsto-if
necessary-drag themselves around the ship in a hand-over-hand
crawl.
Military vessels often sport powered rails wh'kh are designed to tow
personsto their destinationsduring high-Gaccelerations. On bothtypes

of vessel, mostcrewmembers are requiredto wear a lanyard tipped with a
heavy-duty Cclasp;
this is usedforhooking-on to a solid
mooring place in the
eventofsudden,unanticipatedhigh43maneuvers. Withoutsuchprecautions, unsecured individualscan easily be dashedto death against hard
surfaces or the sharp edges of machinery.
The inevitablecorollaryto the consequencesof no inertial compensation is the lack of ambient gravity. Without grav plates, the crews of TL9
ships are forcedtowear magnetic-soledshoes in orderto maintaineasy,
constant contact with the floor. As a result, the floors themselves tend to
be smooth and uncarpeted, with powerful electromagnets located just
beneaththe surface tiles (another reason why power loss can be a lessthan-pleasant experience-suddenly,your magnetic shoes don't work
and you're in free-fall!).
In addition to the operational inconveniences of life aboard a gravityless ship, each person on board must take precautions to mitigate the
deleterious physiological effects of prolongedgravity deprivation.These
effects include decrease of cardiac silhouette, suppression of the immune system,decalcfication of the banes and a host of others.The most
highly recommendedmethodofcombattingthisdfiicultyisto ensurethat
each passenger and crewmemberspends at least eight hours aweek in
the centrifuge. Designers of large military and commercial hulls include
large centrifuges that can mimic a standard gravitic field at a practical
rotationalrate of two to three rpm.
However, this solution is impractical with the smaller starships most
often encountered. In order for a small vessel with its short linear
dimensions to accommodate a 1G inducing centrifuge, the centrifuge
withitssmallmomentarmmustbespunatafarhigherrate. Unfortunately,
speeds greater than four or five rpm disconcert the human inner ear,
causing nausea, disorientation, sleeplessness and loss of appetite.
On such smaller vessels, typically anything of fewer than 5000 tons,
another solution is practiced.Aspecial type of metabolicdrug, known as
zeroGorfree-falldecompensationdrug,has beendevelopedto mitigate
the effects of bone and heart deterioration. lt has proven universally
effectiveonhumans, allowing itto be produced economicallyand in large
quantities, even at lowtech levels. The drug can therefore be dispensed
to passengersat noextracostabovetheir middleorhighpassagetickets.
In either case, whether practicing centrifugal or chemical zero43
compensation,TL9 crews and their passengersshould not spend more
than three weeks without setting foot somewhere that offers them real
gravity: Even as little as 0.3G allows the human body to "reset" to its
accustomed physiologicalstandards.
Another aspect of the ship's environmental machinery that may
surprisefirst-timevisitorsto aTL9 hull is the profusion of hydroponic
systems. Unlike the more advanced reprocessing technologies of
the following tech levels,TL9 closed-loop ecologies require various
special bacteria, virus, algae and plant cultures. Those vessels
which need to have an integral capacity for reprocessing wastes
into food require even more complex hydroponics systems. These
are usually included only on far-ranging exploratory vessels.
The cost of the special requirementsof a TL9 environmental system
is usually inthe form of sacriiied amenities. Staterooms have alittle less
f b r and closet space (that's been dedicated to hydroponics and
antineutron radiation gel shielding). Beds haveto betiltable, so you can't
utilize the space under them, meaning that overhead areas have to be
turned into storage spaces. Wall-spanning environment displays and
overhead lights that can also serve as video viewers are rarely, if ever,
encountered (perhaps on luxury liners).
For the most part, medium passage in a TL-9 starship is somewhat like a cross between travelling in a railway sleeper-car and
staying in a small double-occupancy dormitory room.
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ZimildZamshagar

Date: 181-1122

IThe small industrial city of Sharis was raided by corsairs today during the local predawn hours. Taken completely by surprise, Sharis'
defense forces were thrown into a state of general confusion by a series of well-planned and well-executed surgical strikes against their
command and control assets.
ICivilian losses were light, although several dozen persons were taken hostage for a short time. The hostages report that they were
not harmed and were treated in an acceptable fashion by the corsairs.
WThe accounts of these abductees supports a growing body of official reports that indicate the raiders to have been highly organized,
well-equipped and exceedingly well-disciplined. Although positive identification has not been established, defense administrators believe
that the raiders were supported by oneType C Mercenarycruiser, one Type P Corsairand one Type K Hunter: Observers noted a number
of strange sigils on the fuselages of the raiders' attack landers, along with images of stylized saurian creatures. Several of the raiders were
noted to be wearing similar imagery on their personal armor.
WAlthough officials in Sharis have not completed their assessment of losses, they are already noting that the raiders' primary targets
seem to have been the warehouses of a number of heavy industrial firms. In particular, large quantities of ammunition, vehicle parts and
power plant spares were removed. There is no evidence that any civilian houses or small businesses were intruded upon.

nawaflerge

Date: 198 -1122

qThe forces of the Verge Combine has successfully repulsed forces sent by the Federation of llelish in an unexpected display of expertise and elan. The greatest surprise seems to have been among the Federation command staff, who consistently underestimated the
will, ability and equipage of their adversaries.
IStarting with a disastrous attempt to wrest control of the system's main gas giant from local defense boats, the six-day campaign was
one long series of misadventures for the Federation forces. Although the attackers gained marginal control of Tiawan's close orbit and
airspace for two days, they were never able to exploit that advantage to full effect in support of their ground forces.
qTConservative estimates suggest that at least three full divisions of Federation and loyal regional troops were lost as a result of beachhead landings that were never fully consolidated due to intense fire by defending forces.
INaval activity was sporadic, but definitely one sided, with locally manufactured, remote-operated suicide craft (some as large as 20
tonnes displacement) seriously damaging a number of Federation heavy cruisers.
TBy mid-day yesterday (local standard time), the Federation forces had begun to withdraw in good order. Official Combine sources
indicate that the last of the attacker's ships jumped out-system early this evening.

Date: 210-1122
qTStarportAuthorilysecurity forcestcxlaybarely managedto cuntain and controlwidespread violencebetween agroupof independentmerchants
and members of a brokers'guild.The incident--which at its height involved at least 40crewmembersfrom merchantmen,50 brokersand associates,
and 20 Starport Authorty securiiy personnel-is without local precedent and has shocked the mercantile community of the planet.
IFourteen persons were hospitalized with serious injuries, and another 20 were treated for minor injuries at the scene.
"fAlthough accounts conflict, the cause of the melee is said to be a disagreement overtacit trading agreements and rights. Apparently,
three independent merchants were attempting to sell individual items directly to interested parties at wholesale prices. This is not the
customary means whereby merchants trade, depending instead upon large lots of goods sold with the aid of a broker.
YReportedly, several brokers noticed this irregular "independent" sales activity and began arguing with the merchants, accusing them
of violating a "traditional understanding" between merchants and brokers. The merchants allegedly responded that they "weren't breaking
any laws" and continued to conduct their business. The brokers attempted l o interfere with their operations, and angry words led to a
general brawl, which drew in nearby allies of both groups.
lAIthough the Starport Authority security forces haven't brought any charges against either group, Chief lislag Romor commented that
he "can understand why the brokers got so hot under the collar." "After all," he said, "if the merchants don't make their sales through the
brokers, the brokers will have no way of doing business. If the merchants don't understand that, I'm afraid we'll have another incident like
this one-worse, maybe."
!The lrim Incident is only the most dramaticof many such occurrences with have begun to erupt throughout the lmperium overthe past
six months. Reports of friction between merchants and brokers are widespread.
TMarket experts suggest that the reason for this new contentiousness is because of the general state of economic decline prevalent
in most areas of the Imperium. With cargoes becoming harder to find, merchants are trying to get the most money for their wares. Many
do this by selling their goods at wholesale prices, thereby increasing their base revenues without having to pay a broker's percentage.
YMost frequently, this practice is observed in conjunction with the sale of high-tech items that are no bnger available in the area of sale. Consequently, market prices on such products are beginningto climb in areas which have never had much-or have lost-industrial capacity.

Bog~stidCa>re

Date: 217-1122

"flmperial Ministry of Justice agents have uncovered what they believe to be the source of a number of incidents of anti-Lucan starship
sabotage in Grapis Dar, the capitol city of Bogustin. Grapis Dar, which is host to the local class-A starport and attached scout base, has
also been used increasingly by Imperial naval units as a repair and refit facility over the past three years.
I l n particular, the base's state-of-the-art,fluidic systems, purging apparatus is well thought of by captains and crews whose ships have begun
to take on characteristic odors that seem to be unremovable. Consequently, many ships get their fluidicsystems cleaned at Grapis Dar.
qTApparently, anti-Lucan saboteurs capitalized upon this trend in their efforts to cripple a number of the ships serviced. Their method
involved nodules of pure sodium coated with a delayed-action, water-soluble coating. These nodules were pumped into water-carrying
fluidic systems-along with the replacement water-after the system purges were completed.
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gWhen each nodule's coating eventually dissolved some 2-4 weeks later, the resulting exothermic reaction between the water and the
sodium usually ruined environmental systems and, often, power plant coolant assemblies.
IIMJ agents had suspected Bogustin as thesource of the sabotage forthe past month, but only managed to break the operation today,
locating the nodule production facility and a huge supply of the innocuous-looking gray spheres.
IAlthough there is no official word on the group behind the sabotage operation, certain anonymous inside sources suggest that a
radical terrorist group known as the Brothers of Varian is responsible for the act. The Brothers of Varian is largely held to be a mostly
legendary organization, supposedly dedicated to "avenging" Lucan's alleged murder of the rightful heir to the Iridium Throne.

maloornast

Date: 233-1122

YNewView Entertainment formally declared thecommencement of bankruptcy proceedings today in astatement that sent shock waves
throughout the local economy. Local law enforcement officials found NewView CEO Dragus Liklaster dead of a self-inflicted shotgun
wound at his residence only two hours after the conclusion of the press conference.
YNewView, one of the largest fully independent (i.e., nonmegacorporation controlled) producers, syndicators and distributors of holographic and 2-D video entertainment, employs over 30 million persons on Khalu. The ancillary markets and dependent economies linked
to NewView's fortunes employ at least five times that number.
YLong known to be in serious financial trouble, NewView is described as the latest victim of the Rebellion and the fragmented markets
that have resulted from the dislocation of trade and commerce. In addition to a steady decrease in disposable income throughout the
Imperium's private sector overthe past five years, NewView executives cited unreliable distribution asthe major cause of their bankruptcy.
YAccording to industry experts, the low cargo priority of entertainment products, as well as increasing interruptions caused by piracy
and war losses, all conspired to crea.te a downward cycle of decreasing demand for NewView's exports.

Sebasta/Solomani Rim

Date: 247-1122

m e Captain-Governorof FlorinaArcology-the second largest on this world--announced that he was ordering the general abandonment of
the massive structure, effective immediately. Although provisions have been made for an orderly departure, aided by Solomani military units, local
experts point to the complete lack of residential, sanitary and medicalfacilities for the over 15 million residents who are being displaced.
¶The abandonment of the Florina Arcology, long a concern of the planetary government, is the result of insufficient spares for the
structure's repair and maintenance needs. Although Solomani administrators have spared no expense or effort in their attempt to locate
and/or produce appropriate spares, their endeavors have apparently been in vain.
fAccording to Senior BioSystems Specialist Meomi Tasawara, "Almost all of the Florina Arcology's subsystems are of Imperial design.
Unfortunately, the war has so disrupted the Imperial economy and industrial sector that replacement parts are simply no longer available.
And there's simply no way to get local industries to produce the necessary replacement parts in time."
¶System breakdowns tripled in 1121 and earlier this year began affecting water purification and air filtration systems. Over 20,000
cases of amoebicdysentery have been treated sincethen.Abandonment became unavoidablewhen the airfiltration system failed altogether.
¶As soon as the population of Florina has been evacuated, officials intend to strip the arcology of all working systems, in order to
provide spares for the world's other arcologies.

AmadasDelpE

Date: 259-1122

IlRlS head Garran Trainor-Hughes announced today that Lucan's failure to acquiesce to public hearings regarding his alleged murder
of Varian and several other individuals leaves the regents no choice but to formally suspend the legal process whereby his claim to the
lridium Throne would be verified and confirmed.
YWhen asked how the regency--or anyone else-intends to enforce such a decision, Trainor-Hughes commented, "The regency is
not charged with the enforcement of its succession rulings. Such a duty would obviously be well beyond the capacities of IRIS. Instead,
it is our responsibility to identify and confirm rightful successors in accordance with Imperial law. This statement does not eliminate Lucan
from eligibility, but until and unless he meets the legal requirements, we cannot proceed in the matter of his succession."
¶Trainor-Hughes, speaking from the new regency offices on Anaxias, went on to state that while this turn of events does not mean that
the regency de facto declares for Margaret, it does mean that IRIS considers her to be 'The single person best suited to be the custodian
of the rights, responsibilities and honor of Imperial station." When asked if this in fact meant that IRIS was designating Margaret as aform
of "empress-in-waiting,*Trainor-Hughesresponded, "This in fact means that, in our opinion, Duchess Margaret holds the highest position
of royalty that is formally recognized by the regency at this time."
gln other matters involving Anaxian politics, various rumors regarding fierce infighting between IRIS'S newly arrived covert operation
assets and Tukera's Vermene remain impossible to confirm.

SusaWGushemege

Date: 267-1122

gOver one million civilian casualties were inflicted today by a sneak raid that devastated Karshai, one of the smaller pressure-dome
cities on this world. Although details of this tragedy are still unclear, reports indicate that the attackers were part of Lucan's naval forces.
fThe attacking vessels were identified as one MiduAgashaam-class destroyer, one PFSloan-class fleet escort, one Chrysanthemumclass destroyer escort and three 400-ton LurushaarKilaalum-class patrol cruisers. Anumber of unidentified fighters were also used in the
attack and are thought to have been using the PF Sloan-class fleet escort as their mother ship.
¶The attacking vessels emerged from jump space just 150 planetary diameters from the main world and immediately commenced a
surface bombardment of Karshai. While most of Susadi's surprised defensive resources went to the rescue of the city, the fighters and
the patrol cruisers launched a second, surprise attack upon Susadi's class-A starport, inflicting considerable damage upon that facility.
YAs soon as the strike against the starport was completed, Lucan's forces withdrew. Subsequent observation suggests that they
refueled at the nearest gas giant and jumped out-system.
YAlthough many local military personnel expressed rage and dismay at this attack, Federation of llelish Commodore Satina ba-Rek
offered an explanation: "Lucan's changing his tactics, Ithink. Iwould guess he's moving to a "scorched-earth policy." Since he can't have
this region of space, he's going to destroy everything of value within it. Obviously, an A-class starport on a high-population world is a
valuable asset--one which could easily be put to use against him. So he decided to eliminate it."
qba-Rek went on to say this "may only be the first of many such attacks-and if it is, we're in for some very black days ahead." Q
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hen the Vilani began their
exploration of their home
sector, t hey found that several of theworldsthere supported intelligent life, with three supportinghuman life. One of those three is
Answerin (0431 B584A85-F), home to
a minor human race. For a number of
reasons, both physiological and psychological, the Answerin are unique
among the minor human races.

mSWRm
PNflTSIOLOGY
All Answerin have dark brownorblack
skin tones. Theworldof Answerin orbits
a close binary star system composed of
a main sequence GO V star and an A7
II star, and the combined ultraviolet
radiation output of these two stars is
considerable. This radiation has stimulated massive melanin production in
the Answerin skin. Hair color is likewise
dark, with wavy hair being the most
common. To protect their eyes from the
brightness of their twin suns, the
Answerin have evolved slight epicanthic folds. In some individuals, these
folds give an almost squinting appearance, while others could be best described as looking sleepy.
Answerin is a hot world, and, consequently, the humanstherehave adapted
their circadian rhythms to a more nocturnal existence. The local day is 25
standard hours long, which theAnswerin
divide into two eight-hour periods and
one nine-hour period. The Answerin
generally sleep for eight hours during
the hot day, then work for nine during
the evening, finally resting for eight
more hours at night. Through time, they
have evolved an aptitude for night vision that is somewhat superiorto that of
other humans-they can see clearly for
about five meters in the dark. Their
other senses are about average for
humans in most respects.
The Answerin have developed an
almost strictly vegetarian diet due to a
shortage of highly developed animals
on their homeworld. The Answerin are

worst of all. Many other ills stem from
fear. Thus, to eradicate fear means to
eradicate a host of other human problems.
Theanswerin believe that humanity's
intelligence and rationality are what
separates it from animals. Given this
viewpoint, it is little wonder that the
by no means militaristic or chauvinistic Answerin believe a calm and tranquil
abut their vegetarianism as are the mind to be capable of great Feats. The
K'Kree; they merely are unused to eat- Answerin, then, sometimes appear as
ing meat and thus prefer a vegetarian avery self-assured people. Their confidiet. The native plant life on Answerin dence can sometimes be overbearing,
possesses a compatible biochemistry and they can appear quite conceited.
with humans, so there is no need for
NSmRm
any extensive food preparation.
mWN&
SmGES
Given the lower gravity of Answerin,
The Answerin are renowned among
the humans of that world are somewhat
taller than are most other humans. The the minor human races for theirfighting
average Answerin measures about 1.9 skill. This renown goes back evento the
meters tall and weighs about 75 kilo- days of the Vilani Ziru Sirka when the
Answerin were used as shock troops
grams.
Finally, it should be noted that the and marines.Theirfightingskill isdue in
Answerin are fully interfertile with most part to their rejection of fear and its
other human races. The Answerin do, resultant weaknesses. But it also has a
however, prefer to marry among their physiological basis.
Every Answerin is able to, at will,
own kind, so cross-breeding does not
usuallyoccur.The offspring of anycross- induce an adrenal surge in his bloodracial matings results in little or no ge- stream. Likethe adrenaline reactionsof
netic blending--the child is either fully other humans, this surge allows the
Answerin or will resemble whatever Answerin to gain better strength and
dexterity in order to meet danger. Unhuman race the other parent was.
like normal adrenaline rushes, the effects of this surge are far greater than
NSrnRrn
those surges producedby other human
PSYCHOLOGY
The Answerin place great stock in the races.
Simply by willing it, an Answerin may
ability of the human mind to overcome
physical diff iculties, with propertraining increase his life force by 3 for 10 comand discipline. Pain and fatigue result bat rounds. After those 10 rounds are
from a laxity of the mind, they say, and up, the life force returns to the initial
anyone is capableof overcoming merely level minus3.Afteran hour haselapsed,
physical ills. By conquering the fron- the life force returns to its original level,
tiersof the human psyche,lkeAnswerin and the Answerin may again choose to
believe that they will be able to better increase it by 3 for 10 combat rounds.
master themselves physically, and with Thus, an Answerin with a life force
that mastery comes freedom from the value of 315, for example, could inphysical.
crease it to 615 for 10 rounds and lapse
Foremost among the psychological into 312 for an hour.
traits of the Answerin is the belief that
Any surprise attacks against an
fear in any of its forms, from simple lack Answerin get the first round of normal
of confidence to anxiety to sheer tenor, attack (after surprise has been lost) at
is simply a disease of the mind. Fear the original life force value. This is behas no ontological reality; rather, it is a cause the Answerin needs to concorruption, a cancer on the usual and sciously will to increase his adrenaline
natural calmness of the human mind. reaction, and that takes one combat
Like any disease, fear must be eradi- round.
cated to better the human condition.
mSmRm
But since fear attacks the rationalfaculMEWAH, DWGNOSIS
ties of the human mind and renders one
The science of psychiatry is highly
susceptible to error, this disease is the

developedamong theAnswerin people,
and the present-day Answerin are the
product of thousands of years of psychiatric and psychologicalresearchand
treatment. Many of the breakthroughs
in physical medicine actually came from
observingthe effectsUmentalmedicine"
had on the body, and their "mind over
matter" philosophy certainly influenced
the development of psychiatricandpsychological methods.
The Answerin have developed a number of devices that allow them to further
explore the human psyche and decide
the besttreatmentsformentaland physical ailments. One of the main Answerin
devices is a portable apparatus somewhat like an Imperialstress detector but
much more sophisticated.
This device allows a qualified operator to detect stress and anxiety levels.
Based on these readings, appropriate
action can then be prescribed. The device borders on psionic in its operation.
As such, its sale and use is restricted to
Answerin itself, although illegalversions
can be found throughout Imperial territory.

ANSWRIN
SOCIETU
CULT
The Answerin have ademocratic bent,
based on their belief that rational human minds, unfettered by fear, should
be able to order the affairs of state and
to create just laws to further unfetterthe
minds of humans from cares and worries. From the earliest times, individual
voters were able to voice their opinions
and ideas in a folk moot. As time went
on, though, andtribesof Answerinunited
to form nations, this self-representation
proved impractical. Representative
structureswere establishedto meet the
needs of a larger population. Vilani influence added to this the idea of bureaucracy, a new idea to the Answerin,
whose traditional government had always been streamlined.
Still, the present-day size of the
Answerin bureaucracyis small by Vilani
standards, but the fact that such a concept exists at all is due to Vilani influence.
Despitetheir belief in democracy, the
Answerin are a discordant and factional
people. In earlier times, the world was
divided into many small independent
states. Without the usual fear of death
that restricts most beings,the Answerin
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often fail to realize the potential loss
involved in warfare. As a result, their
history is fraught with conflict after conflict and war after war. The basic dichotomy inAnswerin society, therefore,
isthis: Within certainsmallgroups,there
is equality of treatment, harmony and a
democratic spirit. But outside of that
group, there is much fighting. Thus,
Answerin society as a whole is relatively stable (not changing in its basic
forms or assumptions), but the status
and power of the various Answerin
states have varied with the years.
It was only through Vilani influence
that a world government on Answerin
was ever established. With the advent
of world government, though, the tendency toward factionalism and warfare
has been sublimated and redirected
somewhat. Now, the Answerin draw
together to enable them to war with
others. In the Rebellion era, the
Answerin are once again being utilized
by the Vilani as shock troops and marines.As before, they are showing themselves to be tenacious fighters and deserving of the reputation given them.

C
CTER
GENEMTION
Answerin are adapted to lower gravity. Their initial strength is generated as
1D6+4, as is their endurance. Dexterity
is generated by 2D6+1, and all other
abilities are rolled normally.
Given the democratic bent of the
Answerin, a social standing of B+ does
not necessarily indicate noble rank.
Those Answerin whose social standing
rises to B+ through career standing of
B+ and whose social standing does not
rise through prior service have only
high standing among the Answerin
people, not an Imperial noble title.
Answerin usually enter military careers, althoughtheydoserve elsewhere.
Answerin cannot become barbarians,
and relatively few become diplomats,
bureaucrats or scientists. Answerin
doctors usually specialize in psychiatry.
Answerin characters possess both a
given name and a surname. The surname comes first, followed by the given
name. Typical Answerin given names
are: Theri, Aqanany, Swenwas and
Heshanwy (formales), as well as Anyly,
Penniver, Symthea and Qensheri (for
females).

Warriors' Kin
Thisadventuretakesplaceon a highly
populated world called Debort (Vland
3235 B481778-9) in Vland sector near
the border with Lishun. The characters
may be neutral with regard to the Rebellion or of any political allegiance
other than pro-Lucan
The player characters meet their patron, Norman Laduun, in the starport on
Debort. Laduun is an agent for Mangell
Carriers, a Lishin sectorwide corporation. Mangell is currently locked in a
trade war and has a great need for
mercenaries. Unfortunately,the Rebellion has made it most difficult to find
mercenary units that are not already
fully employed. On Debort, however,
there is a company of Answerin warriors.

FORT

S OF WAR

The Answerin crossed the border
between the Ziru Sirkaa and Lucan's
lmperium in early 1120 in an effort to
wreak havoc against the insane policies of the emperor ad-interim. After
several successful raids, the Answerin
retreated to Debort, aworld whose allegiance to Lucan is lukewarm at best.
Debort does, technically, possess a
centralized government, although it is
an extremely weak one known as the
Debort Central Authority. Most of the
world's land is parcelledout as property
among the 18 separate families of Solomani descent who truly control the
planet. Each of these families has absolute authority over their respective
territories, effectively making Debort
balkanized.The families controlthe DCA
and have proportional representation
equal to the number of people on their
land.
The DCA, however, controls the
world's small seas and the lands the
families did not claim. These landswere
vacant when the families were established back during the Rule of Man, but
now hold 20%of the world's population.
The DCAcontrolsthe armedforces and
is charged with keeping the peace between families and protecting rights. It
is also responsible for all interstellar
relations. All starports built on family
property are under DCA control. Only
those starports built on DCA land,
however, have extrality and are under
Starport Authority control.

At Debort, the Fallston family accepted the Answerin, and allowed them
to shuttle down and bivouac for a time.
Since most of thefamiliesdid notwholeheartedly support Lucan, the DCA allowed the Answerin onto Debort. During their visit, however, naval elements
from Lucan's lmperium surprised the
Answerin vessels in space and nearly
destroyed them, forcing the remaining
ships to flee the system. This left the
company effectively strandedalongwith
many Answerin crewmembers on liberty.
After Lucan's fleet destroyed the
Answerin vessels, a lukewarm allegiance and resistance to Lucan became less popular on Debort. No longer
welcomed by the DCA, the Answerin
could only retreat to lands belonging to
familieswhowouldwelcomethem. Even
these eventually dwindled to nothing,
reducing them to an outlaw company
forced into hiding and ever on the run.
Being 100% grav-mobile, they have
marauded over Debort's lands, occasionally pillaging, then crossing property lines beforethedefenderscancatch
them.

contact the Answerin by less direct
means. The company will not likely
remain isolated from supplies or services available on Debort. The group's
first objective, then, is to find the covert
contacts the Answerin are using to obtain these things. Although Debort has
several large cities, the best place for
the PCs to focus their attention is the
local Startown since that is the best
source of high technology.
Note: Mangell Carriers will probably
be able to make contact eventually with
or without the PCs' help. Their performance, however,will determinewhether
they receive additional rewards in the
end.
The PCs may come up short on ideas
as to where to look for clues. If they are
at a loss, perhaps suggest that those
who have Streetwise skill search for
leads. This taskwill put the PCs intouch
PRESENTIWG
with casual contacts in bars and illegal
a'NTE TIGI(ET
gambling halls, corrupt officials, black
Norman Laduun wants the PCs to marketeers and professional informake initial contact with the Answerin. mants. The remaining PCs can act on
Mangellwants to hire them as aforce of new information while the PCs with
mercenaries in his employer's trade Streetwisecontinue the searchfor more
war. Although they will not be fighting leads.
against Lucan, the proposition will get
the PCs off-planet (via a low berth in
To make a casual contact:
Routine, Streetwise, Carousing, 1
cargo holds) and give them a chance of
acquiring new ships. As a gesture of day.
goodwill, Laduun will give the PCs a
renewysher, a traditional Answerin
The leads important to this scenario
blade, to the give to the company's appear below. Other leads should not
leader. It is an especially well-crafted bring the group any closer to their goal,
weapon, being a museum piece from but may make the Answerin aware,
the Long Night period.
even indirectly, that the PCs seek to
Laduun does not recommend that rescue them, thus giving them cause to
the PCs chase the Answerin across the respect the group.
Debort countryside. The group would
have to cross property lines regularly.
E
PLIES OF L E m S
Family sovereignty is guarded most
Weapons Suppliers:The Answerin are
jealously, making cross-country travel dealingwith weapons suppliers.They may
(even air travel) quite difficult because be purchasing the most advanced weapof the many checkpoints,tolls and regu- ons available on Debort. They might even
lations. If there is a fault in this proce- be having higher-tech level weapons imdure, the PCs could be killed on the ported to Debort from nearby worlds and
funnelledthroughthesesuppliers.Ofcourse,
spot as trespassers.
Without a more exacting knowledge the suppliers will deny their involvement
of their location, it is perhaps best to since this is all under the table.
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Purchasing Agents: Purchasing
agentsfor the Barnardfamily have been
particularly active in the city outside the
Startown. They are buying fruits and
vegetables, for the most part, since
Answerin are vegetarians. On occasion, even one of the family elders is
supervising the buying directly,. In fact,
the "elder" is an Answerin, cloaked and
cowled in the fashion of an elder to
disguise himself. Answerin, while human, still differ enough from the Solomani-descended natives of Debort to
be noticeable.
Note: The Barnard family is merely
using the Answerin as dupes to suit
their political ends. The Answerin believe that Barnards are fighting other
families supporting Lucan. In actuality,
no such fighting is occurring. Worse,
the Barnards plan to turn the Answerin
over to Lucan and become heroes.
Synthetic Blood:The Startown hospital recently produced several pints of
synthetic blood of types H, M, N and Z.
These are blood types found among
the Answerin, not the Solomani humans of Debort. This was done at the
request of a smaller hospital in a nearby
city. Administrators at the smaller hospital will claim that the order was a
clerical error. Two seriously injured
Answerin, however,were brought in the
previous night for emergency surgery.
Advanced Weaponry: Local news
programs report that humans with advanced weaponry have robbed two
banks and an armored car. These humans possessed seemingly superhuman strength and resistance to pain.
Holovid cameras show the scene of a
third bank robbery where police believe
they have these humans trapped. In
fact, they have slipped away on grav
belts. If the characters rushto the scene,
they will meet John Truly, a reporter
investigating the story.

MEE'P'IIIdG THE
mSWRIN
Someone will eventually approach
the PCs and offer to put them in contact
with an Answerin-foraprice, of course.
Provided that their offer meets his demands, he will make an appointment
for them to meet the Answerin in a
Startown bar. At the meeting, the PCs
discover that the "Answerin" is actually
a Vilani human.
This Vilani, likush Khagikkir, is a
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member of the Answerin company, although she is not of the Answerin minor
human race. She will tell the PCs that
the Answerin company knows of their
mission and approves. They are to attend a second meeting at the Kreta
Club in a nearby city-there they will
meet the Answerin leader. The Kreta
Club is known to feature professional
fights as entertainment.
Until the appointed time, the PCs are
free to do as they wish. Eventually,
members of Lucan's Imperial Naval Intelligence forces on Debort will notice
the PCs. They will arrest at least a few
of the PCs and will interrogatethem, but
without resorting to extreme measures
(i.e., no truth drugs or torture). If they
learn that the PCs are serving as agents
attempting to hire the Answerin as mercenaries, the intelligenceofficers will let
them go with little more than a slap on
the wrist and a warning that they will
impound their ship right where it sits if
they are caught involved in this matter
again. (The PCs will probably find it
wise to move their ship to the adjacent
class-C starport under the jurisdiction
of the Winslow family.)
Naturally, the IN1 men will follow the
PCs to the Kreta Club just to be sure.
There, likush Khagikkir will greet them
and then introduce Force Commander
Aqanany Rwarthysher, leader of the
Answerin company on Debort. He will
graciously accept the group's gift as a
signof goodwillandwill agree to Mangell
Carriers' terms. He will then reveal that
the remaining members of his company
(about 40 men) are hiding in an abandoned warehouse complex in another
city. The party should accompany him
and Khagikkir to the warehouse in
Rwarthysher's ground car. Once there,
they can formulate their plan of attack.
Once the PCs have left the city limits
on theirway to the warehouse, eight IN1
men will attack, swooping down on the
PCs in an airlraft. Unfortunatelyfor the
IN1 men, their orders are to take the
group alive, most especially the
Answerin.
The IN1 men will at first attempt to
force the ground car into a ditch by
threatening to ram it. This will actually
be a feint, however, since a serious
collision would probably be far more
dangerous to the airlraft than to the
ground car. If the ground car driver calls
their bluff, forcing the airlraft to swerve,

Any repairs will take at least one
this will impress the Answerin. If he
instead swerves, he must roll a task to hour. Rwarthysher says that walking
the rest of the way will take less time.
keep control of the vehicle.
The Answerin will reload his LAG beTo maintain control of a ground car: fore heading off through theopencounDifficult, Ground Vehicle, Dex, 10 lryside to the city.
After a few minutes, a second airlraft
seconds (unskilled OK)
Exceptional Success: The airlraft is will make an appearance. The combat
avoided and disappears behind a stand situation is very similar to the previous
of trees, where it will temporarily lose one, except that the PCs will not be in a
ground car. The IN1 men still have the
the car for 1D6 rounds.
Success: The airlraft is successfully same instructionsnot to use lethalforce.
Duringthe combat, Rwarthysherwillbe
avoided.
Failure: The car is knocked into a hit by atranq roundand will bedisabled.
ditch, and all characters must roll 3+ to The PCs'only hope is to use the LAGavoid taking a hit of damage. The car later on, such an action will be persuffers only superficial damage but is ceived well by the Answerin and will
help them in their mission. As before,
caught in the ditch.
Exceptional Failure: The car is the LAG will automatically hit and disknocked into a ditch, and all characters able the airlraft if fired. Unlike before,
must roll 7+ to avoid taking a hit of however, the crew will not all die in the
damage. The car takes a point of chas- crash .
sis (hull) damage and is caught in the
After the combat, likush Khagikkir
ditch. It will also require a new front left will lead the PCs to the city area where
the Answerin company is located.
tire (there's a spare in the trunk).
Rwarthysher will still be unconscious
After the collision attempt has been unless the PCs have antidote. As they
made, the airlraft will restart its pursuit. near the warehouse, the PCs will hear
The IN1men will then use the airlraft as a loud shout, ordering them to surrena firing platform. (Take note of move- der. Afigure dressed in battle dress will
ment die modifiers.) Up to 1D6 IN1men run toward them, using a suit-mounted
will fire each round. Every other round, speaker to amplify his voice.
This encounter takes place amid a
one of them will cautiously fire a TL-13
laser rifle, attempting to pinpoint his group of buildings in the light industry
shot to disable the vehicle while mini- section of the city. Because of his battle
mizing the injury to the occupants. dress, the IN1man is able to move large
Meanwhile, other IN1 men will be firing objects, jump great distances because
single-shottranq rounds, particularly at of enhanced strength (assisted by
those PCs who have exposed them- Debort's lowergravity),see intotal darkselves to fire back. The Answerin com- ness, hear incrediblywell, have doubled
mander will, of course, take note of who running speed, walk through fire briefly,
fires back and who crouches for cover. submerge himself indefinitely, and igMeanwhile, Aqanany Rwarthysher nore gas, vacuum, and some levels of
will be preparing to use his LAG, up- radiation or corrosive chemicals. The
loading HE rounds into it. He will then PCs may manage to overcome the IN1
instruct the driver to stop the car, and man, but they will definitely get a sense
will step out and fire at the air/raft. The of how useful battle dress is in combat.
shot will hit regardless of what the refIf they overcome this suited IN1 man,
eree secretly rolls. The airlraft will fly three more will appearfrom the airlraft.
out of control, travelling quite some At this point, several of the Answerin,
distance, although the crash will not be sporting laser rifles, will join them from
the nearby warehousewhere theywere
visible, being blocked by trees.
Eventually, asthe PCs proceedto the hiding. They will fight along with the
city where the Answerin are hiding, PCs to overcome the IN1 men.
Rwarthysher, if he hasn't already, will
their ground car will fail. A PC with
mechanical skill can diagnose the prob- finally awaken and order his men to
prepare to leave the city. The Answerin
lem.
will get into several hidden grav cars
To diagnose the ground car's failure: and, along with the PCs, head to the
class-C starport underthe control of the
Routine, Mechanical, Int, 1 minute

Winslow family. There they will meet
Norman Laduun, who will have a ship
waiting to take the Answerin off-planet
in low berths.
Provided that everything has gone
well, Laduunwillpaythe PCsCr200,OOO
in bearer bonds. He will express the
gratitude of Mangell Carriers and add
that his corporation may well have further employment for the group in the
future. If the PCs acted bravely and in
accordance with the Answerin code of
honor and military sensibilities,they will
have made earned the Answerins' respect, and Aqanany Rwarthysher will
return the renewysherto the PCs as a
sign of his gratitude. The blade is worth
Crl0,OOO to collectors, but its real value
is to designate the PCs as friends of the
Answerin people. 62
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Continued form page 33.
wo young women recently vanished while running
on the University of Maine bike trail. In these times
the story would normally be unremarkable (maybe
a mention on the local news). But one of the young
women is the daughter of megastar Ashley Cameron. This
fact has made the disappearance front page news. Articles
note that three area youths disappearedfour days earlier on
the same bike path.
Ashley Cameron would like to hire the PCs to help locate
her daughter. She will pay their transport, housing and
expenses, plus $100-$200 a day (exact pay depends on
reputation and what they accomplish). A large reward is
promised for her daughter's safe return.
A creature of the Darkness has awakened from its century-long dormancy and has begun preying on people it
encounters on the bike trail. The trail is located between Old
Town and Orono, two small towns. The University of Maine
(at Orono) is a mid-sized campus (about 10,000 students)
and is located at one end of the trail.
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continue. They
will start to occur
in the residential
areas or at the
university if the
bike trail is
closed.Therewill
be a killing every four days, until the thing is slopped.
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As noted earlier, one victim, Tom Malone, will survive his
encounter with the thing. He will run screamingfrom the trail one
night into OldTown,where apolice officerwill eventually catch him.
He will be taken to the Bangor MentalHealth Institution (BMHI)for
treatment, as he will be in a state of profoundshock.
The PCs may learn about the incident from the media,
from local residents or from police.
If the PCs talkto the officerwho picked Malone up, Wayne
Edgecomb, he will describe how the young man came
running down the road. "He was screaming, and his eyes
were as wide as saucers. He was running like the devil
himself was behind him. When I caught up with him, he was
yelling about something eating his friend and something
about a woman's face falling off. He was a real mess, I tell
you. I hope those shrinks can do something for him." The
officer doesn't know any more, but he suspects something
bad is going on. If he thinks the PCs are acting to stop the
situation, he won't interfere with them and will be willing to
look the other way. If he suspects that they are involved in a
more sinister way, he will keep a careful eye on them. He is
a Veteran beat cop.
If the PCs visit the BMHI, they may be able to meet with
Malone. He will be semicoherent and will be able to talk. He
will give the following story: "Will and I were on a cool-down
run after speedwork. Since there were two of us and Tom is
a black belt in Akido, we weren't too worried. Will spotted a
beautifulwoman runner up ahead working acramp out of her
leg. I felt something was wrong, but couldn't tell why at the
time. Will ran up ahead. When he got to her....she ....
it ....grabbed him...and...her...its....face fell off. It tore into
him, and blood was everywhere. I don't remember anything
after that until the cop stopped me."
If Tom is shown a pi~tureof the missing Janet Cameron
(either in the newspaper or a photo),he will scream, "That's
her! That's it! That's the thing that killed Will!" This will drive
him into a highly disturbed state, and the PCs will be forced
to leave.
Based on Malone's story, the police will be able to find his
friend's body. For the PCs to get a look at the body at the
police coroner's in Bangor will be difficult. The coroner will
only reveal that a body has been found. Local officials will
insist that it was the bears and that the animal control people
will fake care of the problem shortly.

The map indicates where the thing has killed or will kill. It
is left to the referee when the first killing occurred, but each
subsequent killing will occur at four-day intervals.
Spot 1:This is where the thing attacked the local youths.
An examination of the area will reveal a broken buck knife
(snapped in half). Torn bits of clothes are strewn among the
pine needles, and dried blood decorates the tree bark.
The bodies are buried about 300 yards off the trail. They
have been torn to bits. Perhaps the most horrible thing is that
their heads are unharmed, except that theirfaces have been
meticulously removed,as if by a surgeon. Locating the
clothes and knife will be rather hard, since the bike trail area
is large and the police have no idea where the youths
vanished.
Spot 2: This is where the two young women died. About
360 yards back in the woods, a shattered Walkman tape
player and a bloody running shoe are hanging from a tree.
Both belong to the women Janet Cameronwas running with.
Their bodies are buried about 50 yards from the shoe and
tape player. Like the youths, their bodies have been mutilated horribly and their faces carefully removed.
Spol 3: The incident here will occur after play has begun.
Two UM runners will be attacked here. One runner, Will
Carter, will be killed, and the other, Tom Malone, will outrun
the thing but will be driven insane by his experience. The
body of the other runner (sans face) is buried about 100
yards north of the trail.
Spol 4: if the PCs fail to intervene, four days later two
animal control officers will be killed. Their faces will be
removed and their bodies buried in the woods 50 yards north
of the killing spot. Theirweapons and flashlightswill be at the
attack site.
Spot 5: If the PCs fail to intervene,four days later a police
El
officer will be killed. His car will be found parked on the bike
Local residents oroff icials at some point will direct the PCs
trail with its door open. His gun lies in the woods and has four
shots missing. Two of them are in trees, and two hit the thing. to Dr. Thomson at the university. Dr. Thompson is an avid
His faceless body is buried 80 yards east of the site. The reader of American Indian mythology, and the events on the
trail will remind him of a local legend. He will tell the iollowing
body is horribly broken-worse than the others.
Other Killings: If the PCs fail to intervene, the killings will story (similar information can be garnered from the library,
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but less detail will be given, and it will take a while to find the
information):
According to the legend, two great stars fell from the sky
into the woods. Thecreatures of the woods fled the area, and
the people were alarmed by all this. One of the tribe's
warriors and a French trapper named La Roup went to
investigate these star stones. The two men did not return that
night. Soon after, a hunter was killed and was found without
his face.
Four days later, another killing occurred, and four days
later, another. Finally, two warriors were attacked. One was
killed, and the other was badly wounded. He said it was La
Roup that attacked him. He said that he had put an arrow
through La Roup's chest, but he had not died. Four days
later, another death occurred.
Twelve days and three deaths later, a strangercame to the
tribe. He was called "Sky EagleUbythe tribe, and he said that
he had come to slay the monster that plagued them. Sky
Eagle had magicalarrows that shown like the sun and a knife
as bright as the stars.
He hunted La Roup, and fought him and cut off his face
with his knife. After doing this great deed, Sky Eagle departed, but he left five arrows and a knife with the shaman.
According to the legend, La Roup would arise every century
to look for his face. If he was slain with an arrow and had his
face removed with the knife each time until the arrows ran
out, La Roup would be gone forever.
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Dr. Thompson will tell the PCs that he knows an old
shaman of the Penobscott tribe who might know more about
what is going on. The shaman lives on Indian Island, a
reservation near Old Town. It can be reached via a two-lane
bridge. The inhabitants are suspicious of outsiders, and
there may be trouble with some of the young men (treat as
gangersfor skills-they will be armed with knifes). If the PCs
are with Thompson, they will have no trouble.
The shaman is avery old man and is nearly blind and deaf.
He will listen to the PCs' story carefully, asking intelligent
questions to find out what they know and believe. If he believes it
is appropriate,hewill say to them: 'YOUhavebeenbrought here on
purpose. The thing that huntsthe woods is back again. There has
always been a warriorto stop it with Sky Eagle's arrows and knife.
Thiswarrior has beenashamanor asonof asharnan. My sonwas
killedinthe VietnamWar, and his son diedin Iraq. Mygranddaughter died in a laboratoryexplosion. So you have been brought here
to fight it."
He will go to a locked cabinet and takeout a cloth-wrapped
box. Within it is an arrow with aglowing head and a knife with
a glowing blade. The shaman will say, 'These are the
weapons of Sky Eagle. You must pierce the thing with the
arrow and then remove its face with the knife."
He will give the arrow to the PC with the highest Emp and
Bow skill (Bow skill taking precedence) . The knife will go to
the PC with the highest Emp and knife combat ability (knife
combat ability taking precedence). He will bless them in his
native language as they leave.
The arrow and knife are made out of a non-Terran metal.
An Average roll using Physics or something like Metallurgy
will reveal that the metal has some rather odd properties, but
is not harmful to humans.A Difficult task roll will indicate that
the metal is not native to earth. The metal is machine-tooled.
The arrow shaft is a metal like aluminum, and the knife has
ceramic grips. But they test as being over 500 years of age.
Unknown to the PCs, the metal of the weapons will draw
the thing to them, whether they are in the woods hunting it or
inside a building in town.

FrnISH
If the PCs kill the thing, Ashley Cameron will pay them a cash
reward. If they fail, Thompson(if he survives)will attemptto recover
the arrow and knife (the thing cannot touch them) and will try to
destroy it after getting some help. The exact resulls are up to the
referee. If the thing is not killed, it will continue to kill at least once
every four days and will range further on its hunts.

LOCATIONS
The following locations may be of importanceto the player
characters in their investigation.

Bike Trail
The paved bike trail is about the size of a one-lane road.
Some spots are bumpy, but it is well maintained.
Refer to the Bike Trail Area Map for the specific area
layout. Residential areas along the path are one-family
houses and apartments, most in good condition. The store
section consists of a YMCA, video rental store, hardware
store, and food store (Doug's Shop & Save). Fields along the
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path are university fields in which experimental crops are cattle bones (for lab work with bone structures).
Room 3: Various metal structures have been set up in the
grown. The woods have various ski /running/mountain bike
room and appear to be frames designed to hold computer
trails running through them.
equipment. A sharp knife, coated with a dark red dried fluid
is halfway under a terminal frame (an Easy task to spot, but
B o m b Shellter
The old bomb shelter was damaged in an accident while make it seem like an accomplishment ). The knife was used
it was serving as a women's prison. The new bomb shelter to apply a glue to the frames and was forgotten by a worker.
is really a corporate lab site, but locals still call it the bomb
Ritual Site
shelter. The new building has two-meter-thickconcrete walls
The ritual site is where the thing prepares its faces. It is
and steel doors with a complex electronic lock, and is topped
with a thick layer of soil. The bomb shelter is empty during the located near the mountain bike path. Both animals and
people feel this location to be a "bad place" (the intensity of
day and filled with workers during the day.
The lock can be picked, but the task is Diffiilt and requires an the feeling will be in proportion to the sensor's empathy).
The ritual site has many sick-looking pine trees and two large
electronic lock-picking kit. If they are caught breaking in, the PCs
may be in for some jail time for breaking and entering, and rocks. The rocks are not of any kind nativeto Maine and are in fact
trespassing. If they walk up during the day, they can enter but will not native to earth. A person with Geology skill will notice the
be asked to leave since it is a wok area. If the PCs get obnoxious, oddness of the rocks with an Easy roll and can tell they are not
the police will be called. tf the PCs run into corporate people,they native to earth on a Diiicult roll (Averagewith proper equipment).
Between the rocks is a drying frame. Four wooden poles
will be suspectedof being industrialspies andtreated accordingly.
Nothing evil is going on here, but the bomb shelter can be are driven into the ground, and strange markings (in blood)
a useful sidetrack. One way to lead the PCs on a wild goose are on them. Betweenthe poles are the faces of some of the
chase is to sow rumors that the corporation has been victims. They are linkedto the poles by strips of skin and held
involved in shady activities, or have an oddly behaving by thorns of wood. The faces are oddly fresh, and while flies
buzz the area, none approach the poles.
worker make them curious.
If the PCsdo not find the area, astudentwill, and the police
The interior of the bombshelter is darkand unfinished, and
will be alerted. Officials will remove the remains and close off
smells strange.
Generator Room: The generator is currently off, but is fueled the area. Naturally, the media will be present.
The PCs will only have access to the site if they go at night
and can be started. Starting it will cause the light to come on
or if they have the status to get in. If the PCs investigate at
(includingthe outside IightHhis will attract attention).
Room 1:This room contains various boxes and fixtures. Adark night, the thing may be there putting on aface, taking one off,
redstain is on the floor, and a strange smell fills the air. The stain is or preparing one. It will attack the PCs if it is present. If it is
actually an industrial chemical, but looks like blood. The strange not there, it will sense the PCs if they touch the stones, poles
or faces, and will rush to the site.
smell is a mu of chemicals and building materials.
Room 2: This room is filled with with boxes. One box is
Thing's Lair
stained red and contains many bones. The red stuff is an
Like the ritual site, the lair exudes a palpable evil. Only
industrial chemical spilled on the box, and the bones are
here it is much, much stronger.
The area around the lair is devoid of normal animal life.
Particularly large and vile-looking insects, some with too
many legs and strange fluids leaking from them, buzz and
crawl around the moldy trees close to the lair. The trees and
insects get viler the closer they are to the lair, but the area
very close to the lair is devoid of nearly all life.
Two rocks in the lair glow with a sickly yellow-green color
at night-they are similar to the rock at the ritual site. Anyone
with Geology skill or any native of the area will notice that the
rock is not native to Maine. An Easy roll by someone with
Geological skill will reveal that the rock is not native to North
America, and an Average roll will reveal that the rock is not
of terrestrial origin. A Difficult roll using Geology, Physics or
Chemistry and the proper equipment will revealthat the rock
does not seem to be native to the known solar system. The
rock emits a form of radiation that damages the DNA of living
things spending a considerable amount of time around it.
Next to the rocks is a scooped out pit in the ground. It is
lined with human bones, bits of clothing, and various slimes,
molds and fungi. The pit glows very dimly, in a color similar
to the rocks. A close look will reveal a sprinkling of rock dust
over the area. The creature "sleeps" in the pit during the day,
with a layer of slime-covered bone and cloth to keep it hidden
from the light. At night, the area will be empty. S1
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in the Memorial Student Center, WORLD HORROR CONVENTION,
Texas A & M University, College March 5-8, 1992, at the Holiday Inn
Station, TX. For more information, Crowne Plaza, Nashville, TN. Conwrite to MSC Nova, Box J1, College tact the World Horror Convention
1992, PO Box 2281 7, Nashville, TN
Station, TX 78440-9081.
37202.
DUNDRACON XVI, February 1417,1992, atthe San Ramon Marriott, GAMEX '92, May 22-25, 1992, at
PANDEMONIUM IX, January 18- 2600 Bishop Drive, San Ramon, CA the Los Angeles Airport Hyatt Hotel.
19, 1992, at the Ryerson Hub Caf- 94583. For information, write to Write to Strategicon, PO Box 8399,
eteria, Toronto, Ontario. For more DunDraCon, 386 Alcatraz Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808.
information, write to Pandamonium Oakland, CA 94618.
GATEWAY 12, September 4-7,
IX, 17B Wales Ave., Toronto,
ORCCON 15, February 14-17,1992, 1992, at the Los Angeles Airport
Ontario, Canada M5T 1J2.
at the Los Angeles Airport Hyatt Hyatt Hotel. For more information,
EGYPTIAN CAMPAIGN '92, Feb- Hotel. For more information, you contact Strategicon, PO Box 8399,
ruary 7-9, 1992, at the Student Cen- can contact Strategicon, PO Box Long Beach, CA 90808.
ter of Southern Illinois University in 8399, Long Beach, CA 90808.
Announcements should be sent in a
Carbondale. For additional information, send a SASE to the SIU Stra- TOTAL CONFUSION, Feb. 21-23, minimum of four months before a contegic Games Society, Office of Stu- 1992 at the Best Western Royal vention takes place. Challenge is not
dent Development, Southern Illinois Plaza Hotel, 181 Boston Post Road, responsible for etrors in convention anUniversity, Carbondale, IL 62901 - Marlborough, MA 01752. For infor- nouncements. Writeto Challenge Conmation, write toThe Total Confusion ventions, Challenge Managing Editor,
4425.
Convention, PO Box 1463, Worces- PO Box 1646, Bloomingion, IL 6 17021646 USA.
WARCON '92, February 7-9,1992, ter, MA 01 607.
COCOA CON '91, December 2729 at the Holiday Inn in Grantville,
PA, sponsored by Pastimes Hobby
and the Fantasy Fortress Gaming
Club. For information, write to Cocoa Con '91, 21 0 South Grant St.,
Palmyra, PA 17078.

ST NOW!
FOR A N W S N E (X:PP)MMUE!
How many times have you played a wargame, read a
history book,or seen a war movie and said to yowself.
T h a t was it like t o g o over the top a t th4 S m , m o v e
through $e hedgerows ofNormandy against th4 dreaded
W d e n SS, of g o on a search-and-destroy mission in Vietnan?"
Well, here is your chance to find out! The 2 0 t h Gzntuy
Tactical Studies Group WWTS YOU to participate in WWI/
W I / V l e t n a m reenacting. This enjoyable hobby d recreating the pivotal battles d this century, with the actual use
of original uniforms, weapons and vehides d the periods.
2 1 year membership $15.00
i 2 year membership $ 2 5 . 0 0
2 3 year membership $ 3 5 . 0 0
i Lifetime $ 3 0 0 . 0 0
NOTE Membership includes svbscripticmto BFXMTHROUGHmagoziw.
m m w r s l i p cord. ptch, a d nles.

20th Century Tacticd Studes Group
P.O.
Box 945
Cape Girardeou, MO 63702-0945
(314)651-4876(everings)
BECCIV1E A PART OF OM:OF THE FASTEST
HOB81ES N AMEJ?W
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Join The

MegaTraveller 2:TMQuest For The Ancients is sciencefiction role-playing. An infinite universe, filled with fantastic
possibilities, awaits exploration. With over 100 distinctive
worlds to visit, awesome adventures, perplexing mysteries
and bizarre aliens, MegaTraveiler 2 makes you the hero or villain -of an interstellar epic only your wildest imagination could conceive.
Based on the classic role-playing system from Game
Designers Worksho , MegaTraveller 2 explores a popular
theme from the RP&S illustrious history: the fate of a quasimythical race of superbeings who vanished 300,000 years
ago. Can you and your team of intrepid explorers discover the
answers, and save a dying world, in time?
For IBM-PCTTandy/compatibles. For the latest Information on release dates and avaiiabilities, call
Paragon Customer Service at 412-838-1173,9 am to 5 pm EST, weekdays. O 1991 Paragon
Sofhvare and Game Designers Workshop. MegaTraveller 2: Quest for the Ancients is produced
under license from Game Designers Workshop.

Features a graphic intensive, icon-driven interface.
Revolutionary, three-level zoom in/zoom out feature.
Innovative new role-playing engine lets characters speak
for themselves and automatically perform tasks they
do best.
Advanced character generator supports male or female Human or Vargr - characters. Choose from over 100
skills and abilities.
Non-player characters have distinctive personalities and
unique objectives. State-of-the-art graphics and
animation bring each encounter to vivid life.
Exciting interstellar combat and navigation sequences put
you at the helm of a powerful starship.
* Intuitive combat, on ground and in space. Characters react
automatically and intelligently to crises, according to
abilities and firepower.

*

-

Marketed by Microprose Software, inc. * 180 Lakefront Drive, Hunt Valley MD 21030 * (301) 771-1 151
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WEST END GAMES' new releases include CY-lent Scream (Torg) and G.G. 8:
PlanetBook(StarWars). Other recentproducts include Creatures ofAysle (Torgroleplaying supplement) and DeathStar Corn
panion(StarWarsroleplayingsupplement),
plus Cntcibleof Pain( Torgadventure module) and Gamemaster Pa& (Star Wars
roleplayingsupplement).
THE AD&D TRIVIA GAME is now
available from TSR.This is a survivalof-the-fittest game, and you need both
brains and brawnto play. Pick a character and draw a card. If you answer the
question right, reach into the skull pool
and cross yourfinters. If you answerthe
question wrong, step aside and hope
for the best-your neighbors won't be
very kind.
CAR-PGa, the Committee for the Advancement of Role-PlayingGames, iswelcoming new.membership applications for
reportingmembers,state coordinatorsand
district representatives. Send a lage SASE

(with 52G US postage) for free information
packet. Potentialmembers should request
application information and the CAR-PGa
1991policyguide. Contact CAR-PGaInternational HQ, 8032 Locust Ave., Miller, IN
46403.

J

berware, and new and expanded vehicle rules. Also available are BattleTech: Falcon Guard (Legend of the
Jade Phoenix Vol. 3), ClanTroops
(boxed supplement to BattleTroops),
Prefect (Renegade Legion boxed
game simulating a planetary invasion)
CHAOSIUM's releases include Hor- and Unbound (MechWarrior 2nd ediroron the Orient Expres, a journey from tion adventure).
London to Constantinople and back,
and to realms beyond. This Call of
ASCll ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE
Cthulhu adventure includes detailed announces the Showcase System and
background information, plentiful plush Portable Carry-All DLX for the Game
handouts and maps, and an astonish- Boy Compact Video System. For more
ing Lovecraftian tale of Mythos horror. information, contact ASCll Entertainment Software, 11105 Dana Circle,
MECHA!from Seventh Street Games Cypress, CA 90630.
is an explosive system for sciencefiction combat. Write to Seventh Street
Challenge Briefs describes gaming
Games, PO Box 720791, San Jose, CA news and releases from a variety of
95172-0791.
publishers. Announcements should be
sent in at least four months before a
FASA has announced the release of product is released, ifpossible. Write to
The Rigger Black Book. This fully illus- Challenge Briefs, Challenge Managtrated Shadowrunsourcebookfeatures ing Editor, PO Box 1646,Bloomington,
dozens of vehicles, support gear, cy- IL 61702- 1646 USA.

The Journal of Air Combat Gaming

9
2

%
Y
A newsletter for the serious
air gamer with emphasis on GDW's
Air Superority and Air Strike
New Scenarios
New Data Cards
Additional Rules
Play Articles
Play Aids, grapt~ics,
and much more!
Sample Issue - $2.50
Air Power Publications
One Year (6 issues) - $12
Two Years (12 issues) - $20 P. 0. BOX 2582
(overseas add $2 per year) LaGrange, GA 30241
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Havlng a hard rime gettlng enouyh players together for your iavorlte role

Subscribe to PAPER MAYHEM and discover the
world of play.by-mall (PBM) gaming. Vlnually every
facet of PBM gamlng IS covered by PAPER MAYHEM.
Fanrasy. science fictlon. h~storlcaland sports. Each
b~monthlyIssue bnngs you the latest o n PBM games.
PAPER MAYHEM has been publish~ngnews about
PBM games and companies since 1983. We have Improved and expanded to keep u p with this ever
popular a c t ~ v ~ of
t y PBM gamlng.
So why delay and mlss out o n all the fun? Read
PAPER MAYHEM and take advantage of PBM

1518 Adams St., Onawa. IL

By Jay Adan
n a science-fiction gaming
universe, futuristic vehicles like
the air cushion vehicle or
maglevtrains sometimesovershadow the more mundane automobile
or motorcycle. Infact,two-wheeledtransportation in 2300 AD is in widespread
use. Economy vehicles like the electric
scooter are used for inner-city commuting, trips to the store and recreation.
They're quiet, clean and inexpensive.
The two vehicles covered here are far
less numerous than the electric scooter,
but adventurers are more likely to use a
vehicle like the Llama or the Foxfire in
the course of a campaign. They are less
expensive and easier to transport than
theonly current alternative-the ultralight
air cushion vehicle.

SUZ

6'"]FomI~"

Crew: Driver, passenger
Type: Wheeled, high-performance motorcycle
Crew: Driver
Weight: 180 kg
Weight: 150 kg
Armor: Suspension 0.1 All faces 0.2
Armor: Suspension 0.1 All faces 0.2
Signature: 1
Signature: 1
Evasion: 2
Evasion: 2
Cargo: 10 kg or 1 passenger
Max Speed: 160 kph
Cargo: 5 kg
Max Speed: 240 kph
Cruising Speed: 100 kph
Cruising: 170 kph
Combat Move: 300 m
Combat Move: 420 m
Off Road Mobility: Full
Off Road Mobility: One eighth
Power Plant: 0.035 MW hydrogen fuel cell
Power Plant: 0.04 MW hydrogen fuel cell
Fuel Capacity: 10 kg H2
Fuel Capacity: 12 kg H2
Fuel Consumplion: 1 kglhr
Fuel Consumption: 1.5 kglhr
Endurance: 1Ohr.
Price: Lv4500
Price: Lv2000
Introduced in 2301, the Foxfire is on the cutting
The Llama is the first in a new line of motorcycles
edge of sportbike technology. Because of the nature fromTrilonls new motorizedvehicle division. While in
of the sportbike enthusiast, high-tech gadgets and most cases the ultralight ACV has replaced the
high speed are foundwithin thefairingsof the Foxfire. "dirtbike" as a lightweight scout style vehicle, Trilon
Standard features include gyro-stabilizers, sidepivot seat, two-wheel drive,
antilock brakes and an antitheft system.
Popular options include: helmet headsup display, Pentapod-designed self repair fairings (expensive, but worthwhile
for those with a tendency to exceed their
riding limitations), and the helmetlheadlight night vision package (illegal in most
countries but favored by those with a
need for stealth).
This bike and others like it are the kind
most favored by the high-tech scooter
gangs that roam the streets of 24th century Earth and Tirane. Because of the
quality of road needed to operate a vehicle of this type, they are almost unheard of anywhere but the Core.
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has recognized the need for an inexpensive alternative. Of
course the manufacture of these vehicles has never ceased
entirely, but Trilon's design advances make possible features normally only seen on high-performance street bikes.
The most notable of these features is the gyro stabilizers that
makedifficult terrain easierto manage. Options include extra
10kg backupfueltank, rifle racks (rearorhandlebarmounted)
and sport fairings. It has not yet been confirmed, but rumors
suggest that Trilon has a Pentapod design team working on
off-road tires for an '02 release.

HELMET HEIBHOS-rn DISPMY(HHm)
Weight: 2 kg
Price: Lv800-Lv1500
This is the latest in military equipment to go civilian. The
HHUD actually replaces all the external instrumentation on
the motorcycle in favor of a specially designed helmet that
comes in various models. The least expensive ones use a
wire to connect from helmet to the motorcycle (similar to
"jacking in" as cyberjockeys do), passing all vital information
such as speed, RPMs and remaining fuel to either a liquid
crystal or holographic display insidethe helmet. There is also
a version that uses a transmitter inside the motorcycle and
a receiver in the helmet, thus eliminating the need for a wire.
Software packages are also available. The most common
is for area maps (only available for Core worlds, with Earth
being the most thoroughly mapped), mileage to destination
charts (normally included in map packages) and vision
enhancement (which improves visibility and cuts down on
tunnel-vision in high-speed situations). Most models are
also equipped with short-range communication gear. SZ

Subscribe Today To

The only official
publication
devoted exclusively to
the universe of
2300 A.D.

A Quarterly Publication
,

Dedicated to the World
of RolePlaying Gaming.

Receive 1 year (4 issues) of this newsletter by sending
your check or money order for $8.00 to ...

Resource Publications
P.O. Box 31 146
Santa Barbara, CA 93 130-1 146
Send an SASE for a copy of our free introductory issue
(automatically sent to all new subscribers)

Saee lore Productions, (nc.
By Garners - For Garners!
P.0. BOX 14616,
OR 97214
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By James L. Cambias
I had warned Phipps about offending the natives, but he seemed convinced that their rules did not apply to
Englishmen. "TheseMartians have no real concept of law, oldboy. The only things they understand are gold and
force. If there's any difficulty, a small donation to the rightperson will solve everything.And if not, they still wouldn't
dare harass British citizens. Remember Shastapsh and all that."
He didn't look so smug as we knelt before the prince, with soldiers holding naked swords against the backs
of our necks. Prince Khaizan sat sprawled on his throne, an evil-looking brute if ever I saw one. There was a kind
of obscene joy in his eyes that 1 didn't like at all,
'So, Red Men, you have dared to offend the sacred memories of my ancestors. This is a serious crime. The
ancient penalty for such an offense is the Week of Steel and Fire. Still, 1 will show mercy-you will not die by any
Martian hand. Instead, you will lie and rot in the cells beneath my palace. Your bodies will wither,your minds will
rot and your souls will drown in the darkness. Perhaps someday my grandson will setyou free when he becomes
prince in Noachis."
Phipps lunged to his feet. 'This is an outrage, Your Highness! Her Majesty's government will not look kindly
upon your actions!"
Khaizan laughed wickedly. "Your Queen Victoriacan do nothing to save you. The Oenotrians tell me the British
colony will soon be but a memory, and the Red Men will be driven from the face of Mars. Who will come for you
then? Guards, take them to the pit!"
They led us down endless stairs, past scores of guards and locked doors, deep into the foul-smelling
dungeons. Only one thing relieved the utter misery of the situation-at last Phipps had nothing to say
his scenario is not intended as a stand-alone
adventure; rather it is designed to be used by
referees in the event that their PCs have managed
to get put in jail by a Martian prince. In the course
of adventuring and serving the British Crown on Mars,
characters will occasionally run afoul of local rulers. Often a
little gold or the threat of British interventionwill smooth over
any legal obstacles, but now and then the adventurers will
fail a crucial die roll or make a staggering blunder, and as a
result must suffer the consequences of being imprisoned.
This adventure assumes that the PCs have been thrown
into prison; the reason is unimportant.The Martian city-state
used throughout is Noachis, but naturally the referee can
change the setting to suit the circumstances. The ruler of
Noachis is Prince Khaizan, a brutal, human-hating despot.
One can expect little justice at his hands.

PRISON
The prison consists of a complex of cells, torture chambers and guard rooms underneaththe royal palace. Over the
years, the dungeons have been expanded into empty cellars, ruined sewers and ancient underground chambers left
by the Canal Builders. The result is a bewildering maze of
cells and passages, extending well beyond the walls of the
palace.
The PCs will be stripped and carefully searched. Everything but their clothes will be taken (and any especially
expensive or unusual garments will be taken as well). PCs
may try to make an Impossible Bargainingtask roll to attempt
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to keep one personal item, but no weapons or tools will be
allowed.
All the PCs will be put into the cell called ''the pit,"whether
male or female, human or Martian.
Pit: The PCs'cell is acramped little chamber about 10 feet
square. It is lit only by the light coming in through the small
grating in the door, which is dim at best. The room is
perpetually damp and stinks like acesspool. Foulwater drips
down the walls constantly. There are no beds or other
furniture-merely some filthy straw infested with bugs.
The cell's walls and floor are granite slabs, each about a
yard wide. The slabs are too hard to dig through and too
heavy to move the slabs aside. The ceiling is 10 feet high at
the highest point and is made of brick, forming a barrel vault.
The walls and ceiling are all covered with a layer of slimy
moss and lichen.
The cell door is four inches thick and is constructedof two
layers of heavy timbers faced on both sides with bronze
sheets. The door opens outward, so the prisoners cannot
reach either the lock or the hinges. There is a small grating,
six inches high and 10 inches wide, set at about eye level in
the door. The grating has a single steel bar in the center. The
lock is a heavy steel bar fitting across the width of the door,
secured by a padlock at one end. It is impossible to break it
open, and the lock cannot be reached from the grating.
Daily Routine: The prison has a set daily schedule, which
is the only way the prisoners can keep track of the passage
of time (any valuables such as watches will be taken from
them upon imprisonment). The guards change watches

"Imprisoned in Noachis" continued on page 52.
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elcome to Talking Eagle's
Spirit Guide, the foremost
reference to the habits and
powers of nature spirits in
North America. We're uploading parts
of the text in an effort to bridge the gap
of knowledge which exists between
those fortunate enough to have an experienced shaman to guide them and
those who are spoken to by the spirits
without a menior to turn to. The Sysop
asked me to keepthe initialfile small, so
we're only going to upload the entries
for about a dozen of the more common
nature spirits other than those included
in TheManualof Practical Thaumaturgy
<a.k.a. The Grimoire(Sysop)>.Aswell,
we will be including Eagle's up-to-thenanosecond comments on the spirits
that are in the manual, and his wonderful overview of spirit domains. More will
be added later if we generate enough
interest. Happy conjuring.
Mycroft Pym Th.D.

h ed i e

spirit. Tropical islands and beaches are
within the domain of this spirit (while
sandy areas with extremely high temperatures, like the Sahara are the domain of Desert Spirits).
apwrance:These spirits will normally
manifestasconstantlymovingripplesinthe
sand or small mounds of sand. Serious
researchers view with skepticism the reports of little men and women in colorful
swimwear with surfboards.
Eagle's Comments: These spirits
can be very trying if there is a sense of
urgency in what you are doing because
of their relaxed, unhurried disposition. I
attribute this characteristic to the ease
with which this environment can sustain life. The spirits of less hospitable
environments seem to be the ones with
the greatest sense of urgency.
Powers: Accident, Concealment,
Guard, Movement, Search.

Cave
Type: Spirit of Land.
Bomain: Naturallyoocurring underground
structures like caves, tunnels and fissures.
Appearance: Cave Spirits manifest as
areas of deep shadow with voices that
seem to echo from far away. Their more
humanoid forms appear as stone faces
rising out from the cave or tunnel walls.
Eagle's Comments: While not quite
as indifferent to humans as the Mountain or Desert spirits, the Cave Spirit
takes little interest in human affairs.
This trait may inhibit the success of its
Search ability if you are seeking objects
from the civilized world. The Search
power is most successful with moderately worked mineral objects, and is
somewhat adept at locating plant or
animal matter. A Cave Spirit is completely unable to distinguish between
two machines of a similar size.
Powers: Accident, Concealment,
Confusion, Fear, Guard, Search.

anyone other than the shaman who
summoned it. The Hail Spirit delights in
its ability to cause damage, but it is not
actually hostile. It would appear that
knocking things down is this spirit's
idea of fun. It seems to have little or no
awareness of how such action could be
harmful to others.
Powers: Accident, Concealment,
Confusion, Guard, Immunity.

Jungle
Type: Spirit of Land.
5omain:Areas rich invegetationwith
a tropical climate. This spirit is closely
relatedto the Forest Spirit,the principle
difference between their domains being one of temperature and of the general type of vegetation growing there.
Appearance: The Jungle Spirit will first
be perceivable by an area of complete
silence around the summoner. Then, the
spiritwill manifestasarustlingof leaves and
other movements inthe flora. If the shaman
orders the spirit to manifest further, it will
appearas a humanformcomposedof soft,
green, vegetable matter.
Eagle's Comments: Jungle Spirits
are extremely adverse to taking on their
humanoid forms. It appears that they
generally seek to avoid human contact
and feel exposed when in their more
substantial form. It should be noted,
however, that they do not feel threatened by most shamans (whom they
perceive as part of the jungle itself). If
required to take a humanoid form, the
spirit is only comfortable if alone with
shamans or engaged in physical combat with the shaman's enemies.
Powers: Accident, Concealment,
Confusion, Fear, Search.

Type: Spirit of Land.
Domain: The Arctic Spirit is native to
the frozen wastelands and may be conjured from any land where the topsoil
never thaws (i.e., permafrost).This includes very high mountaintops as well
as certain lands above the Arctic and
belowthe Antarcticcircles. For example,
Antarctica is suitable, but the majority
of Canada is too mild.
Appearance: Arctic Spirits do not
normally take avisible form, but, rather,
they choose to manifest as a sudden
drop in temperature and a crispness in
the air. If compelled to further manifest,
they appear as beautiful men orwomen
formed of snow and ice.
Eagle's mmments: The Arctic Spirit is
a very d i i l t one to work with. Several
people have reportedto methat this spirit is
actively hostiletoward mostforms of animal
life-including mankind. There are also
Hail
unconfirmedreportswhichsuggestthatthe
Type: Spirit of Wind.
humanoid manifestations are sufficiently
Domain: Any area where hail is curcoM that contact with them immediately
Market
causes severefrostbums. Extremecaution rentlyfalling-if you're getting hit, you're
Type: Spirit of Man.
is advised when dealing with these spirits. in the right place.
Appearance: Hail Spirits may apDomain: Market Spiriis are found in
Powers:Accident, Binding,Concealment,
pear as patches of ice or small gray places of open commerce (where people
Confusion, Guard, Immunity, Movement.
clouds.They may also assume a roughly gather to shop or find entertainment);they
are also present within the conidors of
manlike shape formed of icy slush.
BeaeMsParnd
Eagle's Comments: You will find enclosed malls. While a Market Spirit may
Type: Spirit of Land.
Domain: Any sandy area with a mod- this spirit to be reluctant to use its pow- be found in a bar or an electronics store, it
erate climate iswithin thedomainof this ers of Guard and Immunity to benefit will not be present in places of private
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business (areasthat are closedto the generalpublicsuchas officesorclinics)--these
are occupied by Hearth spirits.
Appearance: The Market Spirit generally manifests as a small merchant,
often with a rather large girth.
Eagle's Comments:Amost gregarious
spirit andone proneto talkingquickly (often
instreetjargon) .Thisspirit isone of the most
adept I have ever encountered at distinguishingbetweenman-madeartifacts.While
it may have diffiiity finding a particular
example of a thing with its Search power, it
has no trouble locating generic items or
specific brands. A Market Spirit could, for
instance, ~tearnotorcycleoraredYamaha Rapier, but it would not be able to find a
bike by means of its license plate number.
Powers:Accident, Confusion, Guard,
Movement.

Sky

Type: Spirit of Wind.
Domain: You are within this spirit's domain when you are separated from the
ground-such as when you are flying (in a
planeorby spell)orfalling(withaparachute
or unaided).
Appearance: The Sky Spirit will manifest as a slight breeze. When it speaks, its
voice seems quiet and distant--like a wind
moving over reeds in a pond. It may also
assume the more substantial form of a
whirlwind or tomado.
Eagle's Comments: The Sky Spirit is
the least predictable of all the spirits I have
encountered.Personalitiesanddispositions
vary widely from one conjuringto the next.
The spirit's personalityappearsto correlate
(to some extent)with the directionthe wind
is blowing, air temperature and humidity.
FurtherresearchisnecessarybeforeIwould
be confident enough to venture a guess as
to the actual relationship.
Powers:Accident, Confusion, Guard,
Immunity, Movement.

Snow
Type: Spirit of Wind.
Domain: Any area that is covered
with at least half an inch of snow, or
where snow iscurrentlyfalling, will have
a Snow Spirit present.
Appearance: Snow Spirits typically
manifest as little flurries of snow hangingin
the air.There havebeenreportsof manifestations in the form of snowmen wearing
batteredtop hats, smoking com cob pipes
and havingfeaturesofcoal; however, these
reports remain questionable.
50
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Eagle's Comments: Snow Spirits
are generally fun loving and mischievous. They enjoy the company of humans and have a well-developedsense
of play. One of my colleagues reports
them as exhibiting a small degree of
malice or spitefulness. It should be observed, however, that she has an unusually strong dislike forthe winter, and
this may be influencing her relationship
with the spirit.
Powers: Accident, Concealment, Confusion, Guard, Immunity, Movement.

Transport
Type: Spirit of Man.
Domain: This is the spirit of any
vessel or vehicle which is intended to
be used as a dwelling while in transit.
Suitable examples are cruise ships,
submarines and slow passengertrains;
campers are not included as they are
only intendedto be lived in while at rest.
Appearance: ATransportation Spirit
will manifest as a small human dressed
as part of the vehicle's crew.
Eagle's Comments: These spirits
are extremely solicitous and will make
an extra effort to assist the summoning
shaman. They are also gifted with a
good ability to distinguish between objects of technology, especially anything
that might be considerednormal equipment for their vessel. They are even
able to find lost luggage on occasion.
Powers: Accident, Alienation, Concealment, Confusion, Guard, Search.
Special Power: A Transport Spirit
may increase the speed of its vessel.
The vehicle's speed may be improved
by 10% times the force rating of the
spirit to a maximum of double.

Tunnel
Type: Spirit of Man.
Domain:ATunnelSpiritwillbepresentin
narrow,manmade,undergroundstluctures,
such as sewers or subway tunnels.
Appearance: This spirit typically
manifests as a small mound of dirt or a
puddle of stale water.
Eagle's Comments: "Dreary," "unkempt," and "confining" are the words
that spring to mind when describing the
impressionsgeneratedby these spirits.
While not actually reluctant to help, a
Tunnel Spirit would prefer to be left
alone.
Powers: Accident, Confusion, Fear,
Guard, Movement.

Some students are confused by the
concept of domains. So I am going to
take a moment to clarify how they operate. It is obviously possible to be physically in two or more domains at the
same time. To illustrate-if you are
standing on a beach with one foot on
the shore (Beach/lslandSpirit) and one
foot in the water (Lake or Sea Spirit),
you are physically in contact with both
domains at once. Furthermore, if it began to rain, you would also be in the
domain of a Rain Spirit. However, for
the purposes of conjuring, none of this
matters in the least.
When you conjure a spirit you are
reaching out with your mind and soul to
the astral realm where the spirit exists.
In order to bridge this gap you must
decide to which realm you are calling. It
is impossibleto stretch yourconsciousness sufficiently to reach two realms at
the same time. It is also beyond the
powers of a shaman to embrace the
different qualitiesof two realms in away
that would allow for the summoningof a
spirit that was of both realms. Please,
just take my word for it; I visit the cells
and the graves of those who have tried
to extend their reach each time I get up
the urge to make an attempt.
Another point of confusion for some
lies in knowing exactly where certain
spirits can be found. To clarify this, I am
going to list definitions of the domains
for City, Hearth and Field Spirits, and
comment on Spirits of Wind in general.
City: All open and/or public areas of
acity, town or village are appropriatefor
summoning a City Spirit. Anything that
is paved and that is lacking a roof is part
of the city spirit's domain. This includes
streets, fairgrounds, airports and stadiums. Since the City Spirit will also appear on interstate highways, I find that
Ihave begunto consider this spirit more
as a spirit of "road" than of "city".
Hearth: The Hearth Spirit is found in
any building or man-made structure
that is private or semiprivate in nature.
Specifically, this includes homes, offices and hotels.
Field: Field Spirits dwell in agricultural areas controlled by man, such as
farms and hothouses.
Wind: Most Spirits of Wind are associatedwith aparticular metrologicalphenomena (rain, snow or hail);they may be summonedfromanyareathatisexposedtothat

specific weather. Note that, generally, the be used to benefit a vehicle. If the later
shaman will physically be in the domain of is the case, then I advise caution in
some other spirit at the same time. This invoking this ability while in an area of
means that the summoner must focus his heavy traffic or with difficult terrain.
awarenessawayfromthe undesiredrealm Remember, Movementonly makes you
andconcentrate upon being in the realmof travel faster-it does not improve your
ability to react to obstacles.
the Wind Spirit he wishes to summon.
%om Spirit: I have personally summoned Storm Spirits which have been camDEm
I have found through my work with pable of causing accidents to occur on wet
spirits that certain discrepancies exist and slippery terrain. While my results may
between material in the current edition be explainedby other researchersasfortuof TheManualof Practical Thaumaturgy natecoincidertces,reliablerepetitionmakes
and results obtained in actual practice. such an explanation unlikely. I have also
These differences are catalogued be- notedthat a Storm Spirit conjured during a
low for your reference. It is recom- nonelectricalstorm lacksthepowerof Elecmendedthat you test these results your- trical Projectionas well as that of Fear.
self, rather than taking the my word for
Forest Spirit: Several of my colleagues
i t - o r even that of the excellent re- (as well as myself) have been able to
searchers who compose The Grimoire. summon a Forest Spirit and command it to
City Spirit: Severalof my colleagues exercise the power of Search. .
claimto have successfuIlyconjuredCity
Spirits with the power of Movement.
lmmunity is a new powerthat bears a
These experiments have generally been
conducted on empty stretches of road strong resemblance to Guard. It is most
and have been used for the benefit of commonly found possessed by Water
land vehicles. This may indicate that or Wind. Afew Spirits of Land are known
the power is only present in some of to exhibit it as well, but there remain no
these spirits or that the power can only documented cases of a Spirit of Man

mIm

possessingthis power. Whereas Guard
protects the recipient from accidents
within the Spirit's domain, lmmunity
protectsfrom inevitablesources of harm.
For example, a Desert Spirit may use
lmmunity to protect the shaman from
heatstrokeordehydration, while a River
Spirit could invoke lmmunity to keep a
shaman safe from undercurrents and
hypothermia. lmmunity offers no protection from chance happenings such
as falling objects or lightning (although
a Rain Spirit could shield you from the
inevitable fall of the rain itself). The
Spirit is also unableto protect the recipient from unnatural occurrences (e.g.,
attacks from other nature spirits, being
held underwater, etc.). In basic Shadowrun the following spirits have the
lmmunity power: Desert, Lake, River,
Sea and Swamp.
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"Imprisoned in Noachis" continued from page 47.
every six hours, and the inmates are fed at the start of the first
and third shifts, 12 hours apart.
The feeding is done by one of the prison trustees-an
inmate who has been given special privileges in exchange
for labor. Such trustees are usually in for a minor offense and
are not about to endanger their status by helping an escape
attempt. The trustee is accompanied by three guards. One
guard checks the identities of the prisonersduring feeding to
make sure nobody has died or escaped, while the other two
guards hang back in case of treachery.
To be fed, the prisoners must appear at the grating, show
their faces to the guard and then pass their bowl through the
grating. The trustee dumps a ladle-full of foul-smelling,
lukewarm slop into the bowl and returns it. The inmates eat
with their hands.
Guards: The guards are all soldiers of the city's army,
usually men with slightly disabling injuries or those on
punishment detail. They are all Trained NPCs, fitting the
statistics for stock soldiers. The guards wear doublets and
helmets. If the PCs have anything of value, they can attempt
to bribe the guards. This requires a successful Formidable
Bargaining task roll and can be used only to obtain minor
luxuries, such as a light, clean water or new straw. The
guards will never do anything that might help prisoners
escape-there are worse things than imprisonment awaiting
a guard who lets prisoners get away.
The guards are very bored all the time, and only a Difficult
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Eloquence task roll is needed to engage them in conversation. They will happily chat about trivial topics and can even
help fill the adventurers in on news of the outside world.
Hazards of Imprisonment: More dangers await the prisoners the longer they wait in the pit. The plagues which
frequently decimate Martian jails will not affect Earthmen,
but the cramped, unhealthyconditions and abysmalfood will
beginto wear down the PCs. Eachweek the characters must
make a Moderate Endurancetask roll. if anyone fails the roll,
their Endurance is reduced by 1. If any PC's Endurance
reaches 0, he begins losing Strength at a rate of one point per
week. Once the character's Strength is gone, he will die.
These losses can be made up at a rate of one point perweek
with good food, fresh air and moderate (but not grueling)
exercise. With medical attention,the recovery rate isdoubled.

ESGmE ROUTE
There is only one way out of the cell, and it requires a bit
of mental work to find. At mealtime, a PC who makes a
Difficult Observation task roll will noticethat the guard's torch
flutters as if there is a current of air leading into the adventurerslcell.A Formidable Observation roll is requiredto trace
the faint breeze to a small gap between the bricks of the
ceiling at the rear of the cell.
Vent:The gap betweenthe bricks can bewidened by loosening
the bricks around it. This needs a D i i i l t Strength roll to accomplish. The hole reveals a vertical shaft of stone leading up into
blackness.Probing revealsthe shaft to be about three feet across.
Climbing the shaft requires a Dirff'mtt roll of either Agility or
Mountaineering. Successmeansthe characterscanshinny upthe
narrow vent. It is difficult, and progress is sbw. The shaft is
completely unlit and seems to extend infinitely.
Things in the Shaft: The shaft is not devoid of living things.
There are small harmless insects crawling around, and the stone
walls are covered with more lichen and moss. A number of large
spiders have spun webs spanning the shaft. The spiders are
aggressive and will bite the first PC to encounter the webs, doing
onepoint of damage.The b i e nPCmustmakeaDiffmltAgiSitytask
rollto avoid slippingandfallingwhen bitten. If the lead PC does fall,
he will land on the second PC, who must make a Formidable
Strength roll to avoidfalling. If this rollfails, the entire partywill start
tumbling down.
To recover from such a fall requires a Difficult Agility roll,
and the party must make the rolls in order from top to
bottom-if any character fails the roll, then everyone below
him will automatically fail. Anyone unable to recover will fall
back down to the cell, suffering 1D6 wounds.

PRISOmR IN THE T O m R
After what feels like an hour of climbing, the PCs will reach
the top of the shaft, which is blocked by a stone grating. It
requires a Moderate Strength task to open the grating.
Tower: The grating opens into the base of a huge ruinedtower.
The tower has an airshaft running down the center and a spiral
staircase followingthe edges of the shaft. The top of the tower is
gone, knocked off in s o m ancient cloudship battle. The building
still boms up about 100 feet, and nine floors remain intact. There
are no doors in the tower--all the entrances have been carefully
bricked up, and the windows on the bottom three fbors have a h
been sealed. The workmanship is recent.

Prince Oortai: On the fourth floor the PCs will discover an
old, blind Martian. He is dressed in the tattered remnants of
ornate robes and is painfully emaciated. The old Martian will
at first be terrified of the PCs, but if they speak to him calmly
and soothingly, he will recover.
The old Martian is in fact Prince Oortai, the former ruler of
Noachis. Everyone believes him to have died in a fire in the
palace 10 (Martian) years ago. Infact, he will explain, the fire
was a ruse to conceal the fact that Khaizan had kidnapped
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Oortai and confined him at Khaizan's country house outside
the city. Once Khaizanwas confirmedas the rulerof Noachis,
he had Oortai blinded and sealed into the tower to die. (An
old Martian tradition holds that anyone who kills a prince will
die within a year.)
Oortai survived by trapping rainwater, catching the small
birds that live in the upper floors of the tower, and eating the
vines and mosses growing between the stones of the tower.
He is suffering from malnutritionand is incredibly emaciated,
but he is still alive.
Because he was put in the tower in 1869, Oortai knows
nothing of human beings. He will at first thinkthe adventurers
are Martian children. But he is still very sane, and with the
PCs' help, he is determined to escape.

E S C N E FROM THE T O m R
Fromthe windows on the fourth floor, the PCs can see that
the tower is one of several ruins that stand on the grounds of
the royal palacecompound. The compound is surrounded by
a high stone wall patrolled by guards, and there are numerous servants, bureaucrats and soldiers roaming about the
grounds. At night the compound is mostly deserted, but
sentries are posted on the wall.
Getting Down: The walls of the tower slope outward, with
wide gaps between the huge stones of which they are
constructed. It requires only a Moderate Mountaineeringor
a DifficultAgility task roll to climb down the walls. Acharacter
of Strength 4 or greater can carry Oortai down with no
problem; anyone of lesser Strength must increase the difficulty of the climbing task by one level in order to carry the
prince down. Anyone failing the climbing task rolls will tumble
down the side of the tower, suffering 1D6 wounds.

There is a 1 in 6 chance that the PCs will be detected as
they climbdown the towerwalls-thiswill result in their being
met at the bottom of the tower by a party of 12 guards.
Otherwise, they will reach the ground undetected and can
move about the grounds.

THE TRUE: PRINCE
Oortai has no intentionof escapingfromthe palace; hewillresist
if the PCstry to force himto accompanythem. Oortai has only one
goal40 enterthethronemomandconfronthis nephew. tf stopped
by guards, either Oortaiorthe PCs must accomplisha Formidable
Eloquencetask rollto convincethem that the old man is infact the
rightfulprince,or must subdue the guards in combat. There will be
at least two sets of guards to get past to reach the throne room.
Astatefunction isgoingon inthethrone room, andallofthegreat
nobles of Noachis are present. Everyone is wearing gorgeous
regalia, and Khaizan presides over it all from his throne. If Oortai
reaches the throne room, Khahanwill first react with superstitious
terror at the sight. Hysterically, he will order the guards to slay the
old man. Several of the nobles will recognizeOortai, and shocked
murmuringwillfillthehall.ADiffiik Eloquencetask roll bythe PCs
will be neededto convincethe assembled nobles of Noachis that
Oortai istheirtrue ruler. Khaizanwill then demand that the issuebe
settled by the ancient test of combat. Because Oortai is blind, one
of the adventurers will have to fight in his place.
Khaizan will fight with a saber, and an old nobleman will
donate a sword to whichever PC is acting as Oortai's
champion. The outcome of the battle will determine the fate
of the characters: If Oortai's champion wins, then Khaizan
will be deposed and Oortai restored. The PCs will be treated
regally and released with many valuable gifts. If Khaizan
wins, he will order everyone executed. $2
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Choose one. Or choose both.
Then sit back for the most satisfying, imaginationstretching science fiction reading around.

Science Fiction %Zn Fact

Science Fiction Magazine
"On the cutting edge with the newest ideas and writers,"says
LOCUS magazine. Stretch your imagination with stories by
well-known award-winning authors such as Robert Silverberg,
Larry Niven, Gene Wolfe and Connie Willis. Discover the bright
talent of new authors; enjoy fascinating commentary by the
master writer, Isaac Asimov. Each month you'll receive a hefty
sewing of science fiction and fantasy. Asimov's amazing robots,
intergalactic travels, alien encounters, dimensions beyond time
and soace--and more!

The fiction of today becomes the reality of tomorrow. Since
1930, ANALOG has been astounding readers with its "ard"
science fiction and provocative writing on contemporary
scientific issues. In ANALOG, all things are possible because
are based on plausible scientific principles. ANALOG
imagined and wrote about chess computers, global
g, and the atom bomb long before they were invented.
'
ity about what the future holds.

ORDER TODAY!--8 ISSUES $12.97
Get 8 hefty issues for less than the cost of one hardcover book.
YES! I'm hungry for great science fiction.
Send me the subscriptions checked below at
a savings of 35% or more off the bookstore
price.

Ct ANALOG -- 8 ISSUES $12.97
Ct ISAAC ASIMOV'S -- 8 ISSUES $12.97
B Payment enclosed.

Ct Bill me.

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Send order to: Davis Science Fiction, Dept.

M 5CC -6 P.O. Box 7064. Red Oak. IA 51591-2064.
Call 1-800-333-4561 For credit card orders
and faster service.
For orders outside the US., please send $19.95 in U.S. funds.

Captain'sLog: Stardate3582.45. We
are en route to the Eltanin star system
to pick up an Eitanin envoy to the Federation. A Starfleet expert on the
Eltanins, Commander Derino Zubyla,
is on board to provide advice during the
mission.
he PCs' ship has been sent
to the Eltanin system to take
on an envoy to begin negotiations about Eltanin ioiningthe Federation. ~ecauseof
theiomplex political situation on Eltanin V,
Starfleet Command has temporarily
assigned Commander Zubyla, an expert on the Eltanins, to the ship.

ELTAPUN SYSTEM
The ship's computer holds all the
necessary data about the Eltanin System and the inhabited planet Eltanin V.
Commander Zubyla can provide the
PCs with information about Eltanin society and politics.
System: The Eltanin System has
15 planets, eight of which are gas giants. Of the remaining seven, two are
class MyEltaninVand EltaninVII. Eitanin
V is home to the Eltanin civilization; a
colonization program over the past few
decades has given Eltanin V11 a population of nearly a million.
Eitanin V: Eltanin V is an earthlike
planet; its surface is 80% ocean, and
the climate is warm. Thee are no large
landmasses, but a dozen island continents are scattered across the surface.
The largest of these covers the south
polar region. The local animal life is
unusual; vertebrates are unknown on
Eltanin V. The largest creatures are
arthropods and molluscs, some of which
achieve enormous size.
The planet produces a variety of resources, includinghydrocarbons, pharmaceuticals and adamantium ore. fn
addition,the planet has industriesmanufacturing a wide variety of products.
Inhabitants: The intelligent inhabitants are definiteiy not native, but must
have arrived on Eltanin Vat some point
in the distant past (presumably transplanted by an ancient alien race such
as the Preservers). The Eltanins are
completely human; genetic analysis
indicates that they diverged from Terranhumanifywithinthe last millionyears,
Theytendtobeabove average in height,
with the full range of Earth human skin

and hair pigments.
Clvllzatlon: Eltanin V has overthree
biilion inhabitants, with a technology
nearing Federation levels in the physical sciences, but fagging in other areas
(Civitization code 7-986652). The society is similar to mainstream Federation
culture-rationalistk, technological,
bureaucratized. One noteworthy element is the strong cultural identity retained by the various regions of the
planet despite a unified government
and mass media. Regional costume,
dialect and customs are strongly Followed, especially in the northern continents. it is suspected that this strong
regionalism is in reactionto the poiitical
situation.
Potltics: The planet EltaninV is dominated by the inhabitantsof thesouthern
continent. During the past centuries
they have gradually extendedtheir control over the entire plane! through war
and diplomacy. Despite the fact that all
parts of the planet are now represented
more or less equally in the planetaw
council, there is still a great deal of
resentment of the southern domination, and this is one of the chief questions that must be resolved before
Eliar?irtjoins "re Federation.
The Eltanin government is divided
along similar lines. A hard-line conservative fadion of southerners oppose
joining the Federation, preferring to
continue expansion lo other stars. it is
reported that the KIingons have encouraged this, in the hope of creating
another lrouble spot along the Federation's border. The moderates, currently inthe majority,urge sharing power
wilh the rest of the planet and cooperation with other races. A few radical
organizations in the nodhern regions
desire independence, and have occasionafly mounted terrorist attacks on
government oificiats and facilities.
Diplomacy: Eltanin V is an independent spacefaring power, with recognized sovereignty over the Eltanin system and unchallenged claims to three
neighboringstar systems devoidof life.
Contact wilh the Klingon Empire has
been extensive, and there is a great
deal of trade with the Orions. Relations
with the Federation were initially poor,
due to a dispute over trade policies. On
at least two occasions the Federation
sent warships lo patrol"re border zone
because of high tensions. Recently,

however, Eltanin has made friendly
overtures toward the federation, and
this diplomatic mission is the culmination of a series of agreements.
The players' vessel will be met at the
edge of the EItaninsystem by a squadronof 10 EItaninfrigates. The squadron
commander, Fisopu Bycame, will welcomethe Federationvesseland offerto
escort the PCs' ship to Eltanin V. The
frigates have minimalshields up and no
weapons powered.
Eltanin Frigates: Each frigate
masses 10,000 tons, with one warp
engine generating nine power factors,
and an impulse engine generating one.
The ship has two Klingon KD-1
disruptors mountedforward (0-4power
points,firing chart nine), and hasshields
of five points per hexside, costing one
power point per shield point. Eachfrigate has a crew of 20 and is equipped
with two transporters and a shuttle, The
ships have four Superstructure points;
they use turn stress chart GIE and ship
damage chart A.
As they enter the Eltanin system, the
PCs may notice a number of Klingon
merchantvessels inorbit around Eltanin
V. Scans of the escorting frigates will
also reveal the their weapons and
shiefds are of Klingon design. Zubyla
wili only point these things out of the
PCsdo not noticeandwill openly speculate tha$ perhaps the EItanin government has secretly alliedwith the Klingon
Empire.
The hardlineconsewativefaction has
managed lo put a supporter in command of a single frigate in the escorting
squadron. The ship will attack without
warning just: as the PCs' ship enters
orbit around Eltanin V. The other ships
in the squadron are taken by surprise
and will not react for 1-5 turns (roll for
each ship). They wilt assist the Federation vesset against the renegades.
Zubyla will react strongly to the attack. "it's a trap! They've lured us here
to destroy us! We've got to hit themwith
evemhing we've got right away! I know
where the command center is+@ can
neufralize their whole fleel." He will
urge an immediate, all-out counterattack against the Eltanin fleet and their
command center on the southern con-

tinent. (If the PCs do this, then they
have faiied in their mission. The ambassadorwillnot be sent, and Eltanin V
will be plunged into civil war as the
southern hardliners and the rebels on
the northern continents struggle for
control.)
The battle should be resolved fairly
quickly, as the frigate cannot stand up
to a Federation starship and the rest of
the Eltanin squadron. Good Starfleet
officers shouldtry to find a way of immobilizing the frigate without injuring the
crew.

AT r n E IilECEPTlEQbN
Captain's tog: Suppfemental. The
Eltanin government has extended its
fullest apoiogies for the attack by a
renegade officer.Those responsible wiii
be tried fortheir crimes. / and my senior
staffhave been invited to a reception in
our honor at the Eitanin capital. The
government has assured me that there
wi# be no security risk.
Qnce the hardline attack is dealt with
successfully, the Eltanin governmenl
will offer profuse apologies lor the actions of the "ierrorists," A reception has
been planned to welcome the Federation vesset and send OHthe ambassador. The chief speaker 04 the planetary
council, Gotury Cadeni, wit#personally
assure the Federationcommander that
there is no security risk, Zubyla will
accompany the captain and his officers
to the affair.
During the reception, Zubyla disappears from the group inconspicuously
whiie Cadeni is giving his welcoming
speech. If the PCs search, they wifi be
unable to find him, but a call to the ship
will reveal that he beamed up a few
minutesbefore,claiminga medicalprob-

lem.
A short time later, there is an explosion outside. Starfleet personnel will
recognize the. sound as that of a ship's
phaser being used for surface bombardment. A broadcast over ail channels is heard a moment taler: "The
southern tyranny is at an end! Heviso

ports to open will require an Electronics
Tech rollandwill automaticallyalert Zubyla.
Characters attempting to get in this way
must wear vacuum suits to cross from the
shuttle to the ship.
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Zubyla will be avenged!" The PCs will
recognize the voice as Zubyla. All calls
to the ship go unanswered.
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Upon returning to the ship, Zubyla
will go directly to the computer core on
deck eight and seize control of the ship
from there. PCs on board the ship will
discover what is happening when the
bridge controls go dead. Zubyla has
taken control of the ship's computer
and has disabled all other command
functions. The officers on board can
only watch helplessly as their ship attacks the planet surface.
Naturally, the Eltanin squadron will
not ignore what is happening. When
they can get no replyto their messages,
they will attack the ship, surrounding it
and battering at the shields with the
disruptors.
Zubyla can operate only one control
panel per turn-so if he is adjusting
power allocation, the ship cannot steer
or fire weapons. If the referee does not
wishtogo intodetail, simple allowZubyla
to move and fire every other turn. He
will fire on the Eltaninships halfthetime
and on the capitol half the time. Each
shot at the capitolcity destroys severaj
city blocks, causing hundreds of casualties.

G E r n r n G BACK
TO Tm SRW

ZubyIa has barricaded himself in the
coinputer Gore on deck e@Mand has disabledallotfiercan&olcenters.(Basically,he
hastoM the computerto ignore mmmand
from anyone buthimself.) The tuwlifls and
transporters are shut down, and doors do
not open without an Electron& Tech roll.
Theshipcanreceivemessages,bulcannot
transmit.
If a PC officer is on board, he can
direct effortsto regaincontrol. If not,the
crew will regain access to most regions
of the ship, opening doors and using
ladders to go from deck to deck. The
computer center, weapons and shuttlecraft bay remain sealed off, however.
Dfsabfing the Wapons: It may be
possible to disable the ship's weaponry
by physically disconnecting the power
feeds to the phaser and torpedoes. This
would prevent further damage being
done to the Eltanins. Disconnectingthe
weapons requires a Ship's Weaponry
tech roll for each individual weapon.
If the weapons are disabled, Zubyla
will attempt to crash the ship into the
Eltanin capitol. The PCs may be able to
talk him out of it, or they may have to
prevent it. It will take a few minutes for
Zubyla to overridethe navigationalsafeties--the computer will not ordinarily
allow the ship to ram a planet.
Gelting taZubyla: The real problem
is getting Zubyla out of the computer
core without causing any damage to
the machinery, We has physically disabled the doors to the computer cores
on decks seven and eight, and has
instnrcted the computer to depressurize the corridor surrounding the computer core on deck eight. The doors are
armored against phaser attack and can
absorb 1000 points of damage (the
walls of thecomputer roomare similarly
armored). Aphaser set on disintegrate
is assumedto do 200 points of damage.
Noneof the doors leadingintothe airless
conidor will open (automatic safety bcks
preventit). ItrequiresasuccessfulElectroniaTechmlltoovemdethe safety locks.The
result will be a hunicane gale into the
corridor as the computer tries io keep the

Undoubtedly the PCs on the surface
will want to return to their ship. Transporting is impossible with the shields
up, but the PCscan borrow a shuttlecraft
from the Eltanins. Eltanin shuttles are
of Klingon make, with a crew of one,
space lor six passengers, and a top
speed of warp 0.83.
Zubyla will not attack a shuttle, as he
is too busy fending 08 the Eltanin vessels and bombarding the capitol. Eettingthroughthe ship's shields inashuttle
requires a successful Shuttlecraft Pilot
skill roil, and then another roll is needed
to reach the hangar deck and dock
while the starship is in combat.
Opening the doors requires an Electronics Tech roll, If the roll fails, the
doors will not open, and Zubyla will be
alerted to what is going on. He will
spend a turn using the ship's tractor
beam to fling the shuttle away. A successful Shuttle Pilot roll will be needed
to avoid crashing into the planet.
Altemafwefy, PCs aboard a shmle can
attempt to force entry lo the ship through
other openings in the hull. Openings suitable for this purpose include the photon
Zorpedobankondedtthree,Ulephysicslab
on dedr three, the phaser banks on deck
five and 11, and the main traclor beam
assemtyandeck 24, GeRingoneof these conidordepressuk&whilesimutaneousiy
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Facts and Myths Concerning
hhqlanetary Co
ications
By Marcus L. Rowland
It's February I , and you're stuck at Phobos spaceport with a faulty logic
module in your fusion converter control system. The module is only worth
1000 Cr-but the drives were built on Venus, and the part isn 't stocked at
the port and can't be found anywhere on or around Mars.
If you were paranoid, you might start to think RAM wanted to delay you
for some reason.
While you're on Phobos, the port charges 200 Cr a day plus lots of
service fees, and there are time penalties on your contract to haul synthetic
gems to Pallas. If you can'tpay the next installment on your ship the bank
will repossess. Come to think of it, RAM owns the bank,...
Things look desperate, but there's an answer. Currently it takes a week
for a fast freighter to travel from Venus to Mars, and the port shipping office
computer says one is scheduled to leave Venus in about two hours. You
can afford another week on Phobos. If takes about 17 minutes to get a
message across, leaving roughly an hour and three quarters to find and
load the part-ample time if you send the signsil quickly.
So why are you sweating?
he shortest distance between
two points isn't always a
straight line. If you try to work
out the time taken by an inlerplanetarymessage, the procedure looks
simple-just lay a ruler on a chart and
read off the time lag. There's just one
tiny problem-that big orange and yellow thing in the middle of the chart,
commonly known as the Sun.
The Sun blocks all known forms of
interplanetary signal. Usually this isn't
too much of aproblem; with four planets
in the inner system it's possibleto route
a messagevia aplanet that isn't blocked
by the Sun. The delay isn't usually
serious. The operative word here is
usually.
Set up the interplanetary chart for
February 2456 (all markers one space
counterclockwise of their starting positions) and you'll notice something inter-

esting. Venus and Earth are on the
opposite sideofthe Sun from Mars, and
both are in the Sun's electromagnetic
"shadow" as seen from Mars. It should
still be possible to relay messages via
Mercury,and the extra stage would only
add a minute to the total transmission
time. Unfortunately Mercury isveryclose
to the Sun; the signal will be subject to
a lot of interference. To make matters
worse, the beam would also have to
travel well inside Mercury's orbit, deep
enough into the Sun's gravity field to
add relativistic problems to the normal
aiming difficulties.Although signals are
coded to prevent errors, there's a significant chance that they won't be received correctly on Mercury. If there's a
Solar flare ,the chance drops to nearzero, as gas clouds and intense magnetic fields can also distort the path of
the beam.
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Let's stay with the disabled spaceship for a little longer and assume that
the Sun is doing its usual job of fouling
up signals, ruling out Mercury as a relay
station. lsthere any otherway of getting
a message across?
RAM'S subsidiaries and other communicationscompanies have often tried
to establish deep-space relay stations,
usually in the Trojan points of a planet's
orbit. In theory, they would allow a message to be relayedwhen the planet was
blocked by the Sun. In practice, relays
are valuable, extremely vulnerable and
isolated. Years of war and piracy mean
that very few work. Your chances of
finding one where and when you want it
are slim to nonexistent. This doesn't
apply to communications satellites in
normal planetary orbits; there are lots
of them, and they are usually protected
by the local fleet or ground-based defense systems.
Relay via Vesta seems the best bet.
Unfortunatelythat pushes up the transmission time dramatically; 26 minutes
from Mars to Vesta, then another 17
minutes from Vesta to Venus-total
time, 43 minutes. Using any other asteroid as a relay makes the delay even
worse.
All this assumes that signal will get
through by the shortest practical route
whenever possible. Since RAM owns
most communication systems, that
shouldn't be taken for granted. To explain why, it's necessary to look at the
technology of interplanetary signalling
in more detail.

TEC4EjEP68kOGY OF
IWERP
TARY
SIGNfikmG
An interplanetary videophone message begins life as a normal mixture of
video and speech. The videophone circuits convert the signal to digital form
and compress it to approximately 0.1 %
of itsoriginal size, usingadvancedfractal
techniques which are beyondthe scope
of this article. Circuits in the receiving
system expand the data to its original
form. Compression and expansion are
so fast that they are rarely noticeable in
a local call; at worst they sometimes
show up as a ripple of static or a slightly
fuzzy patch in the image. Many users
add some form of scrambling to protect
confidentiality, but real secrecy is wellnigh impossible; a digital personality
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can crack the toughest security in minutes.
For local messages no further compression is needed. The Earth-Moon
and Mars-Phobos-Deimos communications links are the only interplanetary
networks that routinely transmit data in
this primary compressed form because
the distances are short enough for realtime conversations.Allotherscompress
signals again, using much more powerful techniques, to pack the maximum
number of messages into the laser link.
A 1O-minute videophone message can
be compressed into a one-seconddata
"packet" before it's transmitted. Processing takes several seconds, but
that's a trivial delay compared to the
time lag of interplanetary communications. Most messages are sent as single
packets; very long signals may be split
into several packets, but that's comparatively rare. The packets are relayed to the nearest communications
satellite, then on into deep space.
Each compressed data packet consists of a code header, the message
itself, and a signal block containing
data used to verify that the signal has
been received correctly. Packets are
usually repeated five or 10 times to
guarantee data integrity, but there's
unfortunately still a small chance that
all the packets will be lost or garbled
enough to render the message meaningless.
The code header usually contains
the following information:
1. Packet serial number (used to ensure that no messages are lost).
2. Main destination (e.g., Venus).
3. Routing information (e.g., via Mercury).
4. Local destination ID (e.g., New
Elysium Spaceport Control).
5. Type of signal (e.g., videophone).
6. Coding details (e.g., length of signal).
7. Reserved data space (information
for the owners of the network, e.g.,
billing data).
Intheory, all this informationcould be
packed into a few bytes; in practice, the
code header is kept large enough to
cope with the most complex signals
and routines used in the network, and
the minimum charge for a call is based
on the cost of transmitting a standard
header and a few seconds of video. It's
notable that the headers used by RAM

subsidiaries are twice as large as those
used by other companies; RAM justifies this (and charges accordingly) as a
consequence of the size of its network,
but at least 90% of the extra capacity
seems to be reserved data space. It's
also notable that a small percentage of
non-RAM customers encounter peculiar diff iculties; messages that are mysteriously garbled or relayed via two or
three more planets than would appear
to be necessary. There are many suspicions about the uses RAM findsfordata
packets, but little firm evidence.
Although every signal is computermanipulated, that doesn't mean RAM
can monitor every one of the hundreds
of thousandsof signals passingthrough
its network at any given moment. That
would tie up every computer RAM owns.
RAM probably studies a small percentage of randomly selected messages
(and usually finds nothing interesting)
and monitors selected targets continuously. Unfortunately, computertechnology is developing more rapidly than the
growth of interplanetary communications, so this may not always be true; it
wouldn't take a huge technical advance
to allow continuous monitoring of (for
example) 10% of all messages, or all
the messagesto andfrom agivenplanet.
RAM isn't the only organization with
interplanetary data packet facilities.
Most planetary embassies have their
own systems; the Belt has its own data
network base on Ceres; and the
Mercurians and lshtarians operate
smallercommercialsystems.There are
also a few independent corporations,
though most are under continual pressure from RAM. NEO undoubtedly has
its own network linking major bases,
but no details are available. There are
probably illicit links between NEO'ssystem and commercial networks (for example, a call apparently directed to a
local videophone will be recorded then
relayed to NEO's packet transmitter).
Spaceship Communications
Equipment: Another way of avoiding
the normal interplanetary networks is to
use spaceship communications equipment. Very few spaceships carry the
equipment needed for data packet signalling; only battlers are stable enough
for accurate aiming of such tight beams
in flight. The standard shipboard system is a broad-beam laser transmitter1
receiver, sending primary compressed

signals in real time. Provided that the
beam is aimed correctly, the receiver
has time to pick up the signal and lock
in on it, even if the receiving antenna
isn't initially pointed in exactly the right
direction.
There are several drawbacks. This
isn't a secure system. Also, the message is long and is transmitted on a
broad beam, so it is easy to intercept if
you know the frequency and roughly
where the signal is coming from. The
transmitters need a lot of power; at least
10 times as much as the narrow-beam
packet system, and for much longer
periods. Transmitting signals back to a
spaceship is usually very difficult; its
position must be known to within a few
kilometers to stand any chance of making contact. Messages sent from a ship
to acommercial videophone must enter
the commercial network at some point;
this means using either an illegal station tied into the network or one of the
network relay stations. Most commercial facilities are equipped to receive
primary compressed signals but charge
much more than their normal rates to
transmit them.
Spaceshiptransmitters are extremely
directional; angular changes and Doppler effects in their signals can be analyzedto reveal a lot of information about
the position and course of a ship.

The Sun is surrounded by clouds of
ionized particles, gas and strong magneticfields. Near the Sun the curvature
of space is distorted by gravity-this
effect isn't noticeable in everyday life,
but is enough to swing laser beams
slightly off course.
Without tampering, packet data signals in "re commercialcommunications
network have a 99% chance of reaching their destination receiver-the odd
1% suffer problems because of computer glitches, misdialing, and other
mechanical or human errors. Each
packet has a serial number, and if it
doesn't reach its destination, the receiving system will eventually discover
that it is missing. If a data packet was
sent from Mars to Mercury and didn't
arrive safely, ilwould take approximately
30 minutes to notice the error, send a
signal to Mars asking for a repeat, and
send and receive the message. Natu-

rally,this time is greatly increased if one
or another of the intermediate messages also goes astray.
Use the system map and ruler to plot
the course of a signal. Signals should
be plotted from the exact center of the
planet (the month mark on the orbital
track) if they are sent from a planet or an
orbital communications satellite.
Signals cannot pass through the
sun-an alternate route must be used.
Signals passingthroughthe corona (the
yellow "flame" region around the Sun)
have a 20% chance of getting through
safely.
Signals passing inside the orbit of
Mercury have a 50% chance of getting
through safely.
These chances are reduced by 10%
for broad-beam primary compressed
signals; additionally, sending such a
signal at interplanetary distances always requires a skill roll. There is an
additional 10% reduction on all messages throughout the inner system if
there is a Solar flare.

mmORRS
Commercial networks won't try to
send a direct signal inside Mercury's
orbit; they'll always try an indirect route
to bypass the Sun. If there is a genuine
emergency and the signal needn't actually pass through the Sun, it's possible
lo beat the odds by sending a message
directly and repeating it several hundred times at different laser frequencies. This capability isn't advertised
because it ties up lasers and computers
for much longer than a normal message.
RAM has attempted lo take advantage of relay delays and this unadvertisedcapacityto manipulatestock
markets on Mercury and Venus; fortunately the plot was discovered. The
market rules on these planets now stipulate athree-hourdelay in all stocktransactions. Ironically, the Martian stock
markets still allow fast stock transactions; RAM uses this capability to drive
independent traders outof business.
RAM military signal iraffic uses multiple data packets whenever possible
for security and reliability. At least one
battler per fleet (usually the flagship) is
equipped with a data packet system;
other ships in the fleet use short-range
laser links lo communicate with the

flagship, reserving their long-range
broad-beam transmitters for emergencies.
This reliance on a master communications ship is a potential weakness,
and players should be encouraged to
think of ways to exploit it.
NEO high command is aware of the
pitfalls of the commercial networks, but
uses themlor low level code messages
where there is no reason to expect
interception. For example, an order for
1000 kilos of ore might actually be a
coded message ordering an act of sabotage. It's advisable to avoid anything
that might arouse suspicion and to keep
known NEO operatives off the videophone.
NEO's own network is limitedto afew
data packet transmitters in the inner
system, some broad-beam transmitters for contacting ships and a lot of
illicit links to other people's networks.
On the whole, it works reasonably well.
NEO routinely uses the multiple-message technique to keep delays to a
minimum; the NEO network doesn't
suff er the economicconstraints of commercial systems.

RESERWD
DATA SPACE
RAM can use data packet headers
for many clandestine purposes. Each
can contain up to five special instructions, in addition to normal billing data.
Here are a few examples:
"Copy this message to
(usually to RAM HQ on Mars).
"Identify the recipient" (to the local
RAM network manager).
"Kill the recipient."
"Delay this message by
minutes."
"Recipient videophone must be monitored."
"Message is linked to NEO movement."
"RUSH! Use multiple data packets if
necessary."
Alternatively, the packet header can
contain a computer virus. The virus

programs the receiving videophone to
transmit sound continually, allowing
RAM to eavesdropon all conversations
in its vicinity.
There is no reason why any data
network organization shouldn't have
similar capabilities, though probably in
a less sophisticated and formidable
form.

SHIP
'IUP.JI@AT]fONS
The rulesgoverning communications
are listed in the Characters and Combat book. Some optional rules follow.
Long-rangebeamedmessages can
only be sent during course changes if a
successful Programmingroll is made to
give the computer the necessary instructions.
@ The location, speed and course of
any ship transmitting such a message
can be found on a successful Programming roll.
T h e location and course of any ship
transmitting such a message can be
concealed on a successful Cryptography roll.
If a ground station is trying to locate a
ship and the ship's communications
operator is trying to conceal it, make
repeated skill rolls until one succeeds
and the otherfails. If the ship's operator
is successful, the ship remains concealed. If the groundoperator succeeds,
the ship is located. If both fail or both
succeed, the ship remains hidden.

Comm Station
Zebra
NEO learns that RAM has placed a
new communications station at
Mercury'sTrojanpoints.The plans show
it as bigger and more heavily armed
than any previous station, and it seems
to have a lot of computer capacitymuch more than should be needed for
a relay station. For some reason, the
Mercurian government isn't objecting.
NEO has decided to upset RAM by
hijacking the station. Buck Rogers and
Wilma Deering will infiltrate the next
supply shuttle to the station, then sabotage its defense computer and let a
NEO assault team aboard.
Meanwhile, the adventurers are assigned to a secondary mission-to find
out why the Mercurian government
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hasn't objected to the Martian move.
They have aweek before the assault on
the station.
Plot: RAM agents have seized control of one of the Mariposa satellites
orbiting Mercury, and RAM is using the
threat of vaporization to blackmail the
Mercuriangovernment into silence.The
station is afake-a battler with dummy
antennae. The whole operation is aimed
at NEO, andthe plans have been leaked
deliberately via a RAM double-agent.
When Rogers and Deering board, they
will be captured and drugged to force
them to send an "all clear" message to
the assault ship. The shipwill be vaporized by the Mariposa's power beam.
RAM then intends to stage a show trial
before a System Alliance puppet court,
framing Buck and Wilma as terrorists
who captured the Mariposa and destroyed "an unidentified ship."
As the PCs investigate, they'll find
that the Mercurian police also seem to
be paying a lot of attention to the local
RAM HQ, while RAM agents prepare
subtle traps for NEO operatives. Ideally, the teamshould gradually learnthe
truth and find the ground station from
which the Mariposa is controlled. The
adventure may end with the team leading or joining a police raid on the RAM
control bunker and vaporizing the fake
station just in time to stop Buck and
Wilma from entering the trap.

Here Is
The News
Here is the news,
Coming to you every hour on the
hour,
The weather's fine,
But there may be a meteor shower....
Electric Light Orchestra-Time
The PCs are not NEO operatives;
they are innocent spacecrew, currently
spending a week on Ceres while their
ship is in dock for minor repairs. They
are contacted by Tamiko Minemata,
anchor-person of the Astronews channel, one of four new services based in
the Ceres Co-op.
Astronews has an unusual problemnews bulletins from the inner system
are arriving roughly an hour later than
those sent to rival news services. Afew
weeks ago, Astronews ran a searing

expose of RAM activities on Earth, and
she suspects that RAM is deliberately
delaying messages in an attempt to
close down the service. She heard that
the PCs have come up against RAM's
goons in the past and might be interested in taking them on again.
Plot: For once, RAM is more or less
blameless. Fergus Gruneruden of the
rival NEWSCeres network learned
about the data packet system while
researching a story and realized that it
might be possibleto subvert the system
to sabotage his rivals. He bribed a RAM
technician to send a message to
Astronews with a code header that
means, "All messages sent to this data
address must be diverted via Pallas
until further notice."
Gruneruden doesn't want to use the
same technique on the other two services because it would be too obvious.
Instead he has faked documents identifying CBC, the Ceres Broadcasting
Corporation, as a NEO-backed organization-he hopes RAM will use economic pressure to shut it down. The
fourth service is CERESports-it only
carries sports, show-biz gossip and
other "soft" news, and Gruneruden has
decided it isn't worth sabotaging. Ironically, CERESports is actually the cover
for a NEO communications base and is
run by operatives who would love a
chance to embarrass RAM.
This mission calls for detective work
ratherthan bruteforce.The teamshould
decide who's benefitingCromAslronews'
problems. An analysis of audience figures will reveal that NEWSCeres has
gained the most, and a bomb attack on
CBC's offices will suggest that they
might not be the culprits. Meanwhile
CERESports offers to pay the PCs for
an exclusive story if they find out who's
behind Astronews' problems; after all,
Tamiko is a celebrity, and any attack on
her is show-biz news. This may lead the
team to suspect CERESports and discover the real nature of the operation.
Proving the truth about NEWSCeres
and RAM shouldn't be easy; surviving
the aftermath of CERESports' shock
probe story will be even harder. RAM
really doesn't want any publicity....
This adventure may be a good way to
put independent characters in touch
with NEO and reveal some of the less
scrupulous activities of RAM's data
services. Q
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Border Incident
The new guy was complaining about how
dullborderduty was. He wasright, of course.
There we were, a few thousand klicks from
the nearest bars, in the middl8 of some
forsaken stretch of bare territory, guarding
some red line on some map. Of course, as I
told the kid, the only excitement around here
is worse then the boredom. No one has ever
died of boredom, but border attacks have
killed a lot of people.
This scenario represents an attack on
Josper (one of the oligarchies) border station by Nietzche (the military dictatorship,
not the philosopher).

SETUP
In all the scenarios in this article, the part
of the map with the word "BattleTechnon it
will be referred to as the bottom of the map.
The setup for this scenario is as follows:
Place one map adjacent to the other (as the
long sides are touching) with the bottom of
each map toward you:
North
Map 1
Bottom

Map 2
Bottom
South

The area is adesert region:Treat all wood
and water hexes as clear.

DEFENDER
The defender consists of a Josper Border
Defense Force:
1 level-twoheavy building in hex 0109of
map 2. The building is armed as follows:
North and West Arc: Autocannon 5 with
20 shots and two machineguns with 200
shots.
East Arc: Two machineguns with 200
shots.
e 2 platoons of rifle-armed infantry. They
may be set up within the building or within
two hexes of it.
1 platoon of machinegun-armed foot
infantry. They may be set up within the
building or within two hexes of it.
e, 1 platoonof rifle-armed motorized infantry. They may be set up within six hexes of
the building.
e 3 Scorpion light tanks set up within six
hexes of the building:
1: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
2: Piloting 6, Gunnery 5.
3: Piloting 4, Gunnery 4.
6s 2 J.Edgar light hovertanks set up within
six hexes of the building.
1: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
2: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4. Has had the two
two-pack SRMs replaced with two medium
lasers.
s 1ASN-21 Assassin set up within six hexes
@

ofthebuilding. Pilating5,Gunnery4.Thecenter
torso jump jet is nonoperational,the left leg only
has seven structural points, and the SRM 2
jams on a lo+ (2D6-roll each time it is fired).
1 PXH-I Phoenix Hawkset up within six
hexes of the building. Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
The right arm medium laser has been juryrigged and generates an additional point of
heat each time it is fired.

AWACRIER
The attacker is a raiding force from
Nietzche.
The attacker enters the map on turn 1 on
any portion of the west edge of the map.
4 wheeled APCs, each carrying seven
rifle-armedfoot infantry. Piloting 5 Gunnery
4. The Nietzchen variant of the APC has
three machineguns and 100 shots.
2 Bulldog medium tanks.
1: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
2: Piloting 5, Gunnery. Has had one fourpack replaced with four machineguns. The
four-pack ammo has been reduced to one
ton, and two machinegunshave been added
to the front.
=a1 STG3R Stinger. Piloting 5, Gunnery
4.The machinegunammo has been reduced
to a half ton, and an extra machinegun has
been added to the left arm.
@ 1 HER-2s Hermes II.Piloting 5, Gunnery
4. The left arm flamer has been replaced
with a medium laser. The right arm only has
four points of internal structure.
1 SHD-2DH Shadow Hawk. Piloting 5,
Gunnery 4. The ACl5 has been replaced
with a large laser and four heat sinks.

*

The extreme heat of this desert region
generates an extra point of heat perturn in
the 'Mechs. The "sand" has strange
properties and tends to form low-friction
areas. Any running 'Mech and any vehicle
moving at flank speed and turning must
roll 1D6. On a 6 result, a low-friction area
has been encountered, and thehax should
be treated as pavement for skidding
purposes.

WGTQRU 60mITXONS
The attacker wins by destroying or crippling all of the defender's 'Mechs and vehicles, killing all the infantry, and destroying
or crippling the building's weapons. The
defender wins by destroying or driving off
the attacker.

Rumble During
the Rumble
A recent earthquake in a desolate zone
betweenthe Jefferson Republicand Harken
(the second oligarchy) unearthed a Star
League supply vault. Satellites from both

states spotted the vault at about the same
time, and fast 'Mechs were sent to secure
the treasure.

G M E SETUP
Use the two BattIeEch maps and one
CityTech map. Set them up as follows:

BT Map 1
Bottom

North
CT Map 1
Bottom

BT Map 2
Bottom

The concrete area on the CityTech map
is used to represent the area split open by
the earthquake. The ,water beside the
concrete level zero and the split open area
is considered to be two levels down from
the surface. The bunker is a level one
hardened building in hex 0909 on the
City Tech map.

DEFENIISER
The defender represents forces from the
Jefferson Republic's Regular Army.
(a4hoverAPCs. Piloting5,Gunnery 4. Set
up within two hexes of the east side of the
depression, facing west. Each has seven
rifle-armed foot infantry.The infantry may be
deployed within four hexes of the APCs, but
may not be within the depression.
o 2 Harasser missile platforms, set up
within three hexes of the west side of the
crater. Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
@ 2 Scimitar medium hover tanks, set up
within three hexes of the west side of the
depression. Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. The second tank carries four machineguns and 200
shots in place of the SRM2s.
Engineering vehicle, set up on the east
side of the depression, adjacent to it. It has
two machineguns and I 0 0 shots in place of
I.5 tons of equipment.
2 Ferret light scout VTOLs set up on the
Star League vault, along with their infantry.
Piloting 5, Gunnery.4.
e 1 WSP-IA Wasp, set up adjacent to the
vault. Piloting 4, Gunnery 4. The SRM2 and
ammo have been replaced with a medium
laser in the left arm and a small laser in each
arm.
s 1 GRF-IN Griffin, set up within three
hexes of the bunker. Piloting 5, Gunnery 3.

ATTACKER
The attacker represents elements of the
Harken Royals, a 'Mech unit.
The attacking forces enter the map from
the west side on turn one.
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Lance One:
e 2 LCT-1V Locusts. Piloting 5, Gunnery

4. The first has four medium lasers (two in
each arm) in place of the machineguns and
ammunition.
2 WSP-1A Wasps. Piloting 5, Gunnery
4. The second has afaulty centertorso jump
jet which generates an additional point of
heat when used.
Lance Two:
@ 2 WSP-1A Wasps. Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
1 CLNT-2-3T Clint. Piloting 5, Gunnery
3. The left and right torso jump jets have
been removed, and a medium laser has
been added to the left arm.
@ 1 TBT-5N Trebuchet. Piloting 4, Gunnery 3. The left arm medium laser has been
removed, and a ton of LRM 15 ammunition
has been added.

Due to long-standing tradition, no unit will
fire upon the Star League vault. Units on or
near the vault may be fired upon, however.

The depression is filled with broken stone
and is treated as rubble for movement purposes. The depression also has mud and
on all Piloting
water in it, which means a +I
saving rolls made within the depression.
The area is also unstable. At the beginning of each turn roll 2D6. On a 12, a minor
quake rocks the area, requiring 'Mechs to
make a Piloting saving roll at +2 to remain
standing. Units adjacent to the depression
must make a roll to avoid falling into the
depression in addition to the roll required to
remain upright. Infantry are not affected.

WCTORY CONDITIONS
The winner is the side which retains control
of the vault at the end of thegame. The game is
ended when one sides' forces have been destroyed or disabled, or have withdrawn.

Guard Duty
We had been brought in by Comstar to
protect an HPG on one of those backwater

worlds. I guess they had become tired of the
locals blasting one another for the privilege of
receiving protection money and decided to
bring in some reliable outsiders. I wasn't too
worriedabout the locals. They weregoodfighters but had nothing to match our new tanks. Of
course, ldidn Y expect two of the localnationsto
hit us at once. I don't think either one of them
was expecting the otherguy to show up eithe~
It turned into a three-way nightmare."
This scenario depicts an attack on an offworld mercenary force protecting the
Comstar HPG by forces from Nietzche and
Jasper. This is a three-player scenario, with
two attackers and one defender.

GAME SETUP
The maps should be set up as in scenario 2.
In this scenario the concrete area represents
what was once the crty of Lendersan. The
hyperpulse generator station is located in hex
0812. It is a level-two hardened building. In hex
1109 is another level-two hardened building.
This is a rebuilt building that houses the mercenary unit. The rest of the city hexes are either
empty (former street or stripped for raw material) or are filled with rubble. Place 20-30 rubble
counters as desired on the concrete section of
the map. A few intact or semi-intact bttildings
can be included. Hexes 1209, 1109, 1110,
1010,091 1,0811 and 0812 have been cleared
by the mercenary unit.

DEFENDER
The defender represents elements of the
442nd Light Armor of the famous Merc, Inc.,
which operates primarily in the Inner Sphere.
1 hardened building. The hardened building has an autocannon 5 with 40 shots and a 6
SRM with 30 shots for each of the north, west
and east arcs.
@ 2 platoons of SRM-armedfoot infantry, set
up in the hardened building or within three
hexes.
* 2 platoonsof SRM-armedfoot infantry, set
up in the hardenedbuildingor within two hexes
of it.
e2platoonsof riile-armedfootinfantry, set up
in the hardened building or within two hexes of
it.
e 2 engineering vehicles, set up in hex 1209.
Piloting 5.
4 Ferrets and accompanying infantry, set
up on landing pads on the hardened building.
Piloting 4, Gunnery 4.
@ 1 Pike support vehicle (Comstar-owned)
set up anywhere within the city. Piloting 5,
Gunnery 3.
@ 3 Rudra hover tanks, set up anywhere on
the CityTech map. Piloting 4, Gunnery 3.
3 A g n i hovertanks, set upanywhereonthe
CityTechmap. Piloting 4, Gunnery 3.
@ 2 CN9-A Centurions, set up anywhere on
the CityTech map. Both 'Mechs have had the
rear center torso laser moved to the front.
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1: Piloting 5, Gunner 4.
2: Piloting 5, Gunnery 3.
@ 1 WHM-6D (variant) Warhammer, set up
anywhere on the CityTech map. Piloting 3,
Gunnery 3.

1

mcm)

The first attacker representselementsof the
Nietzchen Army. This attacker enters on the
north half of the western edge of the map
(BattleTech map I ) on turn one.
B 2 Hunter light support tanks, Pibting 5,
Gunnery 3. The flamer on each tank has been
replaced with a front-firing medium laser.
* 4 Vedette medium tanks. Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
Lance One:
e 4 WSP-1A Wasps.
1,2: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
3: Piloting 4, Gunnery 4. SRM and ammo
have been replaced with one medium laser in
the left arm and one added to the right arm.
4: Piloting 4, Gunnery 3. Weapon modifications as per number three.
Lance Two:
(d 2 RFL3N Riflemen.
1:Piloting5,Gunnery3. Bothmedium lasers
have been replaced with heat sinks.
2: Piloting4, Gunnery 3. Weapon mcdifications as per number one.

southern half of the east edge of the map
(BattleTech map 2) on turn one.
s 6 Scorpion light tanks. Piloting 5, Gunnery 4
2 Pegasus smut tanks.
1: Piloting5, Gunnery 4.
2: Piloting 5, Gunnery 3.
@ 2 Condor Heavy Hover Tanks.
1: Pibting 4, Gunnery 4.
2: Piloting 4, Gunnery 3.
Lance One:
@ 4 STG3R Stingers.
1,2: Pibting5.Gunnery4. Machinegunsand
ammo replacedwithfour medium lasers (two in
each arm).
3,4 : Piloting 4, Gunnery 4. Weapon modifications as above.
Lance Two:
@ 1 ARC-2RArcher. Piloting4. Gunnery3.
The rear lasers have been removed, and
two additionaltonsof LRM ammo have been
added.
e 2 MAD3R Marauder. Piloting 4, Gunnery 3. Both arm-mountedPPCs have been
replaced with large lasers and four heat
sinks. The right torso has only 14 points of
internal structure.
@

samm
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of Bothom, the Cartel set up what it called the Biosphere. Financed
Slowly, Pellandar turned. "Something is coming, I can feel it."
A cold feeling of dread passed through Zaettra as well. She by the most powerful government on Bothom, construction began
managed to hide it from her partner--or was she her rival? She 20 years ago, in the year 9442. Huge, living, breathing "islands" of
would show no sign of weakness to a friend or an enemy, however, protoplasm were grown in the swamps of the world's surface.
so it made little difference. "The IDF has no hope of finding us, and Tunnels and chambers formed within them-people could reside on
the surface and inside as well. Large flight grafts were attached to
even if they did, they have no way of getting to us here."
As ifon cue, a citadel rocked from the flanng of the star in which it was them, and they were moved into space and quickly shifted into
nullspace. This process took a great many years.
hidden. It was as ifeven her star sensed the mming of something.
Eight years ago, the first colonists were transplanted in the
"No, I don't mean the IDF: Something cold. Something evil.
Something so foul it's beyond ournightmares, and beyond our fear. Biosphere. The great organic masses, which had grown to 10 miles
Something seeping through the vastness of space even as we across, floated like islands in a sea of sky. Zero gravity farms were
speak. It wants us, or at least it wants this place. I don't know why." planted, and zero-gravity Softech growth tanks set up. Both proved
to be incredibly efficient. Each year, the colonies grew, and the
ark Space is a science fidionlfantasylhorror game from Biosphere became a province under the rule of the Thougidiah
Iron Crown Enterprises. This adventure is for three to six emperor. The project was an astounding success. (The Thougidiah
players, levels 10 to 15. If such characters are not emperor rules the land of Burghoin, the largest nation-state on
available, see Section 4.3 of Dark Space for how to cre- Bothom. His is a powerful but slightly despotic rule, and Burghoin is
ate high-level characters. The PCs will need to be adept a wealthy if slightly oppressed land.)
at subterfuge skills as well as combat-invisibility or silence spells,
TH'S DISCOmRY
abilities and/or items will probably be necessary.
That same year, an evil magician named Jirraith Thedorrin was
conducting experiments of his own, on the far-away world of Lo
BIOSPNERE
In the area of the other-dimensional realm of nullspace that Bidar. A devout servant of the Dark Gods (actually, of course, the
corresponded to the realspace location of the swampy, humid world Elder Worms), Jirraith worked hand in hand with two Zhainmoths,
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By Monte Cook

CYBERDEMBNS
Jirraith discovered that he could communicate with the strange
beings and that they were the servants of entities that they referred
toonly as 'The Masters."The Masters had dwelled within this fortress
which they had called Zvorth Cirrol, the Citadel of the Sun. The
Masters were great and powerful, and had used their abilities to
battle the "Dark Forcesof the Nebula." With their magic, the Masters
had summoned thesedemons from a nether realm and placed them
within the space that Jirraith had found them in. The masters had
also used their knowledge of the near-forgotten science of Hardtech
to add technological replacement limbs and other body parts or
additionstothe demons, and had namedthem Cyberdemons. More
than 1000 years ago, the Masters left Zvorth Cirrol with some of the
demons to battle something called the Peeryth Onpurge, leaving the
50 remaining demons trapped in a dimension that no one had
accessed since. The demons believed Jirraith to be one of the
Masters and so were willing to serve him. Plans began to formulate
within Jirraith's evil mind.

REVOLT
In the Biosphere, one year ago (9461 YI), the revolt began. The
colonists felt that they had the right to govern themselves, and they
told the emperor on Bothom that in no uncertain terms. Since the
Biosphere wasn't even in the same dimensional space as Bothom
and since the emperor had not even been to the colonies, they
believed he had no idea what was best for them. The emperor sent
troops to the Biosphere to keep the peace, but the act provoked the
first of many bloody battles. The war dragged on for a year, with the
emperor's forces, supported halfheartedly by the Interworld Defense Force, trying to contain the hostilities. The colonists, however,
used guerrilla tactics to establish an upper hand. Presently, the
Imperial forces have only a foothold in the Biosphere city of Ktham
and its surrounding area. Despite its loses and the cost of the
conflict, the Thougidiah emperor has no intention of ending the
conflict.
During the war, a mysterious force of pirates began raiding the
colonies and craft travelling to and from them. Because of the
confusion of the rebellion, no one has been able to stop these
pirates. The only thing known about them is that while they take the
possessions of those they plunder, they value most greatly the souls
of their victims and possess some foul magic to take them.

S
Jirraith, realizingthat he neededsouls toempowertheStarslayertoits
full potential, countedhimsetf lucky when he discovered the use of some
of the deviceswithinzvorthCirroLTheseitems projectedafield of energy
a b u t them which could absorb the soul of anyone who died within the
field. These contentsofthese "soultraps" could then bedepositedwithin
a hugeglassspherethatJirraith alsofound withinthe citadel. lgnoringfor
the time being other wonders, Jirraith used the Starslayer to travel to
Bothom. There, he met upwith an albino woman named Zaettra and her
dark companion, Pellandar. She had connections in the underworld of
Bothom and had a small force of assassins under her command. When
shelearnedof whatJirraith hadfound, they joinedforcesand becamethe
Soul Pirates, raiding the Biosphere and the craft around it to steal souls.
Jirraith keeps a number of the souls for himself to sacrifice
through the Starslayer (of course, he tries to keepthe Cyberdemons
ignorant of this). The rest are sold to the servants of the Dark Gods,
the Lords of the Five Chains, evil spellcasters, or anyone else willing
to pay for them-and pay well.

Investigation
The IDFwants to know where the Soul Piratesare operating from,
who they are working for and what they are doing with their morbid
booty. The IDF will make it known throughout Bothom and the rest

of the worlds that it
is loakinn fnr freePCs can gather significant information,
such as who the
leaders are, where
the base is, etc.,
they will receive 1000 tradits each. If they bring back significant
physical evidence, such as one of the soul traps, they will receive an
additional 200 tradits each. Lastly, if they go to the citadel and do the
pirates incredible damage or wipe them out, the IDF will give them
a total of 4000 tradits each.

rng:HNA
While Diiacodda, thevlathachnawho supplies powerthrough the
Starslayer, knows ofthe existenceof Zvorth Cirrol, many of the other
Elderworms do not.The citadel'soriginal inhabitants were enemies
of the Vlathachna, and they have long wondered what became of
them, the cyberdemons and their technologicalfmagicaI devices. If
they still exist, the Elder Worms would like to see them destroyed
before the Vlathachna's plans of domination come to fruition.
They suspect that the Soul Pirates have some connection, and
informants within the IDF will tell them that the PCs are out tofind the
pirates' base. The Rescritad faction of the Elder Worms will send an
invisible, mentally cloaked Sasaach (using Unpresence, illusions,
and other cloaking spells or psions) to follow the party.

KT
The IDF will transport the PCs to Ktham via a biot ship. From
there, the PCs are on their own. Ktham is a city of about 10,000
people, located both above and belowthe "surface"of the island.All
the buildings are sturdy to protect their occupants from the violent
storms that plague nullspace. Imperial troops, as well as a IDF
garrison, figure prominently here and make their presence visible.
There is no gravity in most of the Biosphere (although certain
establishments, the homes of the wealthy and government buildings
all have magically provided artificial gravity). Possessions are tied
down or otherwise secured from floating away. Winged Softechcreated beasts pull floating wagons down streetsfilled with floating
orflying pedestrians. Some colonists have wing grafts, while others
simply float (although they have less control and can lose their
momentum).
The inhabitants of Ktham know only rumors about the Soul
Pirates. What PCs can discover, by asking the right questions, is this:
Almost everyone knows that they steal the souls of those they slay.
o An imperial officer named Thoni knows they are using some sort
of Hardtech device, augmented by magic, to steal the souls.
.a Reuphiv, the barkeep in the Dusty Top Shelf, a small tavern, will
say the pirates are lead by a vampire.
@ Blir Choridin, a bar patron, will say the pirates use arcane
demons to assist them on their attacks.
a A city official, Claique, will say that most of the attacks have
occurred in the particularly war-ravaged areas, most recently on the
island of Ydraph.

TMWICLING TO YD
Since the war, there are no means of publictransport among the
5Oorso islands of the Biosphere. If the PCs do not have aflying craft
of their own, they will need to purchase wing grafts or flying mounts.
The Cartel has created avias through Softech science-they resemble huge, winged, mammalian snakes. The mounts cost 800
tradits, and can carry upto four riders or 1000 poundsof dead weight
in their specially made harnesses. Anyone can give the PCs
directions to the island, or the PCs can purchase of a map of the
Biosphere for about 25 tradits. The journey will take about six hours,
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assuming that the PCs stop for a few rests on available islands.
Almost everyone outside of Ktham supports the revolution. Island
colonists are suspicious of everyone, particularly those coming from
Ktham, and will not tell the PCs anything unless the PCs assure
them that they are not Imperial agents from Burghoin. Island
colonists will know all the rumors listed above, as well as the factthat
the pirates are led by two women--one of whiteness and one of
blackness. Behind it all, they say, is a spidery demon.

'MD
Ydraph is an island about 11 miles across, with three settlements-Thistledark, Lharm Kator and Parridin.
Thistledark, amajorresearchcenter, hasseenafairamountof fighting
in the past year, and a number of government supporters remain there.
(For more on Thistledark, see Battle, below.)
Lharm Kator, asmall farming village, has remainedfreefromwarfare.
The characters will learn little there.
Parridin, the place last attacked by the pirates, was almost
completely destroyed by battle about a week ago. The city is a ruin,
with wreckage of buildings and other things floating about. Motej, a
metamorph with stone-like skin, leadsthesurvivors within the ruined
village. He will say, "They'e merciless killers, with magical aura
devices that feed on the souls of those they slay. They're assisted
by metal and flesh demons. Their leaders are two women who don't
seem to get along." Motej will also tell the PCs that the pirates are
very protective of the soul-draining devices. The colonists killed a
few of the pirates, and the leaders directed the demons to concentrate their full resources on recovering the fallen pirates' bodies and

equipment. An old woman named Chrisnaria (a scholar of occult
history on Bothom before moving to the Biosphere) will say she
found scraps of evidence long ago (before the Purge) of a group of
magicians and technologists who lived in this area of space and
fought against "a great and mysterious evil older than time itself."
Their allies were a race of demons that they modified with their
strange Hardtech ways and that hated this alien evil as much asthey
did. While these men were said to have been wiped out during the
Pirathon Purge, Chrisnaria believes they have something to do with
the Soul Pirates.

BATTLlE
If the characters travel to Thistledark, they will walk right into a
battlezone. The government sympathizers have been discovered
by the colonist rebels and are attempting to slay them. Winged
Imperial troops are attempting to rescue the sympathizers (most are
Softechnicians who worked in the zero-G research centers). Each
side is armed with weapons ranging from swords, spears and
crossbows to spore pistols, burners and biobombs. The rebels are
first- or second-level fighters, 58 in number, with one or two third- to
fifth-level spellcasters. The soldiers are third-level fighters, 13 in
number. The sympathizers are fifth- to eighth-level Softechnicians,
18 in number.
In the middle of the battle, a biot ship will appear, shifting in from
realspace. It is the Soul Pirates, using the confusion of the battle to
arrive unexpectedly and feed off the dying souls from the conflict. A
hatch on the bottom of the hovering craft will open, disgorging 10
cyberdemons. They will go down into the fray to cause panic and
even more confusion. Then the 20 pirates will come down, accompanied by Pellandar and Zaettra, and will attempt to kill anyone they
encounter.
If the PCs battle the pirates, they do not have to take on all their foes
at once, asthey will spread out among the buildings. However, Pellandar
and Zaettra will watch over as much of the fray as possible. If the PCs kill
a few pirates, one of them will notice and direct allthe cyberdemons to
attackthe PCsand retrievethe bodiesand equipment. If the PCs are not
quickly destroyed, Pellandar will sound a retreat. Pellandar will
teleport herself away in the event of any personal danger, while
Zaettra will surrender before she is killed. If the PCs destroy or
capture all the pirates, they will permanently put the pirates out of
business.They can learn the location of the base in general from any
of the pirates, although only Zaettra pilots the ship and knows the
nullspace/realspace coordinates.
Instead of fighting the pirates outright, the PCs may choose less
obvious methods. Sneaking aboard the pirates' ship, the DeathAdder,
duringtheraid is easy duetotheconfusionofthe battle. Only three pirates
arestillon board, and they are watchingthe battle throughthe open lower
hatch.Thishatchopensintothecentersectionofthe ship-use the layout
of the biot ship on page 121 of Dark Space. Invisible characters could
easily come in through there and go past the three (if they are quiet), or
visible characters could come in through the top hatch. Once aboard,
invisible (and quiet) characters or well-hidden, visible characters
should also have few worries of discovery. If the PCs are not very
well hidden or make a great deal of noise, make a few +30
perception rolls for the pirates. Anyone found on-board will be
instantly killed, and their soul will be trapped.

WORTH CIRROL
Unless the PCs killed or wounded any pirates, the pirates escape
with only two crewmembers injured. They win 25,000 tradits worth
of booty and 27 souls.
Once the pirates are all on-board, the ship will shift to nullspace,
travel for afew minutes, then make the delicate shift into the vacuum
bay of Zvorth Cirrol. If Zaettra misses her navigation roll, the ship will
end up unprotected inside the star. During the journey, observant
characters may learn of Jirraith's existence back at the citadel.They
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may also learn that only Zaettracan pilot the ship and that the pirates
prefer Pellandar overzaettra as a leader (she is kinder and more fair
to the crew).
Once they have arrived and the bay is filled with air, the pirates will go
to the central chamber to load the souls from their soul traps into the
sphere and to escort the demons back through the gate. Only then will
someofthem returntotheshiptounloadtheloot. If the PCs are stealthy,
they can explore the citadel, perhaps learning more information or
discovering a way to destroy the operations here or free the souls.
Maybe they will attempt to assassinate one of the leaders, or
perhaps they will try to manipulate the controls in the central
chamber. To determine what the machines and controls do is a Hard
Maneuver (using a Reasoning bonus or a skill using Hardtech
machines orAttunementskill with a 3 0 penalty asthe machines are
both magical andtechnological). It is another Very Hard Maneuver
to get the machines and controls to operate as desired.
Thirty minutes after the PCs have arrived at Zvorth Cirrol, the
Sasaach that was following them will have successfully summoned
assistance to deal with the pirates and thecitadel (both of which they
want destroyed). The assistance will be in the form of a Crus Verin
with two Sscree hounds, a Galogthraas, and 10 Obann. This force
(including the Sasaach) will appear in the vacuum bay and systematically attack each and every one of its occupants.
Once he discovers the attack, Jarraith will attempt to communicate through the Starslayerto its master and convince him that if the
pirates are destroyed, he will no longer have a supply of souls. Upon
hearing of the attack, Diiacodda will realize that if the Starslayer is
found in Zvorth Cirrol, the other Vlathachna will know he knew of its
existence and location, and that they will destroy him. He will either
teleport two Zhainmoth servants and three Gohrmgraat to "aid" the
pirates in the battle, or he will come himself (referee's discretion).
Either way, his goal will be to destroy the citadel to erase any shred
of evidence of the place.
The cyberdemons, once their portal is opened-and it almost
assuredly will be by either Zaettra or Pellandar-will attack any
Vlathachna or Elder Brood before attacking anyone else. And if they
discoverthat Jirraith summoned some of them, they will turn on him,
rending him to bits.
If the machinery for the protective field is destroyed or shut down,
the PCs will have only about three minutes before the entire citadel
is consumed by the sun. If the PCs do not attempt to stop Diiacodda
or his forces from destroying the protective field, or if they do not
strive to keep anyone from accidentally damaging or destroying the
equipment, the citadel will be destroyed.

GITmEL
The referee can create a map from the following information.
Rooms are lighted by sliding roof panels that let in the light of the star
outside the citadel, but can be closed for sleeping. There are no
doors to any of the rooms, as a permanent, powerful magical spell
encompasses the entire structure, allowing instantaneous
teleportation from any chamber to another. The pirates will use this
ability to itsf ull extent in a battle, teleporting in to attack and out when
wounded. There is no way to control where in the room a teleporter
will appear (except that it will never be inside any solid matter), and
at least one round must be spent orienting one's mind to the new
surroundings.
Vacuum Bay: The large ship bay can magically be filled with
atmosphere or reduced to a vacuum, allowing ships to shift in and
out of nullspace within the chamber. Thecontrolsiorthisfunction are
in the central chamber. Either process takes about five minutes.
Storeroom: This room contains all the pirates' supplies, plus all
the booty they have stolen but not yet sold. There is approximately
200,000 tradits worth of stuff here, although most of it is not readily
transportable (furniture, statuary, piles of coins, bales of cloth, crates
of foodstuffs, etc). About 75,000 tradits worth is easily transported

in the form of gems,
jewelry, ~ o i t e c h
items (kept in nutrient tanks), etc.
Barracks: The 32
pirates sleep in bunks
here. There arethree
large tables and two
oil-burning stoves. A curtained-off area serves as a latrine.
Bay Room: The furniture, both biological and not, is plush but
mistreated. Also here are some orgmol recorderlplayers and musical instruments, including a tonard.
Zaettra's Room: It is always dark here, as the sliding light panel
is closed. The room is well-appointed, but disheveled. Among her
normal belongings can be found 3000 tradits worth of jewelry and
10,000 tradits worth of drug applications. The pirates neverteleport
into this room.
Pellandar's Room: This room is as well-appointed as Zaettra's
but is much tidier. Paperwork on the desk details a suggested list of
the five nexttargetsfor raids.Also present is a list of buyers of stolen
goods and souls. The pirates never teleport into this chamber.
Central Chamber:This room containsthe soul-containingsphere
(a glass globe, 3feet in diameter, with the ghostly images of dozens
of people within), the cyberdemon gate (a large doorway both
technological and magical), and other mysterious magicalhechnological devices left by the builders of Zvorth Cirrol. Also here are the
magicalhechnologicaI devices and controls for the vacuum bay, the
air supply for the citadel and the energy field which protects it from
the heat of the star, as well as other functions the occupants are not
even aware of. This would be a dangerous place for a fight.
Inner Sanctum: The teleportationalcapabilities of the citadel do not
extend to this room. Jirraith stays here, using his own spells to get in and
out. tt isa lavish room with adefinite spider motif, and is filled with spiders
of all sorts, including a giant spider which acts as a "guarddog."

S o n P I W E TAGa'pCS
Zaettraand Pellandar share duties in commanding the raids. The
cyberdemons are used as protection and backup muscle, softening
up targets and covering the pirates' retreats.
The soul pirates almost never take prisoners or use weapons
meant to subdue. Wounding, maiming, capturing or knocking out
are simply not as profitable as killing.
It is common practice to retrieve a fallen pirate, in part to leave
behind asfew clues as possible, but mostly to recover his equipment
and souls trapped. A pirate wears the soul trap on a belt while
engaged in close combat. In a longer-range fight, the soul traps
attached to a rope arethrown into the midst of the enemy as avelley
of crossbow bolts or burner blasts strikes.

PEL
Age: 9 (Appearsz25). Eyes: Black. Hair: Black. Build: Shapely.
Height: 6'. RaceISex: Metamorph/female. Skin: Black. Demeanor:
Dominating. Dress: Black veils. True Attitude: Cruel, ambitious.
Home: Zvorth Cirrol.
Pellandar is the creation of Lord Draccivan and his demon lover,
N'abbish. A unique metamorph, she is made from organic, black steel.
Her body is exactly like that of a normal woman, save that her flesh,
muscle and b n e appearto be made of steel. Because of her a m p s i tion, she quickly regenerates damage she takes. Despite her appearance,shecan useany normal Softech graft or microrg. She needsto eat,
drink and breathe as does any organic being.
When Zhainmoths attacked Draccivan's icy tower on Zairic,
Pellandar escaped, journeying into the Twenty Worlds on her own.
It did not take her long to realize that she craved power like
nourishment and that her greatest desire wasto rule. To achieve that
goal, she has joined together with Zaettra and her band of Soul
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Pirates, quickly assuming a position of leadership, finding that the
pirates and mercenaries were more willing to follow her than the
strange albino and her odd ways.
She and Zaettra have a relationship of distrust and unease,
neither quite sure of the other. Pellandarfears Jirraith, and many of
the things he does and says only worry her. She has a fear of the
Vlathachna-although she is not completely sure of their existence,
she knows that something is out there.
Hits: 190. Melee: 60da. Missile: 50 spore pistol.
AT(DB): 20(45). Sh: N. Gr: N. MovM: +lo.
Lvl: 10. Profession: Sorcerer. Stats: St-100, Qu-85, Em-95, ln-96,
Pr-97, Ag-79, Co-99, Me-75, Re-91, SD-93. AP: 95. PP 40 (20x2).
Skill Bonuses: S&H50, Perc6O,Amb5, Chan50, Rune40, S&W45,
MASt50, Lead80, inter40.
Spells: Base Spell OB: 20 Directed spell 0 8 : 20 Knows all
Sorcerer Base lists to loth, as well as Dispelling Ways, Shield
Mastery, Delving Ways, Lofty Bridge and Detection Mastery to 10th.
Special Abilities: Due to her composition, Pellandar is naturally
AT 20 with DB 40. She regenerates one hit per round.
Dagger o f Spells: This + I 0 black steel dagger acts as a x2 PP
enhancer and allows sorcerers to prepare spells one round faster
than normal.
Spore Pistol: This Softech weapon is loaded with 10th-level
blinding spores. She also has spore loads of fifth-level nerve poison
spores and eighth-level sleep spores.
Sheath Buds: She uses these as a holster and a sheath for her
two weapons.
Soul Trap: This magical1Hardtech device is a rectangular metal
plate, 6"long andgwide, which projectsa 10'-diametergray energy
field. This field is harmless unless someone dies within it. If this
occurs, then thedying victim's soul is absorbed and stored within the
soul trap. The device can store up to five souls, which can then be
transferred into a storage sphere.
Use Within the Scenario: Pellandar is just as evil and powerhungry as her two partners, but she is more cautious. She likes to
plan out the missions carefully, and she always looks before she
leaps. If she encounters Elder Worms or their servants, she will
make all RRs versus shock, fear, etc. at -10 due to her already
growing dread that something evil is coming through space to get
her. The pirates respect her more than Zaettra or Jirraith because
she successfuIly gives the illusion of caringfortheirwelfare. It is what
she believes all good leaders do.

T'rm

Avalyn--she loved the irony it held for an albinohampire) these pirates
attack the Biosphere and its inhabitants, taking advantage of the war
between the Thougidiah emperor and the rebellious colonists. Using
magicaVHardtechdevices,these menstealnot only thevaluablesoftheir
victims, but their souls as well.
Zaettra has lostto Pellandar much of the command she once had.
The men are quite afraid of Zaettra's strange desires and lusts, and
think her insane. She refers to herself as a vampire, due to her
vulnerability to the sun and bloodlust, although she is not undead.
Hits: 90. Melee: 130da. Missile: 70 thorn pistol.
AT(DB): l(60). Sh: N. Gr: N. MovM: +30.
Lvl: 15. Profession:Assassin. Stats: St-80*, Qu-99*, Em-73, In89, Pr-84, Ag-98*, Co-70*, Me-87, Re-85, SD-97. AP: 89. PP 15.
S k i l l Bonuses: Climbgo, S&H120, Perc65, DTraps65,
PLocks100, Amb30, AMov50, MASt75R4, Acro90(+40), Act75,
Cont50(+40), Seduct75, Subdu65, Trackgo, Nullspace Pilot60,
Space Pilot50, Nullspace Nav80, Space Nav75.
Spells: Base Spell OB: 0, Directed Spell 0 8 : 0, knows the Blood
Law list to fifth.
Special AbiIitiesMleaknesses: If directly exposedto sunlightfor
more than one minute, Zaettra will take 1-10 hits per minute. This
damage can only render her weak andlor unconscious. It cannot kill
her. Statistics marked with an asterisk will be cut in half if she cannot
meet the addictive requirements of her drugs and other needs.
Implanted Finger Blades: Use with Martial Arts Strike KataMedium Claw attack.
Thorn Pistol: Magically enhanced (+15) Softech weapon that
fires small thorns (treat as light crossbow or needler) that are
poisoned with Lvl8 Circulatory poison. It is grafted onto her forearm.
Fires 20 shots.
Armband: Gives+25 DB protection and +25 RR bonus vs. spells.
Four +10 Daggers
Five Biobomb Grenades: Lvl 10 Sleep spores.
Two Bio-Iron Lockpicks:These lockpickscan be madetoshape
themselves into any form, giving them a +50 bonus to pick conventional locks. They can also be made to take other shapes as well,
such as small daggers.
Soul Trap: This magicallHardtech device is a rectangular metal
plate, 6" long and 4" wide, which projects a 10'-diameter gray energy
field. This field is harmless unless someone dies within it. If this
occurs, then thedying victim's soul is absorbed and stored within the
soul trap. The device can store up to five souls, which can then be
transferred into a storage sphere.
Microrgs in Use: Lvl 5 Balancers (+25 to balance), Lvl 8
Flexibility Enhancers (+40 to tumbling, contortions and acrobatics),
Lvl3 NerveStimulators (+15Qu), Lvl5 Bone Hardeners (ignore50%
of bone crits, +25 hits).
Use Withinthescenario: If the PCs spendtimeon Bothom, then
it may be in the referee's best interest to introduce her there first,
before the Soul Pirates scenario. In this way, he can establish her
character, desires and addictions. She is evil to the extreme, and her
lustsfor death and blood often make her act irrationally (which is why
the pirates are often leery of her). She is the only Soul Pirate who
may try to take the PCs (or at least one) captive-while she would
want to use the PC for blood or othertortures, the rest would rather
just kill them to take their souls. If she survives the adventure, she
will almost certainly attempt to gain revenge on the PCs.

Age: 31. Eyes: Whitelpink. Hair: White. Build: Shapely. Height:
5'6". RacelSex: Humanfiemale. Skin: White. Demeanor: Uncaring, distracted. Dress:Tightwhite bodysuit. True Attitude: Scheming,
immoral. Home: Zvorth Cirrol.
Zaettra was born an albino on the world of Bothom. Shunned by her
poverty-strickenparents, she was passed from relative to relative until
she ran away at avery early age. While out on her own, she developed
some variius addictions and desires. She is aslave to a number of drug
applications, but worst of all, she is addicted to killing.
Zaettra drinks blood, much as a vampire would. Often she will
kidnap or capture someone and use him as a "blood cow," keeping
the victim from bleeding to death with afew spells she has learned.
She also gains great pleasure at touching or holding someone as
they die. Her need for killing, usually at close range with a bladed
TH THEDORRIN
weapon, must be satiated at least once every few days.
Age:58. Eyes:Brown. Hair: None. Build: Normal.Height:5'11". Race/
Her albinism makes her weak and vulnerable to the sun, but her
diet of blood and drugs (as well as her appetite for death, according Sex: Humanlmale. Skin: Pale, scarred. Demeanor: Snide. Dress:
Black trousers. True Attitude: Uncaring, cruel. Home: Zvorth Cirrol.
to her) keeps up her vitality.
Jirraith was born on the world of Lo Bidar and quickly fell in with
Using her talents and her lusts for death and blood, she became an
assassinfor hire and earnedagreatdealofmoney andprestige.Shethen the wrong crowd as a youth. Abandoning his elderly parents, he
used her money to hire a cadre of pirates and mercenaries. First based became a devout believer and follower of the Dark Gods, although
on Bothom, then out of Zvorth Cirrol(thecitadelwithin Bothom's sunlstar he never realized their true nature (see Dark Space, Section 2.5.4).
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He served the "godsnso faithfully that they sent two Zhainmoths to pers sweet nothings
to them. He treats
serve him, making him believe they were demons.
Jirraith had long had a fascination with spiders, their webs, and their people with the ultipoisons. Since the time when he left hisfamily, he has been injecting or mate disdain and reconsuming small doses of spider poison in the hopes of attaining some gards them as nothsort of mysticalconnectionwith them. kworkedtosomedegree,and now ing but playthings,
he calls himseif an Arachnemancer. Spiders now seem naturally pre- slaves or cattle.
disposed to like him, and he has an almost empathic way of mmmuniSOW., PII%ATES
cating with them.
LvI:4B. Base Rate: 80. Miax Pace: Dash. MNBonus:5. MS: MF.AQ:
He allows them to crawl all over his body and had some special buds
ME Size: M. Crit: -. Hits: 65D. AT(DB): 13(20). Attacks: 45Meleel
constructed so they can live on his flesh.
5ORanged Wpn. WEnc: *.Treasure: *. Outlook(1Q): Varies(AV). Bonus
Hits: 88. Melee: 80staff. Missile: 0.
EP: B, 5-7 tall.
AT(DB): 4(30). Sh: N. Gr: N. MovM: +lo.
*Special.
Lvl: 15. Profession: Evil Magician. Stais: St-68, Qu-90, Em-97, lnFor consistency of form, the Soul Pirates have been included here
93, Pr-91, Ag-76, 0 - 6 9 , Me-94, Re-90, SD-72. AP: 61. PP 90 (30K3).
Skill Bonuses: S&H30, Perc70, Chan35, Rune70, S&W75, in the creature format.The stats are only to show an average of their
abilities for the referee. Actual pirates will vary greatly.
SpellMast55, FloraL60, PoisonWO, Hardtech Use6O.
Currently32in number,thesemenandwomenarevile,loathsome,and
Spells: Base Spell OB: 15 Directed spell OB: 60 Knows evil
magician base lists to IOth, Spell Reins, Spirit Mastery, Elemental evil to the extreme. They all wield some melee weapon, with cutlasses,
Shields, Living Change, Lofty Bridge, Starsea Ways, and Foul knives and morningstars being favoriies, and some form of ranged
weapon, which can be anything from crossbowsand throwing knivesto
Changes I (RMC IV) to loth, Arachnemancy (RMC IV) to 20th.
Special Abilities: Immune to poisons of most sorts due to spore or burner pistols. Spores used are almost always poison spores
that kill the victim quickly. Afew (20%) have some sort of Softech item
numerous small doses taken throughout his life.
Starslayer: This foul artifact is of Vlathachna make. It appears to be such as a graft, bud or microrg. All pirates carry at least one soul trap.
TheSoul Piratesdress indarkormuted colorsovertheirsynthisteel
a nine-pointedstar made of a blackish silver metal, 6" in diameter. It acts
as a direct energy conduit to a Vladaam named Diiaccxida. if the Elder chain vests. They can be any nonspellcasting profession.
Worm is willing (i.e., if it serves his needsor plans), he will channelpower
CrnIERDEMONS
points or spells through the star for free.
Lvl: 6B. Base Rate: 120. Max Pace: Dash. MN Bonus: 30. MS:
In exchange for a human soul, transferred through the star, the
Vladaam will grant the wielder 100 extra power points and the ability to VF. AQ: VF. Size: L. Crit: LA. Hits: 90E. AT(DB): 12(20). Attacks:
cast spells upto 30th levelwith no penalty.These abilities lastfor oneday, 70MC1/65Wpn.#Enc: 1-6. Treasure:-. Outlook(lQ):Agress(MD).
Bonus EP: E. 6-8' tall, NA.
and are only available once per week.
Cyberdemons were at one point "normal" demons. They stand
Staff o f Smiting: This staff is +20 in combat and inflicts an
about seven feet tall. Their gray skin is stretched tightly over their
additional crush critical of the same severity.
Spider Buds:These numerous buds areon every part of Jirraith's muscular, yet skeletal, frame. Long claws and teeth-filled mouths
body and house spiders of every sort. They are hollow, and holes make the demons look all the more fierce. However, now they are
allow the spider's access in or out of them. The spiders often build just as much Hardtech machine as demon. At least one arm is
small webs within the buds or on parts of Jirraith's body. The buds cybernetic, as are both legs and portions of the head and torso.
not only housethespiders but provide nourishment (they areedible) These replacement body parts are stronger, faster and better
as well. There will be, at any given time, 20-50 spiders on his body, armored than the original body portions of the demons. Often, the
cyberware also contains additional Hardtech equipment, such as
either within these grafts or crawling on his skin.
Soul Trap: This magicalIHardtech device is a rectangular metal sword-like claws, built-in burner pistols, variable vision (infra-red,
plate, 6" long and 4" wide, which projects a 20'diametergrey energy ultraviolet, etc.) eyes, and other Hardtech equipment. The referee
field (Jirraith has manipulated it so that the diameter is double that can add cybernetic parts to the demons as he thinks appropriate.
The cyberdemons will serve their master completely, without
of normal soul traps). This field is harmless unless someone dies
within it. If this occurs, then the dying victim's soul is absorbed and question.They hatethe Elder Worms and theirfoulservants, and will
attack them on sight. R
stored within the soul trap.
The device can store
up to five souls, which
GULF CRISIS
can then be transferred
A whole new approcdck to Role-Playing
into a storage sphere.
Play G& Cdrlr as an RPG, megagame or PBM.
ltlo fantasy, no magic1 Sust t b real world with its
Use Within the SceR E : 6 - 12 players, 1 GM, 12 - 24 hr campaign
real p r o m e lo bo solved hem Bnd now by ywr
nario: Jirraith is the force
Mwgame:33-54players (12 teams), 6+G k , 8 hr
robplaying skills. Gitn Gdsir puts you in command
behind the Soul Pirates,
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lists, detailing mobs of Freebooterz.
Freebooterz are Orks without tribes-arks
who have been banned, "wandered orf" or
Games Workshop.
just decided they wanted to bepirates. They
$29.95 (US.).
Bryan Ansell, Rick Priestley become mercenary goons, wandering the
cosmos looking for a fight and some good
and Nigel Stillman.
loot. Twenty-two different types of Free144-page hardbound book.
Supplement for Warhammer 40,000/ booterz are available for the enterprising1
For cleverldesperate Ork warboss to Use in
Rogue Trader and 'Ere We
filling out his band or supplementing a need,
gamemasters and players.
or just finding some troops that look good. A
unit of ~Flash Gits can
~h~ supplement to ~
~is only single
~
b really brighten
~
UP
a
table
full
drab
Gaffs.
useful if you already own or have access to
'EreWeGo(theOrksupp~emen~tothemin- Of Course, the pr0CeSS of hiring Freeiatures game Warhammer 4 0 4 . Free- booterz isn't certain. The Ork player rolls
booterzcomp~e~es
(hopefully) the Ork rules percentilediceon the Freebooterz list, taking
for the game, detailing the rules for new the first Freebooterz mob that he rolls, as
ark heavy weapons, provid- long as he has figures for them. In future
(and
ing new mob lists for ark armies and finish- battles, he can hire additional Freebooterz,
as gangs rolled previously are assumed to
ing up the clan warband lists.
still
be in the area and spoiling for a good
Derels /ottsa stuff in
'ere, so watch it, Yer
turn a page too fast, yer can miss out onna brawl.
Freebooter mobs range from simple pigreat deal, see?
ratestoextremes.
tellem >boutda~ i f i ~ bur
- D ~ ~ ~ ~ , This is only asmall sample
of the Freebooter forces available to an Ork
hur hur!
-rhe book leads off
descriptions of warband; there are yet more in the book:
Flash Gits: Pirates that really struck it
fouramazinglycheapand bizarreOrkcrewrich.
They dress rich, they get a free
served weapons.
battlewagon,
they usually field kustom
~h~ Traktor Cannon isnothing more than
and
a tractor beam to pull troops, vehicles and
A dead 'ard bunch, dis.
buildings over.
~h~ ~ i f tisa~tractor
- beam
~ ~used~ ~ Renegade
~ ~ Meks: Mekaniaks who decided
to stick together after a big project.
to grab atarget, lift in into the airand drop it
(probably onto another target, while all the Better than no maintenance at all, but still
reliable.
crew gleefully screams "SPLAT!" at the top
Wivalldem
kustom weapons, dey is real
of their little green voices).
shoot^.
The Pulsa Rokkit is a rocket-launched
Speed Freeks: Evil Sunz and other veforce fieldthat pushespeople and machines
out of the way, with startlingly effective re- hicle fans who were banned after one too
many destructive wrecks, they race around
sults.
~~d the most fiendish machine is the intheir hot-rodded battlewagons,frequently
Bubble Chukka ("Lawrence Welk meets running right
the
An'right offda battlefield, heh heh. Dat
Force Fields"), which covers vehiclessometimes-with an invisibleforce-fieldthat way dey don't stick aroundferlootin:
Bad DOCS:Ork Painboys that make Dr.
bouncesthe unlucky vehicle's shotsbackat
Frankenstein look quite sane. Banned for
it. ~~d no one knows the fieldrs there
the vehicle shoots or is shot (while all the strange and sadistic experiments, they hire
battlefield medics.
Orks in sight laugh uncontrollably and yell, Out
Jus' keep a eye on da Boyz deze gits
"SURPRISE!").
F~~50 points apiece, these weapons will bring in. Make sure da doc don't do brain
be well worth buying the figures to have, SergerYOnna 'angnail.
when the figures are released.
S t o r m b o y o f Khorne:TheseStormboyz
Fergit dat stuff! Da realmeat o1dis book never broke the mold. They like discipline,
killing and regimentation. So much so that
iz da Freebooterz.
Quite right. The middle of the book is they've taken Up worship of the Blood God.
Possessed Warpheads: Ork psykers
crammed with bewilderinsly
- . diverse force
who not only like channeling warp energy,
but also picked up astrangevisitor. Demons
don't usually possessOrks; normally there's
no way in.
Warpheads can accidentally suck a de~
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mon into their head while practicing their
deadly talent. What happens then is the
main reason demons don't and won't possess Orks: They can't control the Ork and
can't get out!
This makes the Warphead more powerful, but it's no fun for either party.
Dis bunch talks to demselfs alot.
The last pages of the book outline the
army lists for the Bad Moons, Evil Sunz and
Death Skull tribes, ending with a reprinted
article
scale
~ on constructing
t
~ Ork buildings,
~
rules for super cyboars and kombi-weapOnS, and a very nice list of Ork glyphs,
including some new and entertaining word
glyphs.
Get ready. Now dat 'e's told yer what's
inna book, now 'e's gonna tell yer wot 'e
finks ovvit.
Boooo-rrrring!

EVALUATION
Freebootetz is a good product, complete
with the new Games Workshop binding
(much more solid than the old products).
The illustrations are plentiful, if not quite up
to par, and the rules are clear (remarkably
so for English rules).
The subjects are interesting and the army
lists definitely needed.
Onthedown side, I decrythe slimy method
of drumming upsales by including half ofthe
clan army lists in another book half the size
of 'Ere WeGoand costing 75% as much. Of
course, anyone wanting to play Evil Sunz,
Death Skulls or Bad Moons-or even include any mobsfrom theseclans!-requires
Freebooterz, at an additional $30.This book
raises the cost of the Ork trilogy (Waaargh
the Orks!, 'Ere We Go and Freebooterz) to
$95. Whoosh.
For the expense, I believe Freebooterz
should have had more illustration, and better illustration at that. Furthermore, there's
almost noneof the fiction that usually brightens up Games Workshop's products-and
their Orky fiction is the best. Freebooterz
gives the impression that it was made up
from leftovers that couldn't befit into 'Ere We
GO.That'sthe only way it could be produced
andcirculated within amonth of 'Ere WeGok
release.
Of course, there's one last big problem
with Freebooterz. Within a few battles, my
Ork warband will include a mobof Flash Gits
with kustom weapons and a Blitzkannon, a
gang of Outcast Oddboyz featuring four
Meks and a half-dozen kustom weapons, a
sneakily effective and cheap group of
Gretchin Pirates and an Possessed
Warphead who can wade barehanded

through asquad of PurestrainGenestealers.
Interest infacing my Orkwarband has waned
even further.
As much as I like Orks, I wish that the
Games Workshop boyz would leave them
alone for awhile.
There are so many Ork rules now that
some Warhammer 40K players are giving
up any hope of playing Orks--too many

rulesto learn, too many books and figuresto
buy. There are so many Orkarticles in White
Dwarf that I've heard it referred to as "Ork
Monthly."
Instead,theGames Workshopboyzwould
do well to work on catching up some of the
other races of their Warhammer 40K universe.
Work is already progressing on the Space

Marine Compendium, which will update and
upgrade the Marines.
More work needs to be done in mmpleting the new vehicle system (integrating
dreadnaughts)and revampingSquats, Eldar
and adding the Tyrannids and their biocreations. Recently,the Workshopboyz have
had a one-track mind, and Orks are riding
the rail. C2
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GEN Con/Origins, August 20,1992, our consumer showcase
The ReiailersNotline - 5,000 stores receive manufacturers information.
The GAMA Health Group, specialized coverage for small business owners.
The GAMA Tsade Show, Las Vegas, April 20, 6991. Show and eel1 for our industry,
Join t h e only trade association dedicated to all levels of the industry, join GAMA.
For details contact:
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Challenge Classifieds, Managing Editor, Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 61702-1646
Classified Ads
Challenge accepts all gamingrelated classified ads, subject to
the amount of space availableand
good taste. Challenge does reserve the right to refuse any ad.
Challenge will not be held liable for errors occurring in advertisements. If you find an error in
your ad, please send a corrected
version to Challenge.
Classifiedadsare free, and run
for at least one issue, longer as
space permits. Any reasonable
length is accepted, but all ads are
subjectto editing. Pleasetype ads.

Display Ads
Write to receive our rate card.

WRITER would like to contact
players and designers for history
of the hobby. Older players, second-generation garners and
women are of particular interest.
Write to J. Cambias, 18 Georgetown Ct., Durham, NC 27705. (54)
SHA DOWRUN PLAYERS wanted in Tempe/Scottsdale, AZ area.
Please contact Peter Wimmer at
2646 Champlain Ave., Tempe,
AZ 85281. (54)

COMBINED ARMCOMMAND
DEClSlONgroup looking for UniHISTORY OF THE IMPERIUM
versity of Florida, SFCC and any
WORKING GROUP (HIWG) is a
others interested in an extended
miniatures campaign. Contact Harold Medicus, PO Box
Seeking Submissions
936, Micanopy, FL
From New Authors
32667. (54)

Challenge is now seeking article
submissions from new authors. We
will considerarticleson any sciencefiction roleplaying game by any
publisher.

Send in a SASE for our fnx submission guidelines and schedule of
special issues.

Advertise in
Challenge Classif ieds!
Want to sell a game?
Meet other garners?
Obtain copies of
hard-to-find articles?

In Challenge, you can reach science-fictiodfantasy roleplaying
garners and wargarners of all ages.
See our advertising information for
details.
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mation and special custom character sheet, contact Matthew
Johnson, 625 W. Malvern Ave.,
Fullerton, CA 92632. (54)

Traveller club spanning from
AustraliatoFinland,activeinTraveller development. Members receive the bimonthly Tiffany Star
newsletter. Write to Ed Edwards,
1410 E. Boyd, Norman, OK
73071. (54)

BATTLETECH
'Mech Warrior: Reports of our death
have been greatly
exaggerated!Samos'
Swordsmen, formerly
the Federated-Commonwealth 472nd
RCT, is seeking any
new sibko which is
ready for a Trial of
Position. Those who
survive the training
course will be invited
to participate in our
Cerberus Campaign
in the Outworlds Alliance. Are you Star
Commander material? Seyla! Anyone
interested in a longrunning, experienced
roleplayingcampaign
should
contact
Swordsmen Recruitingcommand, c/o
Khan Gunther Bellows, Route 2, Box
157, Micanopy, FL
32667. (54)
I AM STARTING a
Rifts PBM. For infor-

STATE COORDINATORS and
local representatives wanted for
the the Committee for the Advancement of Role-Playing
Games. Please send SASE to
CAR-PGaInternationalHQ, Attn:
W. A. Flatt, Chair, 8032 Locust
Ave., Miller, IN 46403. (54)
I

NEW TO THE AREA. Desire to
play or refereeany GDW or Shadowrun campaign. Also play wargames. Contact D. Coleman
Rape Jr., 611 Coleman St.,
Stephenville, TX 76401. (53)
OLD TRAVELLER PLAYERS in
the New Brunswick. NJ area. If
you are interested, &rite to Marc
Grossman, 21 Manor Ct., Building 2, New Brunswick, NJ 08901.
(53)
JOIN THE National Association
for the Advancement of RolePlaying (NAARP), the world'sfirst
independent, nonprofit gamer
network! Receive an annual
membershipdirectory, startorjoin
an official NAARP club, participate in and organize official
NAARP tournaments for charity.
Get news about events affecting
the hobby worldwide and in your
neighborhood, and learn how to
teach your nongaming friends to
learn the intricacies of advanced
gaming systems. Write to
NAARP, PO Box 2752, Chapel
Hill, NC 27515. (52)
HIWG (Australia and New Zealand) is looking for MegaTraveller players and referees down
under who are interested in discussing the future of the Imperium and contributing to its development. For information write to
David Schneider, 5 East Ave.,
Allenby Gardens, South Australia 5009. (52)
SPIRITED GAMERS WANTED.
Playersof Star Wars, Merc: 2000,
and most other SF games in San
Antonio, TX area. Contact Clint
Williamson, 11845 West Ave. #
411, San Antonio, TX 782162536. (51)

1

THE GAMESMITHS want youplayers, gamemastersand game
designers to join our club. We
exist to play and enjoy all aspects
of roleplayinggames. If you live in
or aroundthe Richmond, VA, area,
please write to Eddie Burns, 510
Buckingham Court, Hopewell, VA
23860. (51)
BA TTLETECHIStarCruiserplayers in the Visalia/Fresno area.
Will exchange designs or play by
mail. Write to PatrickDrew, 40583
Road 80, Dinuba, CA 93618. (51)
SPACE: 1889 enthusiasts-l
would liketo correspondwith anyone wishing to exchange ideas,
adventures and variant rules.
Submissions for a Space: 1889
newsletter would also be welcomed. Write to Stephen A.
Connor, 534 Caroline St., Windsor, Ontario, CANADA N9A 6A8.
(51)
BATTLETECH play-by-mailers:
Since the disbandment of the
472nd Swordsmen, Captain Equinox and his 'Mech company are
looking for employment. Anyone
with an established PBM please
contact Jim Domarad, 3730 S.
Mill, GreenbriarApt.J104, Tempe,
AZ 85282-4906. (51)

TRAVELLER collection, books,
supplements, adventures, etc.
Also, Azhanti High Lightning.
For list, send SASE to Paul Sanders, 612 S. Patton Ct., Denver,
CO 80219. (53)
MEGATRAVELLER material on
disk. This IBM-format material
currently is about 10 megabytes
in size (about half is pkzipped). It
ranges from library data to vehicle designs to sector maps to
articles to softwarelspreadsheets.
SendSASE for listto Bryan Borich,
3890 50th St., San Diego, CA
92105-3005. (53)
OUT-OF-PRINT TRAVELLER
items. Also old copies of Dragon,
ADQ, White Dwarf, etc., plus old
gamesand modules. For list, contact Mark Minch, 110 Edwin Ave.
SE, Massillon, OH 44646. (52)

SOURCEBOOKS and supplements for Twilight: 2000. Also
Challenge magazines(issues25
to present). For use with MegaTraveller/Traveller. Dragon
magazine issue 59 (March'82)features subclass of scout profession, "Skitterbugging and the
Exonidas Spaceport," over 21
pages of information. Write to
Darren Skomoroh, 44 Walden
Crescent, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
R2C ON4, CANADA. No SASE
necessary. (52)
CHANGE OF PACE MegaTravelleradventure,"The Busto Summer Camp," on IBM 3.5 or 5.25
inch disks, various formats.
Hardcopy. Contact G. T. More
Associates, 29 Broad St., North
Attleboro, MA 02760. (51)

MEGATRAVELLER Gamers'
Exchange--Share starships, vehicles, maps, worlds and adventure scenarios with other MegaTraveller garners. Over60 megabytes of information. Send SASE
(use IRC for non-Canadian addresses) to Rob Prior, 262
Dunforest, Willowdale, Ontario,
M2N 4J9 CANADA. (53)
DRAGON 13 for one unopened
pack of AD & D trading cards. Or
I can make a better offer for more
packs. Contact Eddie Bums, 510
Buckingham Ct., Hopewell, VA
23860. (53)

LOOKING FOR THE GAME (or
supp1ement)whichfeatures Larry
Niven's Ringworld. I can remember seeing the cover in 1985. If
you know where Ican find it--or,
better yet, have a copy-please
contact me. Benjamin J. Rogers,
902 Fulton Ave., Hannival, MO
63401. (54)
JOURNAL of the Travellers Aid
Society Iand 4, High Passage I.
Photocopies are fine. Send details to Mark Clark, 598 Thomp
son Station Road, Newark, DE
19711-7520. (53)
VIDEOTAPES of British TV series Star Cops. VHS or Beta formats acceptable. Rob Prior, 262
Dunforest, Willowdale, Ontario,
CANADA M2N 4J9. (53)
PHOTOCOPIES in good condition of various articles in Challenge27-31,33,34,40-44. Write
for list to OB Voliant APA, 266
577 840, GD "A" Block, FO
Halifax, Halifax, Nova Scotia,

CANADA B3K 2x0. (53)
PHOTOCOPY of an early White
Dwarf article giving statistics for
the Blood Guard of Stephen
Donaldson's Chronicles of Thomas Covenantseries. Iwill pay a
reasonable price or exchange articles. Please respond to Rick
Taylor,916s. Booker, Little Rock,
AR 72204. (53)
ATLAS OF THE IMPERIUM and
76 Patrons. If you can help, write
to Marc Grossman, 21 Manor Ct.,
Building 2, New Brunswick, NJ
08901. (53)
ALL TWILIGHT: 2000 articles
from the following issues of Challenge: 25,26,27,30,31 and 36.
Am willing to pay all copy and
postagecosts.Contact Donald K.
Doll, 830 S. Wenonah Ave., Oak
Park, IL 60304-1036. (52)
Stardate or Stardrive magazine.
Price negotiable. Also need
FASA's Triangle supplement.
ContactCaryLayton, PO Box416,
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701. (52)
IDEAS for computer programs to
aid in playing and refereeing M s
gaTraveller game system. Programs will be PC compatible.
Other game systems will be considered. Also want any available
PC-compatible MegaTraveller
programs (buy or trade). Programs will eventually be for sale,
but the person who had the inspiration will receive a free copy of
the completedprogramandcredit
in the documentation. Write to
Russell Wetherington, 261 1
Forbes St., Jacksonville, FL
32204. (52)
ANY ROBOTECHRPGs, preferably book one, Macross, but any
will do.Contact MattSchafer, 1796
Barker S t NE, Palm Bay, FL
32907. (52)
SECURITY LEAK magazine,
Third Imperium. Originals or photocopies. Richard Artis, 151 G
Meadow Place, Hope, IN 47246.
(52)
ORIGINAL TRAVELLER material. Need rule books (#4 and up),
supplements (#I 2+), Adventures
(#9+),Challenge(#26,2935,3747), Traveller's Digest (any),
Grand Survey (or Robots, Action
Aboard, Rescueon Galatea, Fate
of the Sky Raiders, The Harreusa
Project. Photocopies okay. Send
list, prices, conditions to Ken
Bartold, 26939 Sheahan,
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127. (52)
CHALLENGE 31,32 (only 2300

ADmaterial). Willpay decent price
for photocopy or original. Write to
Patrick Drew, 40583 Road 80,
Dinuba, CA 93618. (51)
PARTICIPANTS for a Shadowrun, Cyberpunk, etc. fanzine.
Pleasewrite to Niko Wieleba, 400
Paula Ave. 15226, Glendale, CA
91201. (51)

TRANSACTIONS of the Royal
Martian Geographical Society is
a quarterly fanzine devoted to
roleplaying in the Victorian age.
We focus primarily on the Space:
1889 game system, but also include material for Cthulhu by
Gaslight, Boot Hill and other
games set in the late 19th century. We invite both submissions
(send SASE for guidelines) and
subscriptions. For more information, you can write to Mark
Clark, 598 Thompson Station
Road, Newark, DE 19711-7520.
(53)
SS& V(Starships, Starports & Vehicles) is a fanzine that covers the
areas listed for WlegaTraveller. It
includes one article, with the rest
devoted to designs. AR (Alien
Rea1ms)is aquarterly fanzinecovering aliens in MegaTraveller.
Currently, two issues are available. For more information, you
can write to Bryan Borich, 3890
50th St., San Diego, CA 921053005. (53)
I WISH TO ESTABLISHafanzine
dedicatedto Warhammerfantasy
roleplaying enthusiasts. Interested parties should reply to Rick
Taylor, c/o Der Chroniken
Kaiserlich, 916 S. Booker, Little
Rock, AR 72204. (53)

letterjforumfor experiencedplayers. EQ./vehicle design, open forum, scenarios, question and answer,
army
calculation
worksheets, unit stat cards and
more. Write to Inquisitor, PO Box
14485, Santa Rosa, CA 954026485. (52)
SPINWARD TIMES-a new fanzine dealing with the merchant
and economics in MegaTraveller. Also includedareadventures,
medical data, news and equipment. For additional information,
write to Spinward Times, c/o AG
Games, 823 Ponsard St.,
Brossard,Quebec, CANADA J4W
1Wl. (51)
SIGNAL-GK-New, exclusive
MegaTraveller fanzine. Adventure in Dagudasuaag sector!
Each issue will detail a subsector, a particular race and planets. At least two adventures in
each issue. Signal-GK-A call
for help; acall to adventure. Recognized by HIWG. For additional information, those interestedcan write to Jay Campbell,
The Sanctuary, 45 Fairfield,
Hebden Bridge, West Yorks, UK
4x7 6JD. (51)
JUMPSPACE--A new fanzineexclusively for MegaTraveller. Includes adventures, equipment,
news, players' tips, fiction, and
much more. For additional details, write to Jumpspace, c/o AG
Games, 823 Ponsard St.,
Brossard,Quebec, CANADAJ4W
I W l . (51)
WE'RE LOOKING for writers interested in having articles reviewed for publication in a new
RPG 'zine. Other specificinquiries are welcome. Send articles
or SASE for additional information to Barry Osser, Editor, PO
Box 6208, Eureka, CA 955026208. (50)

ABA PROCEEDINGS. Exclusively MqtgaTravellerfanzinecovering Vland Domain
and all areas coreward and spinward.
Each issue includes
1+ starship of T L l d
(noTL15). Issues 12
and 13 were 10 and
12 pages. For more
information, contact
Clayton R. Bush, PO
"Enchanted" quartzite EarthBox 119, Limon, CO
Heart
stones bring life to any
80828. Send lettersized SASE for list of
fantasy or sci-fi campaign. For
available HIWG
sizes andprices, send SASE to:
documents. Starship
spreadsheets available in WK1 (IBM)
format on 5.25"
R R 2,606 Pershing St.
disks. (52)

Dormellson, IA 52625

INQUISITOR- Warhammer 40K news-

Don't miss Challenge 56, available in January.

IGHT: 2 0 0
The 112th Medcom needs your help in "Lima Incident." Plus
"Taking a Stand in Kurdistan" for Merc: 2000.

MEGA

LLER

"Coventry": People are vanishing from an isolated refugee
settlement. Plus "Contact: Ahetaowa," a bizarre race of animated
plants, and "Random Nuggets" to help flesh out your campaign.

DARKCONSPIRACY

The Ole N'Awlins Cookery may be serving up more than just
bumbo this Mardi Gras in "Gnawlings."

2300AD
"Samn": Not only will technology allow mankind to reap new
benefits in terms of knowledge and opportunity, it will also grant
man the abilityto prey upon his fellows, and then to escape capture.

SPACE:
1889

"Valley of the Hunters": The Kukrokra Valley is a treasurehouse-jewels, rich land, all there for the taking! This talk of
monsters is pure superstition.

Mom!

Plus Shadowrun, Star Wars, Star Trek, Callof Cthulhu, Warharnrner 40,000, Advanced Space Crusade and much more!

Feedback Resu
for Cha enge 52
Going on Safari (Twilight: 2000) ................................... 3.5
Contact: Hhkar! (MegaTraveller) .................................. 4.1
Stalkers (MegaTraveller) ..............................................3.7
Things That Go Bump (Dark Conspiracy) .................... 3.8
Operation Back Door (2300 AD) ................................... 3.5
Dwellers in the Dark (Space: 1889) .............................. 3.9
Ferengi (Star Trek) ....................................................... 3.8
Kamikaze Holsteins (Ghostbusters) ............................. 3.3
Urban Beasts (Nightlife) ............................................... 3.4
The Night Was Fluffy (Floating Vagabond) ................... 3.4
Sand Cats (Dark Future) .............................................. 2.9
The Beast of Boston (Cyberpunk 2.0.2.0.) ...................4.0
From the Management ................................................ .3.2
Letters from our Readers .............................................. 3.8
Conventions .................................................................. 3.8
Traveller News Service ................................................. 4.0
Cartoon ........................................................................ .3.5
Briefs ............................................................................ 3.1
Reviews ........................................................................ 4.2
Classifieds .................................................................... 3.8
This issue's cover art .................................................... 4.6
This issue's interior art ..................................................4.0
This issue as a whole ...................................................4.0
We look forward to hearing your feedback on this issue.
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